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Abstract

The practices of 18 Scandinavian (Danish, Swedish and Norwegian) and 11 U.S. publicly listed companies are herein evaluated on basis of a research model inspired by the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Capital Reporting (MERITUM, 2002; J. Mouritsen et al., 2003), to define the capacity of knowledge management and innovation of creating financial value, directly and/or through the mediation of disclosure.

Two fundamental issues are therefore raised when evaluating the participant firms’ abnormal returns in comparison to their competitors: a) internal knowledge management and b) existence of any conditioning of information in public disclosure.

Modern intellectual capital studies do not successfully relate content analysis to market effects like profitability and abnormal returns, nor do they study the interrelation between intellectual capital types and generated effects in relation to disclosure practices. This study applies this improvement of understanding value development by focusing on the causality processes which occur in the internal knowledge management and reporting practices of firms.

The identified management profiles' characteristics were found to vary in terms of both internal management traits and reporting engagement. Against the common belief that more detailed reporting results in higher market value, this study identifies that the most successful leaders are: a) concerned with a more detailed and more complex internal management of knowledge than its representation in external disclosure and b) are rather reluctant to reveal details about their innovation and general practices in disclosure.

It was identified that the high earners of this study have the greatest conformity with the formulated intellectual capital research tool, and nevertheless the greatest abnormal returns in relation to competitors from the same industry. They were also the only ones who valued the management of intellectual capital and innovation over strategizing and reporting practices, which the other types of less successful managers did not. These “Pessimistic High Earners” were the only group who managed all defined intellectual capital types (human, relational, process and technological). On the contrary, companies which were
not as successful financially were found to disclose a higher amount of information, and in the most optimistic and futurising manner.

The analyses of this study are explorative and even if not highly generalizable, the results should be valued as first insights within the study topic of why disclosure itself may not always be an optimal tool of specifying financial value and where differences between practical and accounted value might show themselves, to improve the reflection of internal practices in future external disclosure.

Keywords: strategic management, innovation, intellectual capital, disclosure, firm valuation, latent class analysis, data mining

Sammanfattning

Denna studie analyserar praxis i 18 skandinaviska och 11 nordamerikanska företag på basis av en vetenskaplig model inspirerad av de danska intellektuellt kapital rekommendationerna (MERITUM, 2002; J. Mouritsen et al., 2003). Avsikten med denna analys är att identifiera de medverkande företagens kapacitet av att skapa ekonomiskt värde via kunskapsbaserad ledning och innovation, direkt eller indirekt via redovisningsaktiviteter.

Två grundläggande problematiseringar ifokussläggs i detta syfte: a) den interna kunskapsledningen och b) eventuella begränsningar i informationsåtergivandet mot intressenterna, via redovisning.

Moderna relaterade studier länkar inte innehållsanalys till marknadsvärde, och studerar ofta inte förhållandet mellan olika typer av intellektuellt kapital och deras effekter i samband med redovisning. Denna studie föreslår därför ett analysperspektiv av att undersöka olika kausala samband som sker inom både intern kunskapsledning och rapportering utåt mot omvärlden.

De identifierade profilerna varierar både i interna ledningsegenskaper och redovisningsambitioner. Trots den vanliga tron att ett mer detaljerat redovisningsätt leder till högre marknadsvärde, kan det visas i denna studie att a) de mest framgångsrika ledarna är generellt mer fokuserade på att uppnå en detaljerad intern ledningskapacitet än dess redovisning utåt, samt b) att de ofta är rätt så skeptiska mot att avslöja information om sina innovationer och praxis i årsrapporterna.
De lönsammaste ledarna hade den största motsvarigheten gentemot den utvecklade modellen, och dessutom de högsta vinstandelarna i förhållande till konkurrenterna från samma industri. De var också de enda som värderade ledning av intellektuellt kapital och innovation över strategi och redovisning, vilket de andra grupperna inte gjorde. Dessa “Pessimistiska Höglönsamma Ledare” var den enda gruppen som hanterade alla typer av analyserat intellektuellt kapital (humant, relationellt, processuelt och teknologiskt). De mindre lönsamma företagen däremot redovisade mer information, och på det mest optimistiska och futuristiska sättet.

Även om analyserna i denna studie är explorativa och därför inte högst generalisera, så bör dessa resultat värderas som första insikt inom forskningsämnet om varför redovisning inte alltid är ett optimalt verktyg för att återspegla finansiellt värde och att uppmärksamma om var skillnader mellan praktik och dess rapportering kan finnas, i syftet av att förbättra motsvarigheten mellan framstående redovisning och intern kunskapsledning.

Nøgleord: strategisk ledelse, innovation, intellektuel kapital, oplysningskrav, værdiansættelse, latent klasse analyse, data mining
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Chapter 1 – Introduction

Rooted in strategic management theory, the resource- and the knowledge-based views withstand that intangible resources and capabilities are major sources of sustainable competitive advantages. Yet, a clear distinction is not made between strategizing about and measuring knowledge when engaging in increasing competitiveness on basis of intangible resources and innovation.

Little is known about the actual representation accuracy of these specific practices in external reporting. Because intangible resources are idiosyncratic in nature and offer therefore diverse differentiation opportunities, internally through management or externally through reporting, it is problematic to identify drivers of economic value when seeking to assess firms’ future market value.

This study’s main contribution to the research field lies within a suggested analysis of the strategic use of innovation, knowledge management and intellectual capital as catalysts of value creation and competitive advantages, with a direct linkage to the firms’ reporting practices based on attained abnormal returns in relation to competitors from the same industry. In order to increase the understanding about the practices of decision-making and innovation in modern corporations, as well as about the measurement of quality and knowledge when related to market value, a causal approach is proposed. The causal relationship within the management of intangibles is often omitted in modern related studies and by making intellectual capital resources and their attributes visible, it can be analyzed how successful companies attain better results while also evaluating the efficiency of associated accounting calculations.
Through this dedicated study, more can be understood about the existing tensions when corporations are assessed in relation to their market value and profits based on external disclosure, as well as about their operations and future value. Although accounting increases transparency about the actions and future aspirations of firms in the best of stakeholders, the disclosed information is sometimes perceived as insufficient and generalized, which in the case of heterogeneous resources and idiosyncratic management structures makes financial positioning and market valuation of companies more difficult and unreliable for investors. Organizations and investors would therefore strongly benefit from more knowledge about how intangibles are created, measured and reported about, which tensions currently dominate these practices and how to best avoid them.

1 Research Questions and Objectives

This dissertation deals primarily with analyzing firms’ internal management and external disclosure practices, in the scope of increasing the understanding about financial value creation based on innovation and intellectual capital. Little is yet known about the practice of creation of measurable managerial objects which concern corporate knowledge, nonetheless about measuring the actual financial effects of these resources and their associated activities. Furthermore, while companies increasingly disclose their plans and ambitions in diverse external reports, not much is known about how intangibles and innovation plans are actually disclosed in direct comparison to firms’ in-house management. Do corporations attain financial effects primarily based on their in-house management or through disclosure? Do corporations report transparently about what and how they manage, or do they report in disagreement with their internal practices? Are their internal practices efficient at creating market value, and sole drivers of financial success or are their chances eroded/enhanced by their reporting practices?

In agreement with modern knowledge management and accounting literature, positive financial effects are expected from better knowledge management and improved disclosure practices. Gottschalk (2005, p. 1) argues that modern prac-
tices are increasingly concerned with the importance of intellectual capital as a production input. “Intellectual capital” was the term coined to accrue future profit and market shares through positive effects of intangibles. Intangible resources increasingly represent the foundation of competitive advantages for firms and are believed to help in attaining and sustaining superior business performance and value generation.

The competitive advantage of firms is commonly observed as an unexplained variance between the market capitalization of a firm and its replacement value of intangible assets, often attributed to value generated through the management of intellectual capital (Hall, 1992; Edvinsson and Malone, 1997; Stewart, 1997; Lev et al., 2005; J. Mouritsen et al., 2005; Ittner, 2008). Even if knowledge itself cannot be allocated, cf. Bukh and Mouritsen (2005), it can be modularized (define what type of knowledge should be used), organized (define where should it be located) and economized (define how much should be invested in knowledge development and sharing). The need to manage and account for intellectual capital has increased since publicly listed companies need to make their intangible management quality evident. The companies’ published external reports and achievements are often regarded as important sources on basis of which the firms are valued on the market. In spite of recent development within the area of accounting, it is herein argued that the practices of reporting may not yet be in synthesis with corporate management practices. This argument should therefore be further studied, in the scope of facilitating international valuation based on knowledge management and innovation.

An overviewing question is therefore raised as follows:

Is there a relationship/representation between what is organized in-house and reported about externally in companies, at different levels of abnormal financial returns?

This problematization is a research topic which has not yet been studied in intellectual capital literature and deserves therefore full dedicated attention.

Financial realizations are as well-known needed for economic sustainability. But are such effects in abnormal returns created on basis of knowledge management and are they linked to increased reliability and more accurate representation of intangibles and their management in external reporting?
Figure 1 illustrates the targeted research area:

![Diagram showing the targeted research area](image)

*Figure 1 The Targeted Research Area*

The dedicated research questions specify hereby the major intents of conducting this study:

- **How do firms attain higher financial effects through an effective internal management of intellectual capital and innovation, in relation to reporting?**  
  *(Knowledge Management → Disclosure → Financial Effects)*

- **Are there any benefits from asymmetrical information or innovation type given intellectual capital's assumed idiosyncrasy?**  
  *(Knowledge Management → Financial Effects)*

- **Does disclosure offer an accurate representation of that which is organized, or is such information conditioned and in which way?**  
  *(Disclosure → Financial Effects)*

The first research aim is to analyze the corporate practices around a classification based on differences in management traits, at different market value levels. In this scope, utility theory is applied. The utility of knowledge management (actual abnormal returns) is contrasted with the respondents' risk traits (perceived profitability). This study suggests hence a classification based on lev-
eled market value in relation to intrinsic confidence of efficiency, in the scope of defining a discrepancy in relation to competitors from the same industry.

Research Objective 1 (Causality)
The first research objective is to understand management of knowledge as causal calculations of value, by specifically identifying causal patterns in the firms’ innovation and intellectual capital management practices in relation to their financial effects. The usefulness of knowledge is in this way directly and accurately analyzed based on its exchange value. Nevertheless, the view on innovation in process management practices is important. Is innovation an output of intellectual capital as suggested in the consulted theory, or is it an input? And which approach might be most efficient in business? The theoretical question asked is “How accurate is the formulated intellectual capital model to evaluate management efficiency in terms of intellectual capital and innovation practices?”, per identified managerial profile.

Research Objective 2 (Asymmetrical Information and Innovation Benefits)
The second research objective is to understand management of knowledge as knowledge peaks, where open/closed innovation creates economic rent differently, and where innovation itself can be developed in-house or leased/acquired. The asked theoretical question is therefore “Are there any benefits from asymmetrical information or innovation type given intellectual capital’s assumed idiosyncrasy?”, per identified managerial profile.

Research Objective 3 (Transparency)
The third research objective is to speculate around a certain conditioning of information in disclosure practices. Does decision-making about intangible resources mobilize knowledge only internally or all the way through the external business sphere? Are future returns hurt by any of the firms’ practices? If firms’ competitive advantages are not sustainable and the information disclosed is too generalized, consequences like uninformed investments and decisions and increased costs for both the firms and their investors might arise, at the ex-
pense of decreased profitability, innovation and economic development. Therefore, it is of interest to define “**How much less, if, is disclosed about externally than managed internally?**”, per identified managerial profile.

### 1.1 Scientific Justification

Whereas the resource-based and the knowledge-based views have evolved to prescribe corporate competitiveness on basis of knowledge resources and their effects, intellectual capital and innovation are the main means by which this is realized. Most strategic management theories recommend the use of knowledge and capabilities in successful innovation, yet their prescriptions are somewhat limited in relation to measurement practices and accounting systems do not reflect the progress of innovation-based activities and resources straightforwardly (Smith, 2005; Reed et al., 2006).

Roos et al. (1997, p. 15) specify that the theoretical roots of intellectual capital can be tracked down to two major streams of thought: the **strategic** stream and the **measurement** stream. The first one analyzes the creation and use of knowledge, as well as the relationship between knowledge and success or value-creation, linking intellectual capital to competitive advantages. The second stream focuses on the need to develop a new information system, measuring non-financial data alongside with the traditional financial ones, so that the strategizing of intellectual capital can be reliably managed and decision-making can be based on actual observations and measurements. There must hence be consistency between the measured objects and their strategic scope of creating competitive advantages.

The measurement practices and their reflection into external disclosure seem thus to be related to the practices of strategizing about intellectual capital. These two areas are yet not fully synchronized, when judging by the current discrepancies in market valuation of companies\(^1\). With the advent of the intellectual capital literature stream and recent changes in intangible reporting standards, the valuation of companies has been remarkably improved and adjusted according to the modern needs. Whereas the heterogeneity of sustainable competition has been boosted for decades through various strategic management

---

\(^1\) When the market-to-book ratio is equal to unity, the market volatility of stock prices can be considered to be reliably explained through accounting and the tensions between performance management and the market value of the firms can be reasonably neglected as biases of management control systems.
theory advances, the capacity of the accounting systems to reflect this idiosyn-
crasy of the companies’ management control systems remained somewhat lim-
ited. Lev et al. (2005) write that the issues of identifying, measuring and report-
ing internally generated intangibles (advertising, research costs, training ex-
penses, internally developed goodwill) and assets are more common than re-
porting the external ones. While identifiable intangible assets can be recognized
individually, as a part of a group of assets or as part of an entire enterprise,
unidentifiable assets cannot be recognized individually.

It is hence herein argued that this internal dynamism is somewhat constrained
when translated into public disclosure and that this process is still associated
with certain limitations, leaving some important corporate actions undisclosed.
What is valuable in one company might not be valuable in another one, result-
ing in diverse measurement systems which are not comparable across compa-

dies and sectors (Marr and Starovic, 2003). Lev et al. (2005) also outlined a
tendency of “a lack of harmonization (comparability) among firms, industries,
or different years for which the data are published” as a common problem with-
in intellectual capital works and other voluntary information on intellectual
capital. The intangible resources presented in accounting are fewer than the in-
tangible resources which are of internal importance for a company, and these
are usually firm-specific.

Given these arguments, it is herein argued that an over-viewing deepening
study is necessary. New knowledge in this still under-researched area can heav-
ily contribute to efficiency in companies’ inter-departmental activities, prac-
tices and their financial effects. Since the internal functions of performance
management and accounting practices of firms differ and the quantifiable re-
sults expressed in annual reports do not always satisfactorily outline the firms’
incentives from the perspective of a reliable comparability, this study can bring
new knowledge into the issues of knowledge management and valuation by
outlining which practices are efficient and which ones are not.

---

2 The effects of strategic competitive management became apparent during the 1960s, when the firm was
placed at the center of economic analysis, i.e., Penrose (1959) and Chandler (2009) strived to identify the
firms’ “best practices” by increasing the strategies’ impact on corporate performance.
1.2 Contribution

The novelty of this work lies not only in its primary data and unique inferences, but also in the fact that it applies a current intellectual capital model to evaluate both internal management and external accounting practices. The informative survey which provided the primary data was developed on basis of the structure of this employed intellectual capital model, and the secondary data (disclosure) was reliably linked through this same structure.

The intellectual capital model was applied onto the data after accounting for financial effects at three different levels: high-earners, mid-tire earners and low-earners in relation to competitors from the same industry. This group division allowed for the creation of three “management profiles”, where the financial realizations (positive or negative abnormal returns) allow for determining the efficiency of the managerial traits and practices in the respective groups.

This study is hence exploratory and it is valuable because it targets market valuation based on associated practices of knowledge management and reporting through hands-on empirically-based confirmatory analyses in relation to existing guidelines of intellectual capital classification. The analyzed companies are stock-listed economic agents and vital pillars in the business environment.

The research design is performative cf. (Mouritsen, 2006), in the sense that this study does not just verify á priori defined expectations, but also adds new knowledge and inferences though extended exploratory analyzes and triangulation of all relevant sources of information. By defining implications and strengths created at the micro level, limitations of global firm comparability can be diminished. Organizational development and economic growth can be supported by presenting how already successful firms manage their businesses.

Since intellectual capital management is a relatively new research area, different organizations, institutions, companies, boards of directors and investors would benefit from the findings. By reading about what makes some managers more successful than others given the raised questions, the readers can improve their practices. This research can also be useful in the valuation process of corporations for potential shareholders or investors, who can learn how to compare companies from different areas rightfully and understand the underlying importance of intellectual capital and innovation better in business. Nevertheless, this work can also be a source of further research within the scholarly field of intel-
lectual capital and business management. Last but not least, the interest of reporting in the right manner can hopefully be increased.

This study is highly suitable for managers and diverse analysts and investors, internal or external to companies, with the ambition of improving their efficiency. Internal corporate aspects are revealed to the reader based on the study-specific primary data collection to offer additional insights and increase the understanding about the usefulness of knowledge management, as well as its relation to the public and stock market through disclosure. Successful managerial qualities and practices which contribute to actual success are outlined in the current study, to allow the readers to understand how to extracting the maximum knowledge out of the available new types of corporate information and data.

1.3 Disposition

The different chapters and their content are hereby outlined to familiarize the reader with the content of the dissertation and serve as a guide throughout the elaboration process. The chapters are organized as follows: Chapter 2 is a literature review of the considered schools of thought, ending in a theoretical improvement discussion. Chapter 3 presents the methodological approach, model construction and data collection phases, whilst Chapter 4 presents the empirical analyzes and their results. Chapter 5 discusses the findings and obtained results, concludes the dissertation and offers advice for further research.
Chapter 2 – Collected Works

The proposed literature model incorporates several important theories in an interdisciplinary design: strategic management, accounting and intellectual capital theory.

This chapter discusses how the static character of the resource-based view and the perfect competition model of equilibrium were further developed into the knowledge-based view to contain dynamic capabilities. In the dynamic resource-based view and rent creation based on the intellect, judgments and decision-making of managers, as well as increasing returns on investment are associated with the idiosyncratic nature of intellectual capital (Arthur, 1994). Intangibles can be managed as a knowledge stock or flow (Bontis et al., 2002; Gottschalk, 2005, pp. 57-58) and processes can be refined in order to create unique, inimitable and sustainable advantages.

The intellectual capital view is the school of thought which is consulted to map the best ways to identify, manage and most importantly measure intangible resources when seeking to increase corporate performance and profitability, as it allows for the disaggregation of intangibles and outlines measurement guidelines for distinguishing, transforming and measuring knowledge. The productivity of innovation can hence be related to firms’ operational processes and performance in a more profound manner, nonetheless be linked to the market through external reporting.

These theoretical frameworks deal increasingly satisfactorily with general recommendations of intellectual management and knowledge-based activities yielding economic rents. Yet, performance measurement systems and external reporting need to become more integrated with strategizing to account for shortcomings in market
valuation. When the measurement practices are efficient in capturing and describing innovation and intellectual capital activities, a better overview is offered over their capacity and value.

Although the intellectual capital concept can be decomposed, existing recommendations are rarely applied in practice, nonetheless made absolutely comparable through measurement due to the vast diversity of existing guidelines and practices in external accounting. Internal performance management is often even more differentiated, since this is a strategic resource which is well-protected. Accounting and performance measurement systems need hence to become more adapted to the scope of their existence, namely to capture intellectual capital activities and their effects and transparently describe plausible future returns on investment and optimized decision-making.

A suitable intellectual capital model is therefore employed, to structure the research framework. This model is to later be applied on the empirical data to study three formulated theoretical improvement propositions identified throughout the course of the literature review.

2 Foundations of the Conceptual Model

The proposed study areas are strategic management, intellectual capital and accounting. These readings aim to help the researcher reflect characteristics of the schools of thought. Rare and unique resources and knowledge are core tenets of the resource-based and knowledge-based schools of thought (i.a. Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Coase, 1992; Arthur 1994; Penrose, 1955; Zander and Kogut 1995; Teece et al., 1997; Hoskisson et al., 1999; Loasby, 1999; Drnevich and Shanely, 2005a; Drnevich and Shanely, 2005b; Mackey and Barney, 2005; Peteraf, 2005; Verspagen, 2005, p. 490). From the intellectual capital school of thought, the thesis seeks to cover the classification of capitals and emergence of its need in management (i.a. Edvinsson (1997; Sveiby, 2010; Mouritsen, 2003; Bukh and Mouritsen, 2005; Mouritsen, 2006). From accounting and standardization, this work consults diverse types of intellectual capital valuation frameworks and models i.a. Meritum project (2002) and the Danish Guidelines of In-
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tellectual capital reporting (DMSTI, 2003). In addition to theory, current empirical or theoretical studies are also consulted in the scope of positioning this work within the research field.

In order to develop an appropriate evaluation tool and identify shortcomings in these literature domains, the areas of interest are cross-tabulated with the structure of the intellectual capital evaluation model proposed by Mouritsen et al. (2003) into what the researcher found to be concepts of importance for the study. This tool offers the possibility of distinguishing between managerial resources, activities and their effects, a fact which is vaguely expressed in the strategic management theories in terms of clearly delimited categories, making measurement difficult in practice although managers are offered a lot of guidance on processual activities. The analytical structure is two-dimensional and modular, in order to define a classifiable ground of the knowledge resources’ contribution to financial outcome, cf. Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resources (What is created?)</td>
<td>Capabilities, experience, diversity of knowledge and demographics of management, as well as firm characteristics</td>
<td>Human, relational, technological and process capitals</td>
<td>Intangibles (financial and non-financial indicators), as well as financial indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities (What is done?)</td>
<td>Decision-making, strategizing and market competitiveness on basis of differences in the offer bundles</td>
<td>Knowledge and intellectual capital investments, as well as measurement of innovation and progress</td>
<td>Public disclosure incentives, narratives and improved visualization of the management objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects (What happens?)</td>
<td>Diversified corporate profiles and strategic management approaches, creating specialization and niches</td>
<td>Increased managerial control over the investments, strategic focus and improved reflection of market value (second-order management)</td>
<td>Enhanced standardization and analytical insights within firms’ investments both internally and externally, more tangible future value descriptions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Foundations of the Conceptual Model
Conditioning of information is possible through accounting calculations, which mediate and mobilize capabilities, processes and activities both internally and externally. Strategy is directing operations, innovation and disclosure practices differently through differing knowledge management architectures and therefore, diversity also occurs in the firms’ financial effects. Internally, the intellectual capital of the companies and their innovation activities are subject to different dynamic processes. When transcribed into accounting calculations, value undergoes a transformation based on knowledge capitals and their modularity, mobilizing other processes depending on their inscriptions and attributes. While “resources” and “activities” are more commonly approached and managed, it is within the level of “effects” where current tensions lie both within theory and practice. When knowledge is substituted by intellectual capital, innovation becomes an outcome which directly affects companies’ ability to perform and capitalize. Hence, the knowledge-based view is currently not just a theory, but a managerial issue of turning diversity and knowledge into profit by mobilizing important aspects internally and externally.

The effects of corporate management are currently mainly described in short narratives and at the best in diverse reports, yet where they are often covered briefly and mechanically. Future ambitions are often not supported by existing practices, data and statistics due to the fact that imitation is common and that when revealing internal sensitive information, companies might lose ground to competitors. Innovation is herein an important value driver and theory has long struggled with its measurement, just as other effects of interest. These practices are often based on the premises of the resource- and knowledge-based views, where the resources of firms are created on basis of the firms’ capabilities and uniqueness. Yet, there is little or no reference to management objects and their outcomes. Although accounting literature encourages mobilization of objects and deep reflections upon their effects, the shape the final reports are delivered in is sometimes arguably generalized. Corporate dynamism and diversity can therefore be inadequately reflected in accounting and reporting, indicating the need for integration with the intellectual capital and accounting schools of thought in the performance and measurement systems. A main shortcoming is that relevant aspects are not treated descriptively and scientifically enough.

In order to satisfactorily report on management activities and decision-making, accounting, standardization and disclosure practices must be synchronized with the strategic inclination of a firm and operationalized in reliable key terms in
order to reflect market value more accurately. The managed knowledge objects need to be approached on a more separated and disentangled level, where the existing practices and aspirations can be broken down in the scope of comparability and increased control over intangible investments. These are common issues and desires in modern corporations, when the management modules are assembled into both internal practices and external disclosure. Hence, the importance of accounting as a change agent should be approached through both quantitative and qualitative manners. As adequately remarked by i.a. Guthrie et al. (2004), current practices of intellectual capital management need to take more regard to the quality of the disclosed information, not just to the key indicators’ frequency and abundance.

Last but not least, diversity is vital to companies and derives from existing variability within the markets, business systems and other factors, controllable or non-controllable to the companies. Through awareness of idiosyncratic capabilities and variation of firm characteristics on the markets, a company can turn uncontrollable exogenous factors into endogenous knowledge resources along time. Even if not always ownable, this strategic focus safeguards firms against the effects of i.a. natural selection on the markets, where the industry regulates itself along time\(^3\). Diversity is a well-covered aspect of the resource- and the knowledge-based views, where rarity and uniqueness are some of the most valuable prescriptions offered to businesses.

The rest of this chapter focuses on discussing the connection of the knowledge-based value-creation process to obtainable competitive advantages and to market value through the prism of the proposed schools of thought. The literature review chapter ends with a “Propositions of Theoretical Development” part (Section 2.5), where the identified research gaps and limitations of current theory, studies and practices are synthesized in a summary to be further elaborated upon in the methodology chapter.

2.1 The Resource- and Knowledge-Based Views

Modern strategic management theory such as the resource- and the knowledge-based views argue that unique resources and in particular knowledge resources

---

\(^3\) The works of Nelson and Winter (1982) and Porter (1980, p. 44) offer more details about industrial evolution theories.
are becoming increasingly profitable and necessary for corporate performance sustainability and decision-making. These schools of thought further contend that by accounting for and clearly indicating their intent, aspirations and capabilities along with future value opportunities, companies can guard themselves against declines in investments, financial returns and a high volatility of stock prices. I.a. Bukh et al. (2005) write that the competitiveness of companies no longer concerns their positioning in the market vis-à-vis with the competitors; instead, it increasingly concerns the understanding of internal resource architectures, capabilities and competencies.

Gottschalk (2005) writes that within the resource-based view, performance differences across firms can be defined as variances in the firm’s resources and capabilities. This framework has an internal focus and firms are considered to be highly heterogeneous on basis of their internal resource bundles. The theory has two main key points: first, the resources are determinants of firm performance and second, the resources must be rare, unique, valuable and difficult to imitate. Only then can a competitive advantage be created. A firm must continuously enhance its resources and capabilities in order to capitalize during changing conditions, where exploitation of existing resources and development of new resource positions helps it grow (pp. 43-45). The process in which tangible and intangible resources are reorganized, combined and turned into activities to create value is defined as “resource mobilization”. Resource allocation, resource leveraging and resource deployment are more appropriate for describing the value-creation process based on tangible resources. Knowledge and competence cannot be allocated, as the person controlling it technically possesses it (p. 51). Yet, when an organization can understand its intellectual capital and how to exploit and develop their traditional resources better than their competitors, knowledge can become a superior strategic resource, even if some of the traditional resources used are not unique (pp. 55-56).

The concept of business evolution and knowledge transformation is treated in the works of Penrose (1995) as a matter of service usage opportunities, where possibilities change as knowledge changes. The type of knowledge possessed by a firm’s personnel and the obtainable services on basis of its material resources are closely connected. Since the knowledge of the personnel tends to increase with experience, the service and resource bases of firms tend to change as well. As “free” goods, innovation and knowledge-building are valuable economic drivers which help creating heterogeneity of firms by influential power,
not necessarily through economic value per se. The resulting products and services are however not free in the same sense.

Drnevich and Shanely (2005b) state that within strategic management research, a firm’s profitability in a given market depends on a) market-level economics, b) the ability of individual firms to generate revenues to cover their costs, c) the relative skills of firms to do this more efficiently than their competitors. Competitive advantage is thus a matter of understanding of a firm’s production efficiency, R&D investment and marketing skills at different levels. The authors distinguish between five different areas of creating competitive advantages:

- firm resources and capabilities
- firm strategy and managerial actions
- competitor resources, capabilities, behavior and actions
- consumer demand and behavior
- industry/market macro-level structural and contextual characteristics.

Value creation roots within a firm’s activities, which are important for a firm’s success, being particularly critical in highly competitive or changing markets in which the firms must maintain their competitive advantages. At the same time, new value-creation prospects must be assured for future profits and sustainability, usually within the following value-creation areas: a) actual firm-level performance, b) internal firm resources and capabilities, c) external constituencies to the firm such as consumers and d) industry/market macro-level structural and contextual characteristics. The consumers choose the firm which gives them the greatest surplus, whilst the firm needs to generate profit by balancing its price in relation to its costs, adding up to the overall definition of value in business. However, the identification of costs (direct and indirect) and various types of returns has proven to be difficult. This transaction equation is one of three proposed conceptual mechanisms in which strategic theories link to the business environment within research. Namely, in linkage by transaction the analytical unit is economic exchange, in which activities such as informal social exchanges, market exchanges, long-term contracts, mergers and strategic alliances are included. The “social exchange” of transactions usually applies business network theories, in which the firms’ identity and boundaries can become unclear without the role of management. Therefore, linkage by managerial role is a second conceptual mechanism which aids in business decision-mak-
ing, where firm growth based on resources and offered services needs to be overseen by the firm management. However, since the role of management and its contribution during periods of good or bad profitability can be somewhat unclear, a third conceptual mechanism, linkage by atmosphere is introduced. Linkage by atmosphere in itself does not imply a certain decision or particular transaction logic on the firm and its management, but a homogenous cultural and normative business environment which is likely to reduce search and decision-making costs. The core idea is that the more participants which share an atmosphere conducive to trade, the easier it is to explain firm dynamics based on the social business context, including culture, legal and regulatory regimes, normative structures and common historical ties. (ibid, 2005b)

Mackey and Barney (2005) performed a deepening study on the managerial talent and competitive advantages outlined by Drnevich and Shanely (2005b). Their analysis affirmed the need of several levels: a) the individual-level resources controlled by the manager, b) the industry-level competitive advantages derived from their resources and c) the market-determined ability of a manager to appropriate the rents these competitive advantages generate. The resource-based level applies to the individual manager and firm level, to identify conditions under which leadership could become a competitive source for the firm on the market, i.e. at the macro-level in which the transaction exchanges occur. The business context of these interactions comprises the conditions under which managers will or will not be able to appropriate the rents their specific managerial talents generate. Value and competitive advantages are generated by rare and inimitable management skills, but the market will generally allocate these resources imperfectly across competing firms. The existence of heterogeneous management skills and imperfectly competitive labor markets have therefore a direct impact on the amount of rent that can be generated on basis of managerial talent. Variation in management skills is a requirement for the existence of competitive advantages since it is the unit of analysis and an effect realized at the firm level.

Peteraf (2005) also built a study on Drnevich and Shanely’s (2005b) work, in which the resource-based view itself links a firm to its external business environment and the players within. The resource-based view was applied as the conceptual mechanism which links to the three analysis levels directly, being in such way distinct from the transactional approach and its limitability to the firm/individual level. By further developing the definition of the two core as-
pects under research, competitive advantage and value generation, the author claims that the resource-based view distinguishes between sustainable and regular competitive advantages in such a way that if it is an imitable competitive advantage, it is not sustainable and therefore short-lived. By changing the definition of competitive advantage from terms of profitability to terms of relative value created, the definition of competitor is made more tangible. Thus, the old concept of competitive advantage in which a firm earns more profit than the other firms with which it competes, is changed to the definition of “a firm having a competitive advantage if it is able to create more economic value than the marginal (breakeven) competitor in its product market”. The notion of total value remains in agreement with Drnevich and Shanely (2005b), i.e. that total value created (consumer and producer surplus) captures the benefits to society of producing net of the economic costs. Since this fact calls for an assessment of the customers’ needs, a second cross-level connection is supported. At the organizational level, the resource-based view is rendered effective at explaining the corporate advantages on basis of resources and capabilities, just as it has been conceived to from early strategic management days. The resource-based view can serve as a process-oriented approach instead of a content-oriented one through central internal focus on resources and capabilities and their connection to strategic decision-making. The resource-based view, in similarity with the resource-allocation process theory, acknowledges the importance of tacit knowledge. This is justified through the specification that recent research allows for external influence of the previously internally-focused resource allocation methodology through i. a. customers’ influence. The resource-based view is also suitable for analyzing firms dynamically across time, although in its original form, it is a static equilibrium model of creating and sustaining competitive advantages. As ordinary capabilities turned into dynamic capabilities with agents of change, dynamism was added to the framework. Analysis of firms is therefore possible at different points in their life cycles; history matters and a young firm may shape its evolutionary trajectory for years ahead.

In a subsequent review of these articles, Drnevich and Shanely (2005a) note that while the dynamism of the firms and of the environment includes changes of resources and capabilities along time, it is within these phenomena where new business opportunities arise and value can be created. Resources may persist and their value might change to positive or negative, as a result of exogenous environmental shocks. Therefore, strategic management research should
address the trajectories by which resource change, due to internal dynamics or in response to the environment through more focused and longitudinal designs.

The broad and general character of the resource-based view was further refined through the knowledge-based view, as one of its subsequent emerging frameworks (Hoskisson et al., 1999).

Loasby (1999) specifies that economic progress can be improved through knowledge growth (pp. 2-3). Yet, certain path dependency is expected in knowledge-based business models, cf. Arthur (1994) and business specialization often reduces flexibility of operation. Zander and Kogut (1995) identified the path dependent factor within the social and tacit capability repository of firms. Two main reasons for this development is that knowledge builds on previous knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Verspagen, 2005, p. 490) and that costs of administering knowledge can be high (Coase, 1992)⁴.

Teece et al. (1997) nevertheless defined the dynamic character of skill acquisition, management of knowledge and know-how, stating that the main driving force of competitive advantages and value creation lies within the internal technological, organizational and managerial processes of the firms. This was a major change from the industrial-oriented approaches commonly applied before, such as Porter’s Five Forces Model. Economic rents in IO-models are monopoly-based (Teece, 1984) and the core tenet is to place a firm vis-à-vis with its competitors. Dynamic capabilities allow for integration, building and reconfiguration of internal and external competences to address rapid changes in the environment, with learning as a fundamental strategic issue (Grant, 1996; Teece et al., 1997). Core competences must be distinctive from the competitors’ and difficult to replicate to be efficient. Likewise, firm competences, which are assembled in clusters spanning over individuals and groups, enable distinctive activities to be performed, through firms’ organizational routines and processes. Since learning tends to be local and “history matters” in the sense that previous decisions might have formed a firm’s current position, the importance of path dependence is amplified where conditions of increasing returns exist. Increasing returns are usually generated from network externalities, presence of complementary assets, supporting infrastructure, learning by using and scale economies in production and distribution. Since firms have these

⁴ “The Institutional Structure of Production” by Ronald H. Coase was Nobel Prize awarded in 1991. Coase specified costs of finding, interpreting and using knowledge; in particular knowledge of future potential and methods of successful capitalization on the market.
multiple choices, the prior positioning of a firm can affect its ability to exploit increasing returns. (Teece et al., 1997)

2.1.1 Knowledge Management and Intellectual Capital

The investments in innovation and intellectual capital have been found of interest in different previous empirical studies. Several authors have linked the resource-based view to intellectual capital practices, where innovation plays an important role to firm performance (Reed et al., 2006; Tayles et al., 2007; Yang and Kang, 2008; Cheng et al., 2010; Herremans et al., 2010; Hsu and Wang, 2010; Surroca et al., 2010).

Wiig (1997) identified that “intellectual capital management and knowledge management are multi-dimensional and cover most aspects of a firms’ operations. There is overlap but there are also major differences.” While knowledge management is considered to be “hands on”, the integration of intellectual capital is considered necessary for the processes, objectives and perspectives to become dynamic. Their value is maximized only when they are renewed continually and used effectively. Seleim and Khalil (2011) identified a partial mutual relationship between intellectual capital and knowledge management, where certain aspects of knowledge drive the firms knowledge bases (intellectual capital). Especially, knowledge application helps in accumulating intellectual capital, while human and organizational capitals are the most influential dimensions of knowledge management such as knowledge accumulation, documentation and transfer. In this thesis, knowledge management is cross-tabulated with the intellectual school of thought to develop an understanding of both the flows and stocks of knowledge present in the study, and analyze their interactions empirically.

Kianto et al (2013) assess that the management of intangibles is a key managerial mechanism, where competitiveness affects and mediates financial performance. Herremans et al (2011) found that firms with a higher uncertainty towards their intellectual capital design system faced greater issues in capitalizing on their knowledge and develop successful capabilities. Ling (2013) found that knowledge management is a moderator of intellectual capital on firm performance, where the strategizing of a firm can increase performance by applying its intangible stocks. These aspects will also be studied in the empirical
evaluation, though the proposed mediation of knowledge on basis of intellectual capital practices, and thereafter through disclosure upon performance.

Kianto at al (2014) developed four possible scenarios of the interaction between knowledge management and intellectual capital. This article is not empirically-based, just theoretic. This study aims to add to the discussion through an extended empirical analysis, with a new evaluation model. This model takes into account the disentanglement of the intellectual capital elements, internal causality and applies actual financial performance.

Status Quo

Questions still remain regarding the strategic measurement and administration of intangibles and knowledge, their classification and their effects. While knowledge management describes a lot of the activities and objectives of using intangibles for increased performance, the effects are not always captured through detailed non-financial measurements in modern empirical studies. Of further interest to this study is therefore to analyze if different strategies are applied in relation to flows and stocks of knowledge and how communication flows in relation to the management objects, i.e. analyze the competitiveness between the managed intangibles and the causality of outputs of financial and non-financial type. In this way, strategy is not directly separated from the management objects of intellectual capital, but offers a survey over its effects on intellectual capital, innovation and disclosure. Furthermore, it would indicate the dynamics of play to generate innovation and value added, which are to be discussed in the following sections. In addition, the actual measurement of internal and external management practices is often omitted in relation to innovation and intangible inputs and will nevertheless be considered in the literature study.

2.2 Innovation and Economic Rent Generation

Grant (1991) la. argued that in the resource-based view, business strategy is viewed more as a challenge of Ricardian rents, cf. Liebeskind (1996), where a
firm’s returns on resources (which constitute its competitive advantage over and above the real costs of other resources) is more powerful than the obtainable monopoly-based rents, i.e. returns to market power, which also are rooted in the resources of organizations.

In the knowledge-based view and alternative rent creation methodologies on basis of knowledge and information, returns on investment are believed to be more profitable than the resource-based view prescribes. As Edvinsson (1997) appropriately described in Skandia’s Value Scheme, a company’s market value is the sum of its financial and intellectual capitals and the goal of intellectual capital is to improve the value-generation capabilities of firms. Roos et al. (1997, p. 107) agree, specifying that financial capital is characterized by diminishing returns, while intellectual capital enjoys increasing returns to scale.

Kirzner’s (2000) work has nevertheless been a great advance within the field of economics. The author argued that knowledge- and information-based decisions lead to effective solutions, being profitable for the companies. Kirzner’s disequilibrium theory on markets was modeled through intrapreneurship, which is a result of invested efforts and knowledge, change process initiation, incentives to develop through unique capabilities and efforts of optimization of the existing resources. Due to differing information spaces, i.e. diverse industrial sectors, firms are believed to regroup their production resources in new and effective ways and cash in on profits by performing and acting within the sphere of offer and demand, experimenting further. The companies’ specific knowledge increases the value-surplus perception of their customers. By altering their offers on the market on basis of previous experiences and diverse targeted refinements, their products can become more optimized and refined.

The author argues that in the Schumpeterian market-equilibration, equilibration is a systematic process in which market participants acquire more and more accurate and complete mutual knowledge of potential demand and supply attitudes. The Austrian school sees this as a process of entrepreneurial discovery, where imperfect information results in a discovery which reduces one’s previous ignorance about a business opportunity. Entrepreneurial discovery is seen as gradually but systematically pushing back the boundaries of sheer ignorance, increasing mutual awareness among market participants and in turn, driving prices, output and input quantities and qualities towards values consistent with
equilibrium, a state which equals the complete absence of sheer ignorance. (ibid, 2000, p. 5)

“[…] while Schumpeter’s innovating entrepreneur is responsible for creating disequilibrium ‘in the first place’, it is the ‘Kirznerian’ entrepreneur who ‘springs into action upon recognizing a disequilibrium situation’.” (Kirzner, 2000, p. 243)

Whilst the Schumpeterian (2003 [â pub 1912]) creative destruction mainly acts at the macro-economic level by disrupting equilibrium, the Kirznerian (2000) information-asymmetry approach serves more as a micro-focused perspective, where the same goals are targeted: making profit by innovating to cause change, occupation and growth. Profitable business opportunities are possibilities where new services, products and organizing manners are introduced and sold to a cost which covers at least their expenses. By innovating, the pioneers of the Schumpeterian view are followed by swarms, whilst in the Kirznerian view, there is no need for a new market. The market itself is a process in change and evolution. Information is not equally shared by all individuals and by taking advantage of this fact, entrepreneurs can produce products and services cheaper and increase profits. The Schumpeterian innovation-based disruptions are rarer than the Kirznerian trends. Whilst the first-mentioned create, the latter explore. New insights and information are genuine but perishable, since they are reproduced and optimized when equilibrium is restated on basis of knowledge and awareness about them. The value creation mechanisms in these two discussed settings are strongly related to processes and their effects are both concomitantly in action on modern markets.

Foss and Ishikawa (2007) specify shortages within the capacity of the resource-based view of building competitive advantages. It lacks a dynamic perspective and builds on the competitive equilibrium (i.e. “perfect competition” model), generating rents based on resources’ best abilities. Whilst the Schumpeterian approach contends the equilibrium theory which is most often criticized in the resource-based view limitations, their approach is based on capital theory, which is an essential part of the dynamic resource-based view. Through entrepreneurship, particular “specialized resource combinations” are possible to develop as a product of the entrepreneurs’ judgment and the judgment of entrepreneurs in itself is a necessary complementary resource to not only compete on basis of price, which is often the case in equilibrium models based on resources’ “best use”. In an equilibrium setting, where all the possible combina-
tions of capital goods can be priced, all prices reflect scarcities of resources and capabilities, imputation is perfect and strategies, likewise, are recognizable and fully pricable, rendered as good or as bad as any other strategies. When all peaks are known, a search of the landscape yields zero profits and no competitive advantages exist. Even if highly specialized resource combinations consist of resources, many of which can be priced, by earning on the rent of such a combination, individual price can be priced away through pricing the combination itself. If the entrepreneurs are rich in prior experiences and theories of the landscape within which they trade, they can easily recognize a high appropriate value of a bundle, simply based on their judgment and choice. In actuality, entrepreneurs have only imperfect models or theories, nobody has perfect information and foresight. Through these differences between experiences and choices, competitive advantages are made possible and can be sorted under the heading of “asymmetric information”, although this state is the outcome of a process of searching and judging between the market and the entrepreneurs which occurs over time. Following Kirzner’s approach of defining capital assets in terms of subjective, individual production plans, which are formulated and continually revised by profit-seeking entrepreneurs, the actual place of any capital good in the time sequence of production is given by the market for the capital good, in which entrepreneurs bid for factors of production in anticipation of future consumer demands. Hence, it is the capital good’s place in the structure of production as conceived by the entrepreneurs, and not only the physical properties of capital goods that can be traded over time, adding up to a widely debated concept of strategic management: “resource complementarity”.

2.2.1 Innovation and Intellectual Capital

Previous works have linked the knowledge-based view to intellectual capital theory in empirical studies of knowledge and innovation (Harlow and Imam, 2006; Martínez-Torres, 2006; C. Chen et al., 2009; Craighead et al., 2009; S. Chen and Wang, 2010).

Kalkan et al (2014) find that the effects of strategizing, intellectual capital and innovation on firm performance are positive. Phusavat et al. (2011) identified that the effects of intellectual capital and its key components positively affects financial productivity, based on an analysis of annual reports studies. However, as most related studies, these indicators are financially-based indices (Value
Added Intellectual Coefficient) and not focused on the soft measurements of intangibles and innovation which this study aims to contribute with.

Chang et al (2013) found that firms which pay attention to their levels of intellectual capital and innovation investment inputs attain greater returns to scale and are more financially effective. Bhatti and Zaheer (2014) argue that companies' knowledge environments should promote innovative processes on basis of intellectual capital competencies which are constantly redefined in order to enhance performance. Kramar et al. (2011) has e.g. stated that even if theory supports the fact that human capital is vital for organizational performance, there is little empirical evidence. This work aims to add more knowledge to the research field by studying innovation as an outcome of intellectual capital, and identify what strategies the companies apply when innovating in relation to their resources and capabilities.

Hsu and Sabherwal (2012) performed a related study, where it was defined that “IC affects KM and dynamic capabilities; KM facilitates innovation but not dynamic capabilities or IC; a learning culture facilitates IC and innovation but not KM; firm performance depends on efficiency and innovation, but not directly on dynamic capabilities; and efficiency does not depend on any of the other constructs in the study.”. In addition to this work, this study aims to contrast successful and less successful companies' practices and activities, and discriminate among them on basis of actual/attained profitability, as well as extending the details of causal paths among all variables through the outlined four disentangled intellectual capital elements specified in the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Capital Reporting (DMSTI 2003).

Status Quo

Whereas the resource-based and the knowledge-based views withhold the tenet that innovation is profitable and necessary, they are generally not specifically addressing the innovative effects of intellectual capital, its disclosure and performance capacity based on knowledge diversity and uniqueness. Modern studies do not either directly assess the value of innovation and intangibles on firm performance. When this is done, it is mostly in the shape of e.g. patents or R&D expenses, which do not valuate the intangible knowledge stocks' effects in relation to the knowledge management's objectives. Therefore, the next chapter discusses the capacity of intellectual capital frameworks to asses value
to the practices of knowledge and result in innovation, dimensions which are all believed to be positive for business performance. Most importantly, an accounting perspective is adopted up next, since intellectual capital theory aims to improve both the strategizing and measurement techniques of knowledge-based management.

2.3 Valuation and Measurement of Intangibles

Edvinsson and Malone (1997, pp. 145-146) described “The Value Platform”, which builds on the works of Saint-Onge, Armstrong, Petrash and Edvinsson, as a central theory which defines the process of corporate value creation through merging of the intellectual capital types and application of knowledge management. Value does not directly arise from either one of the capital types, only from their interaction. No matter how strong most of the capital types are, if one is misdirected or weak, no value can be created.

Edvinsson (1997) improved traditional accounting with Skandia’s annual reporting based on intellectual capital statements, in addition to traditional annual reports. Skandia published their first intellectual capital report, “Value Creating Processes”, in 1996. As one of the pioneers within the intellectual capital field, the author distinguished the management of knowledge from that of intellectual capital in such way that:

“The goal of knowledge management is to improve the company’s value creation capability through the more effective use of knowledge. The goal of intellectual capital is to improve the company’s value generating capabilities through identifying, capturing, leveraging and recycling intellectual capital. This includes both value creation and value extraction.” (Edvinsson, 1997)

Perhaps two of the most important concepts to separate are those of the entrepreneur having financial power over money and having power over customers and workers. These are two completely separate concepts. Schumpeter (2003 [â pub 1912], p. 99) stated that the position of a capitalistic leader in the economy cannot be derived from his/her power over money, but one can explain the sovereignty of the power as that exercised upon the subjects which intervene with the business process. Although not all of them can be directly economical-
ly rewarded, there are other “soft” benefits in the effects of successful businesses, which are soon followed up by supply.

Sveiby (2010) distinguished between four different types of intangible valuation methods:

- **Direct Intellectual Capital Methods (DIC),** which estimate the financial value of intangible assets by identifying its various components. Once these components are identified, they can be directly evaluated, either individually or as an aggregated coefficient.

- **Market Capitalization Methods (MCM),** which calculate the difference between a company's market capitalization and its stockholders' equity as the value of its intellectual capital or intangible assets.

- **Return on Assets Methods (ROA),** where average pre-tax earnings of a company for a period of time are divided by the average tangible assets of the company. The result is a company ROA that is then compared with its industry average. The difference is multiplied by the company's average tangible assets to calculate an average of the annual earnings from intangibles. Dividing the above average earnings by the company's average cost of capital or an interest rate, one can derive an estimate of the value of its intangible assets or intellectual capital.

- **Scorecard Methods (SC),** where various components of intangible assets or intellectual capital are identified and indicators and indices are generated and reported in scorecards or as graphs. SC methods are similar to DIC methods, except that no estimate is made of the financial value of the intangible assets. A composite index may or may not be produced.

Campisi and Costa (2008) found that components are either evaluated individually or as aggregated coefficients. In scorecard and direct intellectual capital methods, the single components of intellectual capital can be evaluated. The first method allows for the inclusion of non-monetary items (e.g. the Danish Guidelines, IC-index, Meritum Guidelines, Scandia Navigator and the Balanced Scorecard), whilst the latter applies monetary evaluation (the citation-weighted patents, human resource costing and accounting, Total Value Creation, the Value Explorer and Intellectual Asset Valuation). Evaluation of intellectual capital is also practiced at the aggregated level on basis of monetary principles, where the dominant approaches are market capitalization and return on assets methods.
The next sections discuss the employed guiding framework of this study, the direct intellectual capital method described in the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Capital Reporting, along with its characteristics and its potential of considering the “usefulness” of intellectual capital when valuing and describing firms’ activities, resources and effects as an evaluation tool.

2.4 Intellectual Capital and Business Performance

Within many research studies, the linkage of innovation and intellectual capital to business performance is most often attributed to the efforts of strategizing and is specific to strategic context (St-Pierre and Audet, 2011), to their governmental, technological or regional/national context (García-Ayuso, 2003; Hervás-Oliver and Dalmau-Porta, 2007; Valladares Soler and Celestino, 2007) or industrial setting (Arthur, 1994; K. K. Reed et al., 2006). In agreement with these beliefs, the directive ability of strategy has been treated in this study in relation to knowledge measurements, with regard taken to the firms’ industries.

Swart (2006) outlines in his review of intellectual capital research development three major views on the importance of intellectual capital, where the difference of the various definitions lies in the level of analysis applied, its temporal dimension and the qualitative nature of intellectual capital. Intellectual capital is either viewed as an individual level construct where the knowledge and skills lie within the individuals, or as a collective construct at firm level. The temporal lens differs within these views, where both current and future value is attributed to intellectual capital, but it is commonly regarded as a valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable resource, in agreement with the resource-based view, cf. Barney (1991), Penrose (1995) and Peteraf (2005). Besides being strategized about, intellectual capital needs to be measured and accounted for.

2.4.1 Standardization of Intangibles

Investors and stakeholders require information about all relevant assets and resources which can improve firms’ performance and future development (Lev et al., 2005). The New York Stock Exchange Commission (2010) specified in their report that the stockholders have the right to be reasonably informed by the corporate executives and board about the company’s strategic goals and
plans, its risks and competitive position, as well as to disclose enough information to allow the management’s performance to be measured against relevant criteria. Nevertheless, the obligation of corporate management is to create long-term value for its shareholders and avoid practices that involve excessive risks or which might benefit a company’s stock price in the short-term, harming its long-term development. Likewise, communication with the shareholders should be open about success or failure in this regard.

Within the European Union, a number of initiatives have been taken to improve measurement and disclosure of information related to intellectual assets. The European Commission’s MERITUM project, for example, was launched in 1998 with the objective to “provide a consistent basis for the measurement and disclosure of information on intangibles, thus improving policy-making capabilities in the realm of science, technology and innovation” (MERITUM, 2002). Other examples comprise the Intellectual Capital Accounts (Mouritsen et al., 2003), Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan and Norton, 1996; Kaplan and Norton, 2000; Kaplan and Norton, 2004) and the Skandia Value Scheme (Edvinsson and Malone, 1997; Edvinsson, 1997).

In the Meritum-project’s (2002, pp. 7-8) justification, several reasons were outlined for the need of reporting intangibles:

- information systems do not allow for an efficient management of intangibles, which by remaining unidentified or exploited are vital losses within economic contexts
- the annual reports written in agreement with the GAAP (Generally Accepted Accounting Principles) do not draw efficient estimates of the future payoffs that can be expected from companies, nor assess the risk associated with them
- greater differences are becoming to be common between the market share values and the book values of firms, as the intangible resources must be expensed for immediately and generate value along time. When the book value and earnings are lower and the managers fail to indicate the future value generation of these investments through reporting, they are less attractive to the stakeholders
- lack of knowledge on a firm’s intangible resources creates uncertainty over its future earnings, translating into excessive volatility of stock prices and association with a higher risk level, diminishing the firm’s ability of obtaining funding for innovative projects
• insider trading issues, where undisclosed information only available to the managers might generate abnormal returns for the company without the awareness of the providers of capital not directly involved in management, as well as losses for the stakeholders

• if the financial analysts do not have sufficient information on the intangible determinants of firms, their earnings and growth estimates might be over-pessimistic or over-optimistic, leading to under-valuation or over-valuation of the firms. In the first case, hostile take-overs are facilitated and the firms’ capabilities of raising capital is reduced, whilst in the latter case, this results in over-valuation of the share prices with consequences for their long-run investors, once the market adjusts the prices in the presence of the new information previously not disclosed.

The Meritum project (2002) further outlines three main phases of intellectual capital management in order for the disclosure practices to be successful:

• identification of intangibles in relation to the strategic objectives of the firm and the activities needed to develop their crucial intangible resources. This emerging network of intangibles provide an accurate picture of current critical intangible resources, those that need to be developed in the future and the activities related to objectives (pp. 14 - 16)

• measurement of critical intangibles once the intangibles have been identified and the causal network of relations has been established as proxy measures for each intangible, referred to as dynamic indicators. The indicators need to be comparable over time and across companies, reliable and trustworthy, objective and unaffected by bias arising from the parties involved, truthful and presenting the real situation of the firm with respect to the issue they refer to, verifiable in information content and authenticity, as well as feasible, i.e. that the indicators’ information required for its computation can be obtained from the firm’s management information system, or if the cost of modifying the systems to obtain the required information is lower than the benefits arising from the use of the indicator (pp. 17 - 19)

• taking actions related to the consolidation of the intangibles management system and its integration within the firm’s management routines. This learning process affects both intangible resources and intangible activities, supporting processes which enable the transformation of measurement into actions, improving existing routines and interpretations. These activities focus on the supporting processes of recognition and measurement (human and customer surveys), reporting processes (internal reports
to as many management levels as possible and investor relation information reports to analysts and other stakeholders, evaluation processes (single indicators and statistical analyzes of the indicators providing a view of the trend followed in previous periods), attention processes (status and trends, structured dialogues and work counseling meetings, internal benchmarking activities and connection of the indicators and measures to the salary bonus systems), as well as marketing processes (internal and external marketing activities revealing the intention and purpose of the production of measures and indicators) (pp. 20 - 22).

Given the variability in existing reporting practices, relating the “usefulness” of intangibles to their “exchange value” can be reasonably difficult, and as previously mentioned, often only studied through the internal or the external perspective. The next theoretical section deals therefore with common practices of managing and reporting in relation to existing performance and control systems with a focus on the capacity of successful management and competitive positioning through disclosure and internal measurements.

2.4.2 Disentanglement of Intellectual Capital

Lowe (2004) writes that accounting has become more socially-oriented and expert-focused as organizations engage more and more in accounting technologies and the development and administration of knowledge objects. As a growth occurred in linkages between humans and knowledge objects, the theory body became more concerned with practices, inscriptions and representation- al techniques of knowledge as a critical strategic resource. A “performative approach” is characterized by practitioners as actors and emphasizes agency-related components of knowledge processes, where focus lies on how certain outcomes are negotiated and generated. Within actor-network-theory, little concern is given to context as an effect or outcome, rather than a cause. Actants are humans or non-human entities which achieve a form as a consequence of the relations in which they are located and the idea of performativity lies within the dynamics through which actants become defined through the performance of network relations. Science is a process of “heterogeneous engineering”, where knowledge is not only emerging from scientific discoveries, but is fabricated by situated practices of knowledge production and reproduction, with a great focus placed on empirical inquiry. Knowledge is seen as a product or effect produced by a heterogeneous network consisting of human and other material elements.
where it also is a matter of organizing and ordering those materials. Accounting practices compress aspects of organizational reality and abbreviate information, usually in numeric terms, signs and figures, in order to bring spatially remote activities and operations close at hand and make them visible and manageable to management. Much of the accounting activity is produced on basis of information technology and software systems, which aid in increasing its standardization through reporting and surveillance of performance. In financial accounting, an organization is represented as a legal entity, whilst in management accounting, the representation of organizational aspects is mostly concerned with decision-making and the creation of the image of the organization rather than responding to an image that is created as a result of traders actions and market information releases. The monetary value of the management objects and the non-financial metrics need therefore to be developed and effectively managed in relation to time and space, where organizational performance is registered in real time and used in decision-making, as well as used to transmit a realistic picture on the market where the firm operates.

Bukh and Mouritsen (2005) argue that the resource allocations in a network are of first-order management rank, whilst through intellectual capital theory, second-order management can be attributed a purpose, orienting it towards effects rather than just knowledge accumulation by highlighting the knowledge functions of a network. The support and trust from the stakeholders can be increased when managers reflect over their incentives. Through knowledge dissemination and strategic context within networks of concern, the design of management is escalating towards the “performative approach” of doing research (Mouritsen, 2006). Distinguishment is hence made between the “ostensive approach”, which allows for certain understanding, and the “performative method”, which increases the depth of inquiry by raising additional questions of mobilization and connectivity within contexts of research. It is the strategic value of intellectual capital and the value offered to the users which are fundamental for successful knowledge-based value creation. This need to manage and account for intellectual capital has successfully increased since companies need to make their intangible management quality evident and cover the production of narratives, definitions of managerial challenges, initiatives taken in relation to these factors and the identification and management of identified key indicators.
Bukh and Mouritsen (2005) further state that by distinguishing between knowledge management and intellectual capital, translations can be made between knowledge and the production of wealth. In particular, as research evolved to the stage of second order knowledge management, the knowledge resources are controlled through economizing, organizing and modularizing knowledge. First order knowledge management comprises the mechanics of developing, distributing and interpreting information and knowledge. In the value creation process, attention shifted to the development of a constellation of knowledge resources as a network rather than on the development of knowledge in and of itself. Knowledge is therefore not productive as an object, only when it becomes part of a network of producers, users, mediators, gatekeepers and other business actors of organizational, technological, political and strategic type. It is not its pure existence which makes it profitable, but the interaction between different containers of knowledge. Once knowledge is taken out of its context, it becomes more difficult to understand. Containers of knowledge cannot exist separately; they must be strategically linked, developed and maintained, so that the perspective which allows the relationship between the different containers of knowledge does not alter the network’s orientation. Intellectual capital as a second order knowledge management aspect provides knowledge with a purpose and orients it towards effects rather than just knowledge accumulation by highlighting the knowledge functions in a network. The interaction of a multitude of containers rather than just human resources makes knowledge powerful and enables it to be broadly disseminated. Management is responsible with sustaining the development focus on basis of value communication, knowledge sharing, making relevant information available and conducting corporate and personal development simultaneously. A central task is education and people must be managed so that they are properly aligned with the corporate objectives and development. Also, managers have to include employees outside of the organizational units and departments and relate them to clients and must hence act on behalf of the corporation. Relationships between employees and clients produce valuable insights and the relationships between employees create new knowledge. Besides this first order knowledge sharing between people, intellectual capital adds a second dimension on basis of a firm’s resources by raising questions of how much should be invested in knowledge development and sharing (economizing), where knowledge should be located (organizing) and what knowledge should be used (modularity). By embodying knowledge in different containers such as key indicators, a more tangible grip can be had on
the otherwise fluctuating knowledge residing in human mind. Second, knowledge can be quantified, so that progress can be tracked along time in a decontextualized understanding, allowing for a generalized reading of the three main managerial concerns: resources, processes and results. On basis of intellectual capital statements, problematic areas can be directed on the right path, regardless of activity type – internal or external – to find how things can develop on basis of existing characteristics. By making knowledge manageable, the individual becomes less significant and importance is laid on the fit of knowledge in alignment with strategy, by making it productive in a network of concern.

Mouritsen (2003) argues that intellectual capital is embedded in organizations and is not visible on its own. It can be difficult to make distinct boundaries around intellectual capital, although the calculation of “new” intellectual assets is not different from the traditional financial ones. Instead, the difference lies within the fact that the institutions which make the calculations relevant are different. Intellectual capital is harder to appreciate and it is associated with an overflow since the “new” assets can move in different directions or get lost in the value-creation processes, being more loosely coupled to the host organizations than traditional assets. In order for disentangled “new” resources to be meaningful, recognized and relevant in their measurement context, they need the support of powerful institutions. The two elements of interest, entanglement and disentanglement, are described as important in increased institutionalization of intellectual capital in businesses. The first concept is related to the production function and business model of knowledge-creation, whilst the second one is related to accounting rules and standards. In the disentanglement process, “new” intellectual assets are identified and recognized as separable assets, whilst in the process of entanglement, it should be made visible how intangibles and intellectual resources work in practice.

When disentangling a resource of traditional or “new” type by taking it out of its context, its net present value will rarely be derivable from its market or booked financial value. For entangled assets, they must be relevant as a bundle since they cannot be disentangled individually. They often serve a collective purpose and exist in interactions (e.g. capabilities and competencies); therefore, they are inscribed partly via various batteries and indicators and partly via explicit recognition of the business model or narratives of achievements. By unfolding this development, the analyst can define the indicators’ relevance when they can explain or support the path towards the proposed business goals. In or-
der for disentangled “new” resources to be meaningful, recognized and relevant in their measurement context, they need the support from powerful institutions. Entangled “new” resources are associated with the valuation-problem which is currently largely debated in scientific studies. The valuation of the individual asset might be nearly impossible when seeking to define its future financial value. Since entangled resources coexist and can be viewed as a bundle of assets, they must be understood in their particular setting rather than in accounting rules suggested elsewhere. They must be understood against their specific purpose, since they are entangled with not only assets, but with strategy and organizational visions, as they develop and create value over time. (Ibid, 2003)

It can be argued that the capitals are overlapping and that they can be difficult to separate. Schumpeter (2003 [à pub 1912], pp. 105-107) adequately referred to the separability of one and the same individual who is active in different areas, as a question of distinguishing the abstraction “while everyone is an economic agent, nobody is solely an economic agent”. The description of an individual state of the economy consists mainly in the image of the situation and of the behavior of people in the economic area. Each of these areas stand in a particular point of time under the forming influence of data, which are analogous to those which determine an economy at any point in time. In static economic theory, this meant the understanding of human affairs, which today are considered “common knowledge” and “common place”. At any given point in time we can look at any side of social life as scientifically being the result of given data. The setting consists of people who belong to the economic profession in the essential sense and people whose profession is economic activity, such as workers and merchants. Therefore, when separating concepts, it is to keep in mind that one and the same individual can be active in different areas and that while one traces the activities of a person in one area, it can be shown that a person is active in another area, too.

2.4.3 The Selected Intellectual Capital Model

Nielsen et al. (2006) have previously applied the employed model in an analysis of intellectual capital reports and IPO reports, in order to suggest and illustrate how new rules for the analysis of intellectual capital statements can be developed. The authors argue that the same three main questions which can be
answered with the help of traditional annual reports and financial statements can also be answered with intellectual capital reports:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intellectual Capital Statements</th>
<th>Financial Statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What do the company’s knowledge resources comprise?</td>
<td>What are the company’s assets and liabilities?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What has the company done to strengthen its knowledge resources?</td>
<td>What has the company invested?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the effects of the company’s knowledge work?</td>
<td>What is the company’s return on investment?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2.4.3 Central Questions when Interpreting Intellectual/Financial Statements*

The assessment criteria for the analysis model are based on indicators attached to the three main questions of the analysis, as described below:

- **Resource indicators** concern the company’s knowledge resources, i.e. the company’s stock and composition of resources within the areas of employees, customers, processes and technologies. They answer questions such as “how many?” and “which share?” and illustrate how big, how varied, how complex and how correlated the knowledge resources are. The attached management actions are portfolio decisions, of how many knowledge resources of the different types the company wants.

- **Activity indicators** describe the company’s activities to upgrade its knowledge resources, i.e. activities initiated to upgrade, strengthen or develop its resource portfolio. The indicators answer the question “What is being done?”, e.g. what does the company do to develop and improve its knowledge resources – through, e.g. continuing education, investments in processes, activities to educate or attract customers, presentations etc. The attached management actions are thus upgrading activities.

- **Effect indicators** reflect the consequences or the total effects of the company’s development and use of knowledge resources. As accounting system, the model only shows the effects; it does not seek to explain from where they arise. The analyst on the basis of, but not within the model itself may seek such explanations.

*Definitions from Nielsen et al., 2006*

The Intellectual Capital Statement Model presented in Figure 2.4.3a indicates the main components of an intellectual capital statement report, where the
structure consists of the knowledge narrative, which in turn should indicate the relevant management challenges, initiatives and the applied indicators.

Figure 2.4.3a The Intellectual Capital Statement Model (Mouritsen et al., 2003)

Mouritsen et al. (2003) furthermore proposed a firm evaluation tool which contains the knowledge resources of interest (human capital, relational capital, processes and technologies) on the vertical axis and evaluation criteria on the horizontal axis (effects, activity and resources), cf. Figure 2.4.3b:

Figure 2.4.3b “The Analysis Model as An Accounting System” (Mouritsen et al., 2003)

As an accounting system, this model is not an input/output model, but the classification of the knowledge resources and their activities and effects can be used in an empirical framework to analyze the effects of intangibles in relation to corporate output together with other factors of interest. In this framework, there is a strong focus on improving decision-making on the basis of strategy, resources and process, to improve disclosure of intangible assets and focus on processes and technologies in order to describe the existing and anticipated value-generating abilities better.
2.5 Proposizione of Theoretical Development

Intellectual capital was first discussed in relation to the resource- and knowledge-based views on one hand (i.e. the strategic stream) and as performance management systems and reporting practices on the other (i.e. the measurement stream), before deepening into the emerging issues of firm valuation and accounting for created value.

In the literature review, relevant theories were combined in order to relate strategy, management and disclosure to the market value of the companies in an inter-disciplinary research design, cf. Table 2. As such, the main research aim was operationalized on theoretical basis. This step allowed for insights within state-of-the-art research and theories, leading to increased understanding of the disentangled intangible resources in relation to what i. a. Mouritsen (2003) specified as the largely debated problem of firm valuation on the market: the entanglement of new resources in relation to market value.

Hence, a complete study should address the strategic internal management and its relationship to disclosure (if identifiable empirically) and its measurement in terms of financial effects through disentangled entities. Of interest are, as stated before, not to primarily quantify or monetize knowledge, but to:

- understand and capture the causal process of knowledge transformation (new initiative)
- analyze its transparency externally towards stakeholders and investors in relation to knowledge management (new initiative).

Thus, the discussed theories and recommendations of practice treated the internal issues associated with innovation and intellectual capital management effects on market value, while the second research objective treated the external reflection of these internal practices in disclosure, cf. Section 1. It is herein argued that it is necessary to have both areas under analysis when determining value and efficiency in market valuation of companies\(^6\) and seeking to improve profitability and efficiency based on knowledge management. As the research questions suggest, this discrepancy is partially attributable to the existing differences between internal performance management and the public disclosure.

---

\(^6\) When the market-to-book ratio is equal to unity, the market volatility of stock prices can be considered to be reliably explained through accounting and the tensions between performance management and the market value of the firms can be reasonably neglected as biases of management control systems.
of the companies, at the same time as the novelty and special requirements associated with intellectual capital might cause that only certain intangible types are externally accounted for or managed. Nevertheless, the most common strategic management theories recommend the use of knowledge and capabilities in successful innovation, but their prescriptions are somewhat limited in relation to the measurement practices and reporting practices do therefore not reflect the progress of innovation-based activities and resources straightforwardly (Smith, 2005; K. K. Reed et al., 2006).

By linking the strategic and the measurement streams, analyses can be performed to identify which investments are profitable and transparent enough. This study proposed therefore an analysis on basis of the recommendations of a direct intellectual capital method, more exactly of the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Capital (2003) reporting in relation to profitability (abnormal returns compared to competitors from the same industry) and disclosure practices.

The theoretical areas which can benefit from further analyzes as suggested in the current study bring contributions within to following existing issues:

• the strategic context of doing business in relation to intellectual capital performativity, where the literature is too generalized and offers no propositions of separating the management objects from their effects, neither of their measurement

• the architectures that firms use to create future value based on made intangible investments and applied strategy, as separable and modular aspects which can have diverse configurations based on firm diversity and asymmetrical information

• the dynamism of individual intellectual capitals in relation to disclosure practices, with a focus on the strong positioning of narratives since they explain additional incentives and investments which generate future value for a company, its customers and its stakeholders

• the entangled intellectual capital effects’ on abnormal returns, where it should be made possible to separate the individual objects and their effects on basis of disclosed information

• the disentangled intellectual capital types and their internal causality, where more insight can be obtained in the management of intangibles by classifying them into resources, activities and effects.
2.5.1 Identified Research Gaps

Three gaps were identified during the course of the theoretical analysis, which support the research frame described in Figure 1. These research gaps are next summarized in relation to the included theories. In order to analyze corporate sustainability, it is herein argued that the suggested solutions are important aspects within the research field and that they need further analyzing and testing on empirical support in order to bring new knowledge into the research topic, on empirical grounds. The three objects under study, knowledge management, disclosure, their financial effects and their interrelations have not been analyzed before in intellectual capital research in an over-viewing research frame.

Murthy and Mouritsen (2011b) argue that when the intellectual capital resources are disentangled, the causality between the intellectual capital elements is often not taken into account and that this might directly affect a firm’s performance. The causality of the disentangled intellectual capital resources, related activities and their effects are therefore herein treated as separate concepts in their own rights. Different causality paths are suggested to be analyzed as described in the Danish Intellectual Capital Reporting Guidelines (2003), namely as human capital, relational capital, process capital and technological capital and tested for correspondence in relation to strategic factors of interest. The disassembling of the strategic context of doing business in relation to intellectual capital performativity is useful to derive new findings where the management literature is too generalized and offers no propositions of separating the management objects from their effects. Nonetheless, few studies distinguish between intellectual capital management objects as resources, activities and their effects in relation to practices of disclosure, cf. Mouritsen et al. (2003). Furthermore, different resource architectures that firms use to create future value are seldom captured as separable and modular and diverse configurations can have different effects based on knowledge diversity and asymmetrical information.

The dynamism within the individual intellectual capitals is of importance in relation to disclosure, just as the entangled and disentangled intellectual capital effects’ on abnormal returns. The knowledge management objects and their effects should be separated as the strategy-related issue implies. Modularity becomes hence an important concept in this study, since the strategic management literature does not treat the arrow from intellectual capital’s internal causality to disclosure and further to firm value.
Innovation, an effect of intellectual capital management practices, is also poorly explored in relation to disclosure and to firm value. By relating these practices to the practices of disclosure, it can be identified how successful companies manage their resources internally and whether these traits also are observable in their external disclosure.

Management Profiles

Based on the collected information and research question, different companies with different levels of profitability are expected to have different management behavioral profiles. Since the main tool of analysis is an intellectual capital-based model, differences in management capability can be explained through utility theory, where different manager types are differently profitable, based on e.g. anticipated differences in strategies, knowledge management or awareness of the business surroundings. Utility theory supports three main types of managers: risk-averse, risk-neutral and risk-seeking, who seek projects with different risks, where risk is defined as diminishing marginal utility of money (Salvatore, 2012). Managers who are risk-seeking often make bigger profits, but take on riskier investments. Risk-neutral managers are indifferent to risk, meaning that there is a balance between their risk and returns, whereas risk-averse managers are the most common and take a much closer look at risk when investing. “Managerial profiles” will be developed in order to identify differing levels of efficiency among the participating companies, before inquiring within their differences in their internal management and in their reporting towards the public.

The participating companies of this study will be divided in classes with differing traits through an analysis of their actual realization on the market vs. their perceptions of profitability. In this way, the two analysis parts, internal and external, can be triangulated without conceptual bias, to form a research umbrella of the topics of interest.
Proposition 1: Knowledge Management --> Disclosure --> Financial Effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question 1: How do firms attain higher financial effects through an effective internal management of intellectual capital and innovation, in relation to reporting?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Identified Issue: Intellectual capital resources and activities are not always optimized in relation to corporate reporting, when considering their intrinsic causal paths as disentangled knowledge objects, or their measurement.

The phases when knowledge is substituted by intellectual capital, and activities turn these intangible resources into value streams to result in innovation are under-researched areas as well. The theoretical support expressed in the process of creating physical intangible assets that underpin capabilities can nevertheless be poorly measurable (Smith, 2005, p. 151).

Theoretical Solution: This analysis part deals with the strategic stream of intellectual capital, especially the resource-based framework, where the core tents of uniqueness, rarity and inimitability of resources and competences are evaluated in relation to strategizing practices (Penrose, 1995; Grant, 1996; Hoskisson et al., 1999; Gottschalk, 2005). While a strong connection is made between strategizing and the management of intangible resources and activities, these theories do not actually prescribe best practices and optimization recommendations based on actual measurements, as intellectual capital theory does. By placing this strategizing aspect of intellectual capital in the total concept and by emphasizing different reasons of differentiation, new competitive insights can be obtained, with the support of actual measurements. Hence, the strategic and measurement streams are combined in diverse classes, to better understand diverse management architectures and their efficiency in relation to reporting abilities.

Suggested Analytic Scope: To study the intellectual capital management focus of the participating companies, as disentangled and causal knowledge resources and activities, based on actual measurement efficiency. This analysis of primary data aims to result in different “managerial profiles” based on the actual financial realizations of the companies. The newness lies within the traits of the formulated profiles, as they describe identified causal patterns of the successful
firms and allow for identifying the difference between profitable and less pro-
itable companies’ internal knowledge management, as resource constellations. 
Second, strategy can be studied in relation to intellectual capital, innovation 
and disclosure across the management profiles.

Proposition 2: Knowledge Management --> Financial Effects

| Research Question 2: Are there any benefits from asymmetrical 
| information or innovation type given intellectual capital's assumed 
| idiosyncrasy? |

**Identified Issue:** Differences exist in competitive advantages due to variation 
in knowledge peaks, as well as asymmetrical information among firms on the 
market, rendering actors differently informed about themselves and their sur-
roundings.

**Theoretical Solution:** The effects of intangible knowledge peaks (open or se-
cret innovation) and asymmetrical information (internally-developed or 
leased/acquired innovations) need to be evaluated in relation to their profitabili-
ty and competitive positioning on the market among differently informed ac-
tors.

**Suggested Analytic Scope:** Intellectual capital literature does not distinguish if 
innovation type (open or secret) has any relation to profitability in relation to 
benefits of asymmetrical information. The management of intangibles should 
therefore be directly tested in relation to their impact on financial profitability. 
The “managerial profiles” will again be employed to identify differences in in-
novation and information management between managers at different prof-
itivity levels.

Proposition 3: Disclosure --> Financial Effects

| Research Question 3: Does disclosure offer an accurate representation 
| of that which is organized, or is such information conditioned and in 
| which way? |
Identified Issue: Tensions arise in the translation of financial and non-financial investments in public disclosure, making it rather difficult to trace their effects and raising questions of transparency in relation to reporting practices.

Theoretical Solution: The discrepancy between the market and book values of firms is a heavily-researched area, where the benefits of qualitative reporting and disclosure of intangible and non-financial assets are encouraged. By applying the classification structure and the evaluation model described in the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Capital Reporting (2003), individual intangible classes can be related to profitability. New knowledge can be developed within this area by questioning the universality of accounting and disclosure based on priorities in internal management. As previously discussed, knowledge management is the basis of intellectual capital theory. In extension to previous theory, this study allows for analyzing how accurately disclosure reflects strategy, intellectual capital and innovation in financial realizations.

Suggested Analytic Scope: This analysis aims to reveal issues of reflecting the effects of internal knowledge management and investment ambitions externally. It is of interest to determine if external information is a good representation of internal processes and what shortages consist of. By applying the same classification of “managerial profiles” as in the previous analyses on the secondary data as well, it can be estimated if uniqueness through reporting is profitable and if it can be observed in financial outcome on basis of disclosure practices.
Chapter 3 – Research Design and Methodology

The different research methodologies, constructions and tools applied are described in this chapter to formulate the research elaboration process. The proposed empirical model is inspired by the employed intellectual capital model and by the assumptions of the included theories. The diverse analysis methods are introduced thereafter, followed by reliability concerns. The data collection process is described next. A survey instrument is designed to collect primary data, which will be analyzed in relation to collected secondary data, consisting of annual reports. A mixed research design is proposed, where both qualitative and quantitative approaches are employed with a strong focus on causality and underlying structures among the capitals. The suggested analysis path deals primarily with visualizing, measuring, linking and synthesizing all individual and aggregated knowledge-based inputs to the outputs under different conditions: strategic objectives of the firm, intellectual capital profile, practices of innovation, disclosure and industry. The proposed research is mainly exploratory, yet also in great part confirmatory. The approach is step-based, and the raised research issues are evaluated in a systematic and controlled setting.

3 Research Approach

The identified issues of interest (cf. Section 2.5) are next translated into an empirical model with regard to the stated research questions (cf. Section 1).
3.1 Methodological Orientation

This study is not an effort to identify a direct or fixed relation between the practices of firms, their disclosure and their knowledge management. Instead, the aim is to synthesize and analyze the knowledge-based operations management activities and objectives of the participating managers and companies' external and internal disclosure, especially on empirical basis. This allows for synthesizing the idiosyncrasy of the collected actions, practices and objectives. The analyses in this study aim to indicate utility of knowledge and intellectual capital and its associated strategy and disclosure, through actual measurements. Hence, the organizational design, its management and knowledge stocks will be analyzed for risk and uncertainty in relation to profits. Previous research approaches are next consulted in order to adopt successful methods to later be implemented into the empirical analysis.

3.1.1 Defining the Research Model

To answer the research questions and account for the identified research gaps, the Intellectual Capital model will be applied on the practices of Scandinavian and U.S.-based companies. They have been selected for this study since they are supposed to be efficient and their accounting systems are well-developed in intellectual capital terms. The participating companies are publicly listed and are still untapped ground in terms of qualitative reporting based on the employed research model, which emanates from Denmark. Findings can therefore be valuable for all stakeholders, as well as for the theory and practices of intangible management, innovation and strategizing in the area of corporate valuation based on intellectual capital.

Given the outlined expectations, a visit was made to the external advisor of this study, professor Brett Trueman at UCLA (2014), to discuss his point of view on the universality of the methodology of this study. In his opinion, differences between accounting practices were to expect, where U.S. practices have a higher tendency to quantify items. Yet, the suggested methodological approach of this study should definitely account for such bias if existing and lead to com-

---

7 Edvinsson and Lin (2011, p. 22) found in their international study of intellectual capital development that "with respect to 14 years of data, the top ten countries in the overall ranking list are, in order, Finland, Sweden, Switzerland, Denmark, the USA, Singapore, Iceland (2007 and 2008 data are missing, very likely due to the 2008 financial crisis), the Netherlands, Norway and Canada."
monalities in profitability drivers irrespective of country of operation if similarities exist in the management mode.

By recording intellectual capital and management aspirations as measures based on ranked occurrence frequency in both external reporting and the questionnaire, this study creates and applies an accurate research setting and tool. Being primarily based on ranking, practices from different areas and with different management capabilities can be evaluated accurately\(^8\) while studying common traits. The location of the companies is registered as a dummy variable (identification label) and is not primary in interest, because the majority of the participating companies do not practice disclosure in agreement with the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Capital Reporting. The proposed research tool is an autonomous model serving as structural mechanism for revealing underlying causal patterns and differences in ranking. In order to make differences measurable across both geographical areas and different levels of profitability on the market, fuzzy/latent logic\(^9\) is applied to create a profiling tool. This latent class analysis allows for classifying the participating companies’ practices into relevant groups based on commonalities and differences in actions and financial realizations, and result in the intended “managerial profiles” of this study.

A mixed methodology is proposed, where step-wise informed choices are made on basis of an overall analytical logic consisting of two steps:

a) measure the correspondence of the employed theoretical and operational intellectual capital model on real-life practices and realizations (empirical model) on two types of data (primary: questionnaire; secondary: annual reports)

\(^{8}\) Wang (2013) recommends that subsets of an empirical analysis logic should be compared and contrasted in relative rather than absolute terms due to the fact that the amount of evidence has no set upper bound. The floor and top values of the study-specific data should and will therefore frame the limits of the evidence interval, based on its registered value and identified characteristics.

\(^{9}\) Due to the rather small number of participating companies, it is not possible to analyze the data with the Structural Equation Modeling technique. Latent Class Analysis is suggested instead and applied to classify the “managerial profiles”. Its use is common in natural sciences, where discrimination needs to be made between a heterogeneous pool of subjects based on enforceable conditions. The analysis method per se will be elaborated upon later in this chapter.
b) an additional linking step, which estimates the correspondence of the two structures of data against each other (linkage through ranking and agreement/disagreement).

The two main inspirational models of the current study’s overall logic were presented in Figures 2.4.3a and 2.4.3b. They are herein used in the creation of an adapted overall analytical logic model, illustrated in Figure 3.1.1.

This structural research model aims to capture existing concepts of interest on basis of indicators (represented by dots) and to classify them according to the seven categories on the left-hand side (“strategy”, “R&D”, “employees”, “customers”, “processes”, “technologies” and “disclosure”), as well as cross-tabulate them with the horizontal evaluation criteria (“resources”, “activities” and “effects”) to form complete “managerial profiles” at different levels of profitability. The “goals and objectives”, “challenges” and “initiatives” areas described in Figure 2.4.3a are included to structure the secondary data in greater detail when linking it to the primary data, besides overlapping on parameters of interest (“strategy”, “innovation”, “intellectual capital” and “disclosure”). In addition, the two dimensions of “R&D” and “strategy”, previously applied in e.g. Bukh et al. (2005) and Mouriitzen et al. (2001), are contended in the analytical framework to ensure complete coverage of the topics of interest by accounting for the “knowledge narrative” part of Figure 2.4.3a.

![Figure 3.1.1 The Overall Analytical Logic](image)

The analytical model is applied as an accounting system, as described in the Danish Intellectual Capital Reporting Guidelines (MERITUM, 2002; Mouri-
sen et al., 2003), cf. Figure 2.4.3b. Herein, the managerial resources are structured in terms of “resources”, “activities” and “effects” which describe the transformation of intangible assets within the management systems. The scope of this dimension is to specifically target and measure causality between the elements. Nevertheless, the tailored own-developed category of “disclosure” was developed in order to capture the existing interest of making the reporting activity explicit to stakeholders.

This research study is thus an autonomous effort of observing and locating discrepancies and commonalities, which through the independent theoretical lens aid in understanding how a fair international valuation of corporations can be made increasingly possible. By shedding light on the underlying management practices, managerial type and attained financial outcome in relation to competitors from the same industry are translated into successful and less successful “managerial profiles”.

3.1.2 Defining the Empirical Measurement Model

Rodgers (2007) writes that when measuring and understanding knowledge-based information systems and productivity, three important aspects are a) criterion validity (the establishment of a statistical relationship with a particular variable), b) content validity (the representation of a specified universe of contents) and c) construct validity (the measurement of the phenomenon under study). These validity criteria can be applied to knowledge-based assets that:

- can be owned and sold, e.g. intellectual property, contracts and business agreements, licenses and franchise rights, quotas and resource allocations (airport landing or water rights) and employment contracts; this is a category often of concern for the “criterion validity”

- can be controlled but not separated out and sold, e.g. areas property to a specific company which are difficult to separate out from the continuous operations, such as business secrets, in-process R&D and business processes; this knowledge-based asset class is often the concern of the “content validity” criterion

- might not be completely owned by the firm, e.g. human capital, core competences, organizational image, capital and relationships; where “construct validity” is often concerned with this type of assets.
The proposed model incorporates the strategic and measurement streams of intellectual capital with a focus on the use and exchange value of information, innovation and practices of disclosure. The theoretical focus is inter-disciplinary between strategic management, intellectual capital, accounting and finance.

The mathematical expression of the knowledge-based production function is:

\[ \text{Firm Value,}_i = f(\text{Strategy, Human Capital, Relational Capital, Process Capital, Technologies, Innovation, Disclosure, Performance.}) \]  

(Equation 1).

where \( i, i \leq 3 \), represents managerial profile, based on abnormal returns level (high, medium or low).

This knowledge-based production function comprises hence the effects of strategy, intangibles, innovation, disclosure and performance as determinants of the attainable firm value and the exchange value of intangible investments. This formula will be applied for a) hypothesis testing on internal management and b) structuring and linking secondary annual report data, on basis of formulated rankings of registered primary and secondary values and abnormal returns in relation to competitors from the same industry.

A common factor between both the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Capital Reporting and the American Institute’s CPA’s Enhanced Business Reporting Framework is the creation of measurable performance metrics, which can be related to corporate financial value. Irrespective of the type of metrics and key performance indicators used, their purpose is to offer a measure of the respective inputs in the creation of value. The fact that strategic management theory does not clinically distinguish between strategy and its internal effects can hence be studied through the disentanglement of knowledge capital types in relation to the practices of innovation, by focusing on resources employed, activities engaged in and their effects in terms of innovation as outlined above. Hence, the suggested model aims to capture the internal conflicts between calculations of knowledge, as well as the causal structure in the knowledge processes, at different levels of profitability. External competencies are represented through disclosure practices, where strategy is either directing the outcome efficiently or not through reporting activities and indicators.
3.1.3 Model Modularity and Hypothetical Objectives

The empirical model can be decomposed into minor parts, to study the specific issues raised in the end of the literature study closer and verify how the expected causality applies in the overall setting. The diverse links of the model can hence serve in analyzing specific investments and their individual effects on firm value, in agreement with the stated research questions.

3.1.3.1 Confirmatory Objectives, Causality and Generality within the Primary Data

The proposed empirical model presents the variables and their relationships, cf. Figure 3.1.3.1. The model has several latent causality “paths” indicated, which are theoretically-supported in great part or developed on basis of previous research findings and indications and which serve to illustrate the expected connection among the latent factors of interest: strategy, intellectual capital, its output innovation, disclosure and performance, and the market value of firms. Appendix 1 indicates several references of the inspirational theories by the respective survey questions\(^{10}\).

While many studies acknowledge the interaction of the intellectual capital elements in the formation of the notion “intellectual capital”, not many studies address its internal causal processes. Meritum (2002) and the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Capital Reporting (2003) offer guidance in this matter, along with the included theory of intellectual capital. The main arguments of the selected “causal paths” have been previously described in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.

Grimaldi et al. (2015) have in their analysis of intellectual capital value developed an index which allows for defining causality among the intellectual capital elements. Montemari and Nielsen (2013) specify that causal mapping might be useful in management decision. Whereas causality can be associated with a great level of “positivism”, it is absolutely not the reason why it was included in this study. The empirical modeling applied in this study is not positivist in

---

\(^{10}\) The survey questions were designed to capture the effects of both the theoretical aspects and to be in agreement with the specified latent structure, based on the recommendations of the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Capital Reporting. The survey is discussed in detail in Section 3.2.1 and Appendix 1.
nature, as it contains soft data and indices and non-linear statistical profiling methods. The main reason of its adoption is that while interaction among the intellectual capitals is commonly acknowledged within the research field, little is yet known about how the studied elements interact causally, nonetheless verified empirically.

These assumptions are yet implemented with caution and with associated remarks. Causality in this study is implemented in the formulation of the questions of the survey (cf. Appendix 1), as indicated in the paths of the empirical model (cf. Figure 3.1.3.1). The questions' formulation (where adequate) consists of two parts: a) introduction to the concept under study and b) linkage to any effect of interest within the corporate practices. This method has been applied in the scope of directing the respondents' attention and increasing reply specificity towards the issue under study, to eliminate bias and diminish unfamiliarity with the topic under study.

An applied example is for the perceived innovation variable in relation to disclosure:

a) “We systematically develop new ideas and knowledge”

b) “… and this makes us report our innovations externally instead of innovating in secrecy”.

This specific question aims to define the effects of practiced innovation (control variable of type “action”, if present in the company otherwise marked as “1”). If previous activity has been defined as an occurring practice, i.e. > “1”, then the effect (part b can be considered valid and relevant). In this case, the question seeks to answer if the companies disclose their innovations or innovate in secrecy, a fact which is of importance to managerial knowledge and insight within actual practices of innovation.

Hedström and Ylikoski (2010) state that even when an explanandum mechanism-based insight if offered within a topic, the knowledge that there is a mechanism through which x affects y is a certain support of causality. However, since this study is topic- and empirics-specific, it should also be viewed as a guideline applicable to the encountered settings. Hence, for the findings to be considered as optimizing for the topic under study, more evidence needs to be added along time. Therefore, by acknowledging universality limitations in the study, one can focus on what is revealed as findings and most importantly in
this case, consider them as one case of evidence that the employed analytical model and theoretical support could be identified in. Second, every respondent's reply to the survey question is subjective and based on their own opinions and experience within the company. The experience level of the respondents is above a mean of 9.38 years, with the lowest value of 1 year (3 respondents) and the highest values of (40 - 45 years, 3 respondents). It is hence reasonable to assume that the subjects have acceptable insight within the represented company's practices and refer to their own view in their context of operation and not to a generalized opinion about the question posed. The structure of the questionnaire per se seeks to eliminate variation within the question topics, yet it is the pure observation variability of the subjects that is of importance to study in order to form examples of appliance and articulate existing opportunities. The results aim to increase the understanding of how things worked for some of the subjects included in the study, and how they might and should work for other ones under similar circumstances.

The empirical model serves as the main tool of analyzing the questionnaire. Its structure incorporates issues of interest into logical sub-models, mainly supported by the included theories. In order to claim correspondence, the empirics should heavily correspond with the theoretical tenets.

Strategy is linked to practices of innovation and disclosure through the proposed direct intellectual capital method adapted from Mouritsen et al. (2003), cf. Figure 2.4.3a. The model distinguishes between market capitalization and performance measurement and links the disentangled intangible types to firm value by incorporating the evaluation criteria: resources, activities and effects. Its other causal aptitude consists of the individually outlined and theoretically supported causal “paths” between the individual intellectual capital elements. This specific improvement offers the advantage of analyzing the representation of knowledge-based value creation in strategic management literature empirically, because effects and knowledge activities are conflated with the used resources and poor, if any, empirical support exists.

Second, the empirical model is modular. Diverse parts can be evaluated separately or jointly to derive specific or over-viewing knowledge. This second attribute is also developed to add a quality of causality to the analysis, achieved on basis of the tailored formulation of the survey questions.
The third regard taken to inter-causality is the model’s theoretical foundation. The overall “path” follows the theoretical belief outlined throughout the literature review performed in Chapter 2, where strategy directs the management of intellectual capital, innovation and disclosure practices through creative and performance-oriented competence-building processes, towards higher market values and sustainable competitive advantages. This causality pattern builds on recommendations from the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Capital Reporting (2003), where human capital impacts on customers, processes and disclosure, relational/customer capital contributes to internal improvement of processes and technologies support the transformation of capitals. Yet, this area has poor measurement support in actual empirical studies and none have yet linked all included areas together in one and the same research frame.

By testing the outlined theoretically-supported “paths” in empirical analyses, it can be determined whether the theoretical expectations are supported or not and how resource constellations and architectures vary with performance and profitability. Because the respondent companies do not practice the Danish Intellectual Capital Reporting standard, the information they have disclosed is unbiased and the correspondence of the logic of the model (the theoretical tenets) can be verified reliably on basis of the collected empirics.

The corresponding hypotheses (cf. Table 3.1.3.1) are expected to have positive effects on abnormal returns in relation to competitors from the same industry.
Figure 3.1.3.1 The Empirical Model (Primary Data Analysis – Internal Knowledge Management)
The hypotheses to be tested are illustrated throughout the paths of the model are next presented below:

**Confirmatory Hypotheses**

**H1a.** Investments in human, relational, process and technological capitals affect the practices of disclosure positively. Relational and human capitals represent the intangible activities which the firm engages in, technologies are resources which support the other activities, whilst processes are optimizing effects.

**H1b.** The practices of innovation affect the reporting practices of a company, where the control, reporting and production systems play an important role in the attainable effects and their measurement.

**H2a.** A company’s strategic focus is believed to affect its intellectual capital management, as well as its capacity of translating knowledge into intangible resources, activities and effects.

**H2b.** The indications made in the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Capital Reporting are herein applied as follows to test the internal causal relations between the individual disentangled intellectual capital types:

1. human capital activities affect the relational capital positively
2. human capital activities affect processes positively
3. human capital activities positively affect the innovating results of a company
4. relational capital activities affect processes positively
5. relational capital activities affect the innovation ability positively
6. process capital activities affect the corporate innovation positively
7. technological resources such as IT systems and hardware affect the human capital and relational capital activities positively, as well as the processes and innovation ability of a company since they support more efficient and structured operations, control systems, information management and documentation ability
8. investments in human, relational, process and technological capitals affect the existing degree of innovation positively

**H3.** Good decision-making practices directed towards innovation increase the chances of success.

**H4.** The innovating capacity of a company has positive effects on its performance. This hypothesis supports the modern intellectual capital theory, where the strategizing stream of intellectual capital is profitable for business and where competitive advantages can be obtained on basis of asymmetrical information, knowledge management and intangible investments in R&D and process development.

**H5.** High disclosure efforts make it easier to reflect managerial initiatives, challenges and internal management adequately. The shareholders, investors and analysts are provided with detailed information, which explain the company’s market value and future intentions better.

**H6.** The performance of a company is positively affected by investments in all specified inputs.

**H7.** The market value of a company is positively affected by investments in all outlined inputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.1.3.1 Confirmatory Hypotheses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

It is important to mention in this context that the empirical model is not a Structural Equations Model. Unfortunately, the amount of respondents does not allow for this type of analysis. However, a flexible and behavioral-based analysis
3.2 Data Collection and Variable Development

The data of interest are both primary and secondary in nature. The primary data collection details, respondents of interest and formulation of the questionnaire are discussed in Section 3.2.1. The secondary data collection is presented in Section 3.2.2 for annual reports and Section 3.2.3 for the financial data.

3.2.1 Primary Data: Questionnaire

The constructed survey consists of all the variables of interest discussed in the theoretical Chapter 2, i.e. strategy, intellectual capital, innovation, disclosure, performance and profitability. These translate from the structural model described in Figure 3.1.1 into the empirical model described in Figure 3.1.3.1. In the survey, attention was accorded to the causal structure between the variables, discussed in more detail in section 3.1.3.1. At the same time, the questionnaire distinguishes between activities related to the studied variables, as well as their effects, measured through causal linkages.

A web-based interface was used to administer and distribute the survey, “Survey Xact”. This system gathers the project in one work space, allows for mass-emailing, sending out reminders to non-respondents, re-contacting respondents with incomplete answers and facilitates participation from remote locations.

The survey was closed in February 2014. A benchmarking report was afterwards developed and emailed to the participating companies to provide them their attained mean score in relation to other participating companies, according to the survey agreement.

3.2.1.1 Survey Respondents

A list of available publicly listed companies’ contact information was collected from the Orbis database. Criterions of selection were that the companies report intangibles, practice R&D activity and had an email or web address available
for middle or top management. The questionnaire was aimed at key persons
and managers, where the desirable respondent positions were CEO, CFO, CIO
or KMO. A letter of invitation, project description and requirements of partici-
pation were e-mailed with a link to the questionnaire.

The total number of respondents is 29. From these, 18 are from Scandinavia
and 11 from the U.S. Partially incomplete answers were also available (23) but
could not be used due to the fact that all variables are required for the analyzes,
which are balanced, i.e. no missing data. Even if the incomplete observations
were to be accepted into the study, the provided answers are too few to consid-
er, even in an unbalanced data set and they have therefore been totally omitted.

The respondent companies have a vast diversity, from arts and entertainment to
construction and manufacturing, where the majority of them have a strong IT-
based culture, often linked to a special purpose within biopharmaceuticals,
biotechnology, medical or industrial devices, robotics, digital imaging and
telecommunication. Some of them have been in business for more than 150
years, others are relatively newly founded as new or emerging branches from
previous organizations. Some of them have a strong affiliation with universi-
ties, research centers or are university spin-offs.

The main characteristics of the respondents and the participant companies are
summarized, where the names of the companies are anonymized in agreement
with the survey offer. The companies which the survey respondents represent
are from Denmark (2), Norway (3), Sweden (13), adding up to being represen-
tatives of Scandinavia (18), and from the United States (11), cf. Table 3.2.1.1.
One company is of financial type, 26 are industrial and 2 are insurance compa-
ies. The table also offers additional information on the 10 represented NACE
Rev. 2 main sections sector codes and the main stock exchanges on which the
companies operate. This sample of companies is adequate for this study since
they are all respondents of the targeted group. Even if the response rate is low
(0.74 %) in comparison to the amount of contacted companies (3884), the study
is still adequate since the companies are listed on major stock exchanges, be-
long to the areas of interest (Scandinavia and United States), and their represen-
tatives have personally answered the tailored survey, making this data set
unique and novel in research scope due to its previously not yet tested research
questions. Another reason of confidently accepting the low respondent rate is
the fact that each company is included on basis of its abnormal returns in rela-
tion to competitors from the same industry to eliminate bias. This adjustment is discussed in detail in Section 3.4.3.2, where the measure of abnormal returns is developed in relation to companies from the same industry.

The respondents are a majority of males, 26, compared to 3 female respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Denmark (2)</th>
<th>Norway (3)</th>
<th>Sweden (13)</th>
<th>US (11)</th>
<th>Total (29)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - Mining and quarrying</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C - Manufacturing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F - Construction</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G - Wholesale and retail trade</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H - Transportation and storage</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J - Information and communication</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K - Financial and insurance activities</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M - Professional, scientific and technical activities</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q - Human health and social work activities</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R - Arts, entertainment and recreation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASDAQ National Market</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasdaq OMX - Copenhagen</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasdaq OMX - Stockholm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Stock Exchange</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordic Growth Market</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oslo Bors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTC Bulletin Board</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2.1.1 Company Characteristics (Location, Type, NACE Sector and Main Exchange)

with diverse degrees of education, cf. Appendix 2. Their age varies between 33 and 75 years. The median age of 55 indicates that the average respondent is middle-aged. The total leadership experience varies between 5 to 45 years of practice, with a median of 20 years.
3.2.1.2 Scale Construction

The questionnaire uses a Likert scale of seven steps. The Likert scale is a bi-polar scale ranging from the value of 1 to 7, cf. Table 3.2.1.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not Applicable</th>
<th>Very Little Extent</th>
<th>Little Extent</th>
<th>Some Extent</th>
<th>Moderate Extent</th>
<th>Considerable Extent</th>
<th>To a Great Extent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3.2.1.2 The Likert Scale of the Questionnaire*

A value of 1 indicates a non-response, where the reason is the lack of the practice or concept within the respondent company. Such a value filters out respondents who have no investment or practices of the raised issue and is the most appropriate solution to elimination of bias in the responses (Schwartz and Hippler, 2004). This approach was applied because some respondents might feel tempted to answer “1” even if the practice is not present, or answer “1” where they do not agree with the practice, making it biased when subjecting the replies. Thus, the option of choosing “not applicable” in the questionnaire eliminates bias by not forcing unrealistic answers with limitations.

The values 2 to 7 indicate the level of agreement with the question, where the level of agreement increases as the numerical value increases. The scales are built upon equally distanced intervals, being highly suitable for the purported analysis method and avoids a tendency of central bias in responses.

The scale is furthermore developed to be compatible with the frequency of occurrence in the secondary data, where the ranks obtained through applied indices are divided in equal bins. The meaning of the studied concepts is specified in the specific analyses under each associated section. The survey constructs are presented in Appendix 1.

The survey also contains checkboxes for multiple selections and categorical yes or no answers where applicable. The questionnaire items are constructed on basis of concepts accentuated during the literature study and aim to tap into the theoretical concepts’ representation in practices and identify divergences between the theoretical concepts’ agreements with the corporate practices. Never-
theless, several previous related surveys have been consulted and some of the concepts have been adapted into the study where appropriate.

### 3.2.1.3 Perceptual and Objective Scales of Measurement

Objectivity is integrated in the proposed scales on basis of operations strategy literature, where Slack and Lewis (2003) has been of great inspiration for the structure of the questionnaire. The concepts have first been defined in agreement with common strategic classifications of the aspects under study. Thereafter, the evaluation criteria outlined in the evaluation model proposed by Nielsen et al. (2006) are integrated to link strategy and intellectual capital in a research design structure that remains objective throughout the body of research and where future studies can replicate the design to ensure comparable findings. Nevertheless, the incorporation of the three evaluation criteria of resources, activities and effects represent an improvement in relation to most previous research studies, where no regard is generally taken to the decision-making areas through this classification.

Where adequate, the scales are adapted on basis of prior research studies in order to relate the findings to prior findings, with the slight modification that the scales were modified to directly measure the impact of the interactions between the variables. Hence, it is the mutual or causal relationship between the variables that is measured in equally-scaled dimensions of magnitude, Likert scales. This approach makes it possible to get a value of how high the knowledge capacity of the companies is on basis of their practices in relation to their market value. Individual, business unit and market levels of operations strategy are all represented in order to best reflect reality in the model.

These outlined precautions have all been taken to ensure that the perceptions of the managers in relation to the analyzed aspects are structured and optimized for the best possible validity degree, minimizing hence bias of the single respondent through a careful formulation of the questionnaire design. Nevertheless, the option of choosing “not applicable” in the questionnaire eliminates bias by not forcing unrealistic answers with limitations.
3.2.1.4 Pilot Test and Survey Re-design

The survey was tested and improved in two phases. The aim was to evaluate the relevance and clarity of the questions and guarantee a high level of questionnaire validity before the final questionnaire was mailed out to the targeted companies. First, the survey contents and format were discussed with experts within operations management and economics at the department of research. Several improvements were made in terms of clarity of questions and focus given to the raised issues by restructuring the question order and underlying structure to better match the analytic model described in Section 3.1.3.1. The second round of the pilot test consisted of mailing it to selected pilot testers at the university department for completion online and get their feedback. This second step added to its quality in terms of clarity and diminished ambiguity. The final survey version was mailed to the respondents and is presented in Appendix 1 as empirical data collection for this study.

3.2.1.5 Scale Validity and Measurement Error Bias

Remenyi et al. (1998, p. 291) write that validity is the degree to which what is observed or measured is the same as what was purported to be observed or measured. The theoretical foundation should direct the collection of data, which otherwise is irrelevant if it lacks connection to the adopted concepts (Bryman, 1997). This fact is accounted for in the analysis by a) validating the survey scales in terms of Cronbach’s alpha and b) through ensuring a statistically significant fit of the accepted analysis models. More about validity and model fit is discussed in Chapter 4, the data analysis.

3.2.2 Secondary Data: Annual Reports

The first type of collected secondary data documents consist of published annual reports, collected directly from the respondent companies’ representatives, web sites or diverse other online sources for all the included survey respondents. This secondary data source serves in the development of the strategic discourse analyzes and formulation of individual and aggregated indices. The annual reports analyzed in this study cover the financial year 2013.
Since not all the companies had their reports available online for collection, the ones with missing documents were contacted through email and phone. The reports were collected in English where possible, but the available languages were English, Swedish and Norwegian. The Swedish, Danish and Norwegian documents underwent translation. Some of the files were in image form, so they also needed transcription before translation. This was accomplished on basis of optical character recognition, before translation into English, which was chosen as common language to assure a reliable content analysis across all participating companies regardless of region.

3.2.2.1 Formulation of Disclosure Indices and Coding Map

A coding map was created for coverage of the companies’ disclosure trends in this study as well. It is a tool of identifying structures in the representation of the disclosed issues based on linguistic composition, and to be applied on the annual reports to extract indices of disclosure. The aim is to understand the reports in a more analytical way, by measuring the frequency of occurrences of the studied phenomena and to link them to the evaluation models based on the a priori specified expectations outlined in the hypothetical objectives.

The coding map is presented in Appendix 3. The indicators have been collected from previous research papers where appropriate (Mouritsen et al. 2001; MERITUM 2002; DMSTI 2003; Rimmel et al. 2004; Bukh et al. 2005; Nielsen et al. 2006) and own indicators were developed to construct a general coding map useful to survey the development of the analyzed companies. All indicators have been placed within dedicated categories, in agreement with the analytical model, cf. Figure 3.1.1. The categories represent the main variables, namely “strategy”, “innovation”, “intellectual capital” and “disclosure”. The “resources” column represents the management objects, i.e. value-adding resources of interest. The “activities” column represents activities which define diverse investments made in order to generate value based on knowledge resources, whilst the “effects” column defines what a third party can do, i.e. achievements often associated with satisfaction.

This coding map will be applied directly on the text corpses of the annual reports to extract the key factors of interest and count their occurrence frequency. In this way, the categorical classification of the indices allows for focusing on
similarities and differences in the employed resources, investments and success factors, while examining the trends of disclosure of the included subjects. The distribution is relative since it is used in relation to the total score obtained by the participating companies, yet structured through the analytical framework employed in this study into the defined categories of interest.

Rodgers (2007) writes that the value of information is different from factory-based management and accounting techniques since it is more difficult to capture and financial measurements are more rewarded on the capital markets. In order to be made measurable, knowledge-based assets can be assigned numerals “to represent elements or a property of elements in a specified system on the basis of isomorphism or homomorphism existing between one or more empirical relational systems (ERS) and one or more numerical relational systems (NRS)”. Such numerals make nominal (classification), ordinal (rank), interval or ratio-type measurements possible. In order to map a reliable homomorphic scale of measurement, its theoretic support, representation, uniqueness and meaningfulness must be in agreement with its form.

A rank measure is therefore next developed to evaluate the companies’ indices by. This approach is highly suitable because the survey used in this study was developed on basis of scales from 1 to 7, and by developing this second reflecting measure, adequate comparisons can be made between the characteristics of the primary and secondary data. The rank that a company can attain is based on the ratio of the frequency of occurrence $i$ of the $\alpha$ priori specified indicators per category $j$ (strategy, intellectual capital, innovation, and disclosure):

$$
Disclosure \ Score \ Rank_{i} = \sum d(t_{i}) \quad (Equation \ 2),
$$

where $t_{i}$ expresses category rank $j$ based on occurrence frequency $i$ and $T$ is the maximum score that a company can achieve per category $j$. The maximum number of rank is 7 for all the stated categories, to be comparable with the primary data responses collected through the survey. Hence, the number of occurrences per category is ranked in relation to the universal floor and top values registered across all of the categories. The ranks are divided in equal bins, with a cumulative threshold of $t_{i} = 0.1429$ per rank (equivalent to 1 divided by 7).
Most studies do not classify the information spectrum in sub-categories, and if they do, these are usually not related to profits in relation to the competitors in the industry. Nonetheless, these studies do not compare the quantum of information (rank-based) to primary insights into intellectual capital management (also rank-based). This study is therefore based on an improved and novel approach, which has not been tried before in relation to abnormal returns and internal management survey data, nonetheless based on the employed intellectual capital model for additional inquiries.

3.2.3 Financial Market Data and Variable Development

The second phase of the secondary data collection concerned financial data. The purpose of collecting this information is to analyze if knowledge-based investments can be attributed a market value on basis of the hypothesized model and how the successful respondent companies manage their knowledge internally and report about it externally.

3.2.3.1 Market Value – Definition and Its Importance

The real market value data construct is included in the study in order to analyze internally managed profitability in relation to the competitors’. Market value is the forward-looking expectation of what a company’s shares are worth (Johnson et al., 2001; Andriessen, 2003; Abhayawansa and Guthrie, 2010; Baginski et al., 2014). The reason of choosing market value over book value is that market value is a measure which incorporates a firm’s intangible value which is attributed to the firm, including its culture, trademarks and brands, whilst book value is an accounting measure and thus historical which often omits these intangible assets. Book value is an accounting measure and has thus a historical focus, in-house investments are accounted for as expenses, and therefore, the difference between the market and book values of a firm can differ. This is a major issue when assessing fair firm value. Furthermore, as the book value often undervalues assets to a considerable extent, the market value variable is herein normalized by a firm’s total assets.

The formula used to calculate a company’s market value is market capitalization and is herein used as a profitability-indicating proxy:
Market value data were collected from the database Orbis of Bureau Van Dijk, from where the company contacts also were retrieved for the survey. For the 29 respondent companies, market-, shareholder value, total assets and common shares outstanding data were collected for the year 2013. The data had missing values for eight of the respondent companies, so these were collected directly from the stock exchanges instead (market price and shares outstanding). The total asset information was collected from the respective annual reports. “Market Value per Share” was calculated as the yearly averaged product of the volume of common shares outstanding and the daily end prices, representing thus the total value of all investors’ stakes in a company. The following definitions were used in the calculation of the yearly market value i (per share):

\[ MVPS_i = \frac{\sum_{\text{Daily Stock Price}} \times \text{Common Shares Outstanding}}{\text{Number of Collected Daily Observations per Company and Year}} \]  

(Equation 4).

The data were exchanged to USD with the corresponding exchange rates of the 2013, cf. Appendix 4.

### 3.2.3.2 Accounting for Risk by Assessing Fair Firm Value

Stewart’s (1997) concept of “value defined by the buyer” and not the seller is an important theorem since a company is worth what the stock market says: price per share multiplied by the number of outstanding shares. This assumption of market value contends the idea that everything that is left after subtracting the fixed assets represents the intangible value generated by the company, although the description of intellectual capital can be somewhat generalized by this definition. To further optimize the market value information, a firm’s relative position in its industry was computed. Data was again collected from the Orbis database, from where the companies were selected for the survey in the beginning of the study. The search strategy applied contained listed companies, active with/without recent detailed financials and the relevant NACE Rev. 2

---

11 The results were adjusted by division with the yearly total assets value, collected from the annual reports where necessary, to ensure a fair comparison with the rest of the yearly calculations.

12 In agreement with modern recommendations of the resource-based and knowledge-based views, a firm’s value should be computed as relative to others from the same industry.
main sector codes to match the characteristics of the respondent companies, per country and a relevant time frame, 2004 to 2013, to ensure sustainability.\textsuperscript{13}

The data set was next sampled to include only complete cases of the variables of interest (number of patents, number of trademarks, net income, total assets, shareholder’s funds/stockholder’s equity, market price at the end of the year, number of common shares outstanding, country and NACE Rev. 2 main sector). The final data sample contains 41,845 companies which are used herein as industrial benchmarking groups. It is impossible to know if the companies in the Orbis database represent the total market, so the selected companies are considered to represent the obtainable market-level control group given the targeted sectors and the total population of companies to which the survey was distributed based on this same data source. The financial values were deflated to base year 2013 to ensure validity against the survey results, cf. Appendix 4 for the applied deflation values.

The industrial sample is broken down by location (country) and NACE Rev. 2 sector in Table 3.2.3.2a. This sample is hereby accepted as adequate since the respondent companies are within the represented sectors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NACE Rev. 2 Main Sector</th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>Norway</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B - Mining and quarrying</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>2378</td>
<td>2620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C - Manufacturing</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>1052</td>
<td>14748</td>
<td>16540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F - Construction</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G - Wholesale and retail trade</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>2958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H - Transportation and storage</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J - Information and communication</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>4287</td>
<td>4858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K - Financial and insurance activities</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>9104</td>
<td>9795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M - Professional, scientific and technical activities</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>2344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q - Human health and social work activities</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R - Arts, entertainment and recreation</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textit{Table 3.2.3.2a Industrial Sample Breakdown by NACE Rev. 2 Main Sector (No. of Observations)}

\textsuperscript{13} The most recent search was performed on October 18, 2014, in Orbis database (Bureau Van Dijk). Denmark is represented excluding Faroe Islands and Greenland and the U.S. are represented excluding American Samoa, Guam, Northern Mariana Islands and Virgin Islands because none of the respondent companies are located in these areas. The search returned a total of 1,433,158 observations before sampling.
The companies’ competitiveness per sector and country was next calculated as the mean of the industrial market capitalization/total assets ratio for the total analysis time frame (2004 - 2013). These values are included to indicate the relative competitive positioning of the included main industrial sectors and their rank, cf. Appendix 5. Ranking (1 - 7) was assigned as recommended by comparing the achievements to seven equal probability bins between the minimum and maximum values of the whole data set.

Equation 5 was next applied to compute the abnormal market capitalization of the companies in relation to the median achievements of their industrial sector of belonging, with regard to location (country) and year:

\[
\text{Abnormal Returns, } = \frac{\text{Industrial Average Market Capitalization, /Total Assets,} - \text{Firm’s Market Capitalization, /Total Assets}}{\text{Equation 5}},
\]

The abnormal returns’ z-scores were also calculated, by dividing the abnormal return value of each company by its standard deviation value. The calculation of z-scores has been shown to be much more reliable than the inclusion of mean values (Altman 2000; Agarwala and Taffler, 2007), which already has been accounted for previously by calculating the abnormal returns values and all categorical variables on basis of the median as the threshold.

The mean abnormal returns and the respective computed z-scores are presented along with the number of respondent companies per sector in Table 3.2.3.2b:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NACE Rev. 2 Main Sector</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Mean ABN</th>
<th>Z Score</th>
<th>No of Companies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C - Manufacturing</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1.9872</td>
<td>220.0488</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R - Arts, entertainment and recreation</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>0.9705</td>
<td>46.4574</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J - Information and communication</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>-0.5505</td>
<td>-0.2193</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K - Financial and insurance activities</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>0.3602</td>
<td>0.1400</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M - Professional, scientific and technical activities</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>8.6647</td>
<td>3.3437</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - Mining and quarrying</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>-0.3319</td>
<td>-0.0417</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C - Manufacturing</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>0.5034</td>
<td>0.1571</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G - Wholesale and retail trade</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1.7245</td>
<td>0.3886</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H - Transportation and storage</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>-0.0120</td>
<td>-0.0010</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J - Information and communication</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>-0.0557</td>
<td>-0.0044</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K - Financial and insurance activities</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>0.1394</td>
<td>0.0130</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - Mining and quarrying</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>2.8701</td>
<td>0.1921</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Employed Methods of Analysis

Latent class modeling is first applied to formulate “managerial profiles” of interest, in order to study both the internal management and external reporting practices in relation to profitability on the market. These are formulated on basis of a) perceived profitability and b) achieved profitability (abnormal returns) to combine the personal traits of the respondents with their actual realizations. These “managerial profiles” are thereafter applied throughout the study, to structure the data of both primary and secondary nature, so the respondent companies’ practices within the areas of interest become observable. The managerial profiles are discussed in detail in Sections 4.1 and 4.1.1.

The internal management analysis step follows next (cf. Section 4.2), and adheres closely to the “confirmatory objectives” described in Section 3.1.3.1. It makes use of the direct appliance of the empirical model described in Figure 3.1.2 on the primary data, where latent class analysis is applied to verify the hypothesized paths and causal structures on the primary data. This analysis step is equivalent to the internal management of innovation and intellectual capital, in relation to internal disclosure practices and financial effects.

Data mining (content analysis) is next performed on the external data, within the same grouping of “managerial profiles”. The main scope is to identify which disclosure practices are present in the respondent companies, and if these are linked to higher profitability on basis of the intellectual capital model's stated key terms (coding map), cf. Section 3.2.2.1.

Analyzes of variance and ranking are lastly applied to link the internal and external practices per “managerial profile”, and summarize what the differences
between successful and less successful companies are in terms of internal intellectual capital and innovation management, disclosure and their respective effects in financial terms and competitiveness.

The analysis methods are next briefly summarized in familiarization purpose.

### 3.3.1 Latent Class Analysis

Latent class analysis is a technique used to classify observations based on patterns of categorical responses. It is a useful tool of machine learning as it helps reveal hidden categories when the probabilities of the independent variables are not independent. Since survey logic can be latent and overlapping, this is a suitable and flexible technique of modeling uncategorized dependencies (Linzer and Lewis, 2013). This method is not commonly applied in intellectual capital studies, although it has wide practicability within other adjacent areas such as finance and economics. It suits the purpose of categorization and its descriptive abilities can help in identifying differences across management groups while allowing for observing important differences. Since the collected responses are too few for applying structural equation modeling, this analysis technique can offer reliable appliance on the collected data set.

### 3.3.2 Data Mining (Content Analysis)

Williams (2006) writes that the use of the content analysis research method is suitable to analyze the discursive practices of strategizing and organizational effects. By analyzing available data, procedural information and contextual analysis, valuable knowledge can be developed on basis of existing narratives. Francis and Flynn (2010) write that data mining is an increasingly applied method of information analysis and knowledge inquiry, in e.g. content analyzes. It is useful for the identification of frequently occurring words, word frequencies, correlations between words, similarity and distance measures and cluster analyzes of content. The results of such analyzes can help interpret underlying constructs and even importance in relation to other constructs, increase the understanding of the causes behind the researched topic and outline patterns and trends in the disclosed information.
3.3.3 Analysis of Variance

Analysis of variance (herein abbreviated “ANOVA”) is a technique applied to identify differences between groups. It serves as a validation tool for ensuring that speculated or observed differences are statistically supported (Mendenhall and Sincich, 2011). It is herein applied to link the internal and external analysis together and to validate the findings’ overall accuracy.

3.4 Model Reliability

Remenyi et al. (1998, p. 289) write that reliability is the degree to which observations or measures are consistent and stable. Most of the applied measurements and statistical tools have been identified in various theoretic and research sources and have been rendered adequate and further adapted to this research. This cautionary step makes this study profound and more complex than most studies within the intellectual capital field. The industrial data are inflation-adjusted to ensure actual and concise measurements and the sampling procedure was carefully implemented. For the secondary data, reliance is accorded to the information sources regarding their accuracy, actuality and authenticity.

An important aspect of validity is the structure of the proposed model and its stability as a tool of measurement for the proposed research topic. Next, its suitability over previous research tools is argued for on basis of its composition and construction.

Investments in innovation and intellectual capital have been found of interest in different previous studies. Several other authors have linked the resource-based view to intellectual capital practices, where innovation plays an important role to firm performance. Others have linked the knowledge-based view to intellectual capital theory in studies of knowledge and innovation. Whereas the findings of the relevant empirical studies were discussed in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.2.1, it is herein of interest to remark their attempts of measuring and separating the capitals in relation to performance, included theories and strategizing. The preferred methods were to gather data through surveys and separate the intellectual capital concept within human/relational, customer and organizational or structural capitals, unlike the attempts of this study.
Four main reasons of why the proposed analysis model and suggested research approach are more performative than in previous related studies are outlined:

1. **Increased Comparability through the Employed Evaluation Framework**

   It is herein argued that the evaluation model proposed in the Danish Guidelines is a more sophisticated tool of analysis, which a) allows for the decomposition of the intellectual capitals in more adequate classifications (employees, relations, technologies and processes) and b) adds a second disentanglement dimension of typological kind, where resources, activities and effects are distinguished, which is generally rare in previous studies of mixed research design. In many previous studies within this research interest, the comparability factor is weak. Structural capital is often confused with organizational capital, customer capital does not account for all relations that are of importance to a firm and human capital is often measured in levels of knowledge but not in the outcomes it produces in more than e.g. patents. Therefore, by incorporating this newly standardized intellectual capital evaluation model in the analyzes of firm performance which includes the firms’ strategy practices and disclosure practices, higher research depth can be attained on basis of well-developed analytical dimensions, as well as create a framework which allows for increased comparability and replicability in an otherwise rather unstructured research field.

2. **The Inclusion of a Theoretical Direction**

   Scott (1998, pp. 355-358) specifies that outcomes are never pure indicators of quality of performance, since they reflect not only the care and accuracy with which work activities are carried out, but also the current state of technology and the characteristics of the organizations’ input and output environments. The decision of how to treat input characteristics and output environments is not primarily a methodological, but a theoretical issue. This guidance has been accounted for through the inclusion of the strategic practices in relation to the evaluation matrix of intangible management. Hence, the analysis should reveal which of the management aspects are misaligned or competitive on a more reliable basis. Moreover, the economizing, organizing and modularizing aspects of knowledge resources can be directly tested in relation to empirics.
The research design is performative cf. Mouritsen (2006), in the sense that this study does not just verify a priori defined expectations, but also adds new knowledge and inferences through explorative analyzes. Through new findings, this research study can help diminish the limitations of global firm comparability by defining difficulties and strengths created at the micro level. Organizational development and economic growth can be supported by presenting how already successful companies manage their businesses. The familiarity with the measurement of intellectual capital and its importance to organizational development and economic revenue can be increased. More knowledge can be identified about managing and controlling intellectual capital resources, activities and their effects, in relation to innovating and internal and external reporting.

3. The Inclusion of a Social Context

Lazonick (2005) writes that the innovative firm works by the theory of learning as an outcome, where strategy, finance and organization are interlinked as dynamic processes with knowledge-assimilation. The social contexts of firms might vary by industry or knowledge level. Given the refinement degree of the enumerated two factors, it can again be argued that the model offers a tweak of analysis in the right direction based on asymmetric information.

4. The Inclusion of Commonly Omitted Levels of Linkage in Order to Facilitate Grounded Theory Development

MacKenzie (2006, p. 21) brought critique towards the Black-Scholes-Merton model – which is often used to define if the patterns of market prices have moved towards greater conformity as a tool of performativity – that the model only yields an option price after the characteristics of the option and the values of the parameters have been set. Therefore, one parameter, the volatility of the stock, is acknowledged to not be directly observable, as there is no unique theoretical price to compare to the “actual” price. When performing an analysis of such type, the researcher is not just examining economics and those who develop and use it. The analysis inevitably becomes a study of the objects that economics analyzes. MacKenzie (2006, p. 23) further brings critique against the Capital Asset Pricing model and specifies that there always is a risk taken in a majority of economic calculations. When the analysts use e.g. “easily measur-
able after-the-fact realized returns as proxies for expected returns” instead of making attempts to measure these expected returns directly, in e.g. the shape of investor surveys, the degree of miss-specification increases dramatically.

Even the simple inclusion of theoretically-based assumptions in relation to registered data in econometric modeling can increase the accuracy of studies of performativity. When the models indicate little conformity with the empirics, there is always the danger of an underestimation of the market conditions, processes and prices that are posited by theory. It can therefore not be ignored that such a misalignment of theory and data is a sign of warning, where it should be further analyzed how “reality” exists entirely independently of its theoretical depiction. (MacKenzie, 2006, p. 24)

By not including the internal performance management objects in the empirical model, one would first make the mistake of relying solely on the volatility of external reporting and disclosure in relation to market value, leaving hence an immense room of error. Through the inclusion of the existing qualitative reporting types and primary data, this study safeguards against a vast error space and references drawn to no existing theoretical values to compare to the “actual values”. It can further be argued that the error level diminishes with the amount of information and the connectivity of the two research streams outlined in the research questions, cf. Section 1. Whilst the corporate outcome is attributed to internal management causes in the shape of resources and activities, the effects are also accounted for on basis of additional sources such as reporting. Nevertheless, the output, i.e. the market value of the company, is actually put in contrast with and evaluated against an actual theoretical expectation on basis of intellectual capital management and accounting, which through the contents of reporting has gained a physical ground and is no longer totally abstract from the “reality” of analyzed objects if the analyzes indicate a level of agreement.

To overcome the theoretical shortages of the resource-based and knowledge-based views of conflating the objects of analysis with their effects and rather vague operationalization of actual outcomes, it can be argued that the context of analysis is maintained in this study. In conclusion, the suggested model allows for analyzing the disentangled intangible capitals within their context, in relation to strategy, disclosure and financial effects. It is simultaneously measuring intellectual capital as a total and entangled object. Nevertheless, the otherwise unaccountable theoretical aspects are introduced into the er-
rors of the equations, accounting in such way for the grave shortcoming of not having a referent value within the analyzed volatility of the considered parameters. Insofar theories arise out of the data and are supported by the data, they can also be considered to be grounded.

### 3.4.1 Sample Adequacy

The collected data samples and applied analysis techniques categorize this research project as a multi-case study, highly suitable for the suggested mixed analysis methods (latent class analysis, data mining and analysis of variance). The diverse nature of the complete data set (primary and secondary data) allows for relating the data types by linking causes and effects, from which case-specific conclusions can be drawn. Besides obtaining an overview of the case companies’ development given their analyzed practices, unique inferences can be drawn regarding what makes some companies more successful than others.

The number of primary data responses (29) is adequate for the considered analysis techniques of non-linear type (latent class analysis and logistic regressions). All included responses are balanced, i.e. no missing observations, in order to ensure the most homogeneous coverage possible. Furthermore, the divergence in industries and locations is accounted for rigorously because the companies’ achievements are benchmarked towards their respective industrial achievement with regard to location and year, rendering the rather low response rate insignificant due to the applied approach.

This study is mainly exploratory and therefore not necessarily generalizable. It is a novel attempt of conducting an over-viewing test covering all areas of interest. This has never been tried before in the research field and new knowledge is possible to extract from previously untapped data.
3.4.2 Analysis Software

The data analyzes are mainly performed in “R” by the Foundation for Statistical Computing. This data analysis environment ensures enough flexibility to allow for the complete data set to be analyzed by all suggested techniques, while maintaining all information within one complete project. Microsoft Excel and Notepad have also been used to prepare the data for import into the R project.
Chapter 4 – Data Analysis

This chapter presents the diverse analyzes performed on the primary and secondary data, along with their results and main findings. The data consist of 29 unique cases, which aim to serve in the purpose of developing new propositions based on fair comparisons. In order to address “what, how and why?”, several methods are employed in order to summarize, visualize, evaluate and reflect on the findings. The research strategy is to count, visualize, relate in models and link with regard to causality, which is expected to be verifiable (i.e. confirmatory) in the relevant tests. The analyzes are nevertheless exploratory in terms of a) being evaluation methods based on new development, and b) tools of developing grounded theory by testing new hypotheses on previously untapped data. By creating the suggested “management profiles”, nothing is assumed about the relation capability-based organization, disclosure and effects, yet it is possible to analyze all the aspects separately for different profitability groups.

The “management profiles” are developed on basis of utility theory and its risk assumptions, where the respondents’ a) abnormal returns in relation to competitors from the same industry and b) their perceived profitability are considered as utility and risk proxies. A latent class analysis is thereafter performed on the internal management data and the hypotheses stated in Table 3.1.3.1 are tested for correspondence across the identified profiles. Next, the same profiles are used to structure and mine the annual reports data to identify the reporting trends of the identified manager types.

The internal management practices are lastly linked to the external reporting ones in Section 4.4. Herein, it is defined “How much less is disclosed about than managed internally?” per managerial profile. A summary of the findings is offered in Section 4.5, and the main results and implications are discussed in Section 4.6.
4 Dedicated Tests and Analysis Results

In this chapter, the tests suggested in Section 2.5.1 are empirically applied to the collected data, of both primary and secondary nature. Figure 4 presents the elaboration process applied throughout this chapter, along with the relevant details and resources.

![Figure 4 The Elaboration Process]

1. Formulation of Independent “Management Profiles”

The “management profiles” are the main classification tool of this study. They are important because they do not assume anything about the relation under study (knowledge-based organization, disclosure and effects), yet cluster the participants into different profitability groups based on actual realizations and specific traits. The second dimension of the profiles is represented by perceived profitability, where the sociological belief of the participants is contrasted with their actual realizations to account for the risk aversion level.
Latent class analysis is used to create the profiles, because with the current data sample it is not possible to perform a structural equation analysis. This method is highly appropriate for the data sample because it reveals underlying structures and the identified profiles are possible to apply throughout the whole analysis process.

The respective profiles were created on basis of a threshold of the median of the abnormal returns rank variable. A 7-step Likert scale was developed by ordering all values from minimum to maximum and thereafter divided in 7 equal bins, where a rank of 1 is the lowest, containing negative values, and a rank of 7 is the highest, containing maximum values. The median value for 2013 is at 4, so all ranks above this value have positive abnormal returns. The creation of the “managerial profiles” is presented in detail in Section 4.1, where the identified classes represent different groups of managers with differing traits and differing profitability levels. These profiles will be used to structure all upcoming analyses in order to reveal the specifics of each manager group.

2. Internal Management Analysis

The “management profiles” are in this analysis part applied on the primary data to reveal the different intellectual capital, innovation and disclosure practices of the respective management groups. The empirical model is herein operationalized to confirm or reject the theoretically supported paths of value development, on basis of the collected empirics. The analysis results in the evaluation of the hypothetical beliefs, and hands-on examples of how successful managers attain positive financial effects through internal management practices. Nevertheless, it is outlined where the other manager classes differ and how a successful configuration looks like in real business, based on the assumptions of the formulated intellectual capital model. The model is estimated in disentangled intellectual capital terms, with the additional areas of innovation and disclosure and validated in agreement with statistical requirements.

The main questions asked are “How do firms attain higher financial effects through a differing internal management of intellectual capital and innovation, in relation to reporting?”, and “Are there any benefits from asymmetrical information or innovation type given intellectual capital’s assumed idiosyncrasy?”, cf. Section 2.5.1.
3. External Reporting Analysis

Next, the “managerial profiles” are applied on the external reporting data, i.e. the annual reports. The coding map is run on the contents of the annual reports, and disclosure indices are formulated. This analysis part also reveals the disentangled intellectual capital reporting trends of the managerial groups, where the specifics of each type of manager are summarized in relation to their actual profitability, again on basis of the employed intellectual capital model.

4. Linkage of the Internal Management and External Reporting Analyses

The literature review suggested a certain mediation of effects through disclosure, so there is good reason to believe that accounting practices are of certain importance when valuing the financial effects externally. At the same time, since a knowledge organization is practicing disclosure in the scope of improving its market-level effects, there is good reason to assume that all three areas under study are somehow related. This is hence a new approach to understand disclosure on basis of actual measurements, where risk, strategy and future ambitions are evaluated in their rightful context as disentangled areas of interest. Herein, new propositions will be created in order to assess theoretical correspondence and formulate new grounded theory.

In this analysis part, the internal and external analyses are triangulated on basis of differences in global ranking and percentages between the “managerial profiles”. The intellectual capital model guides this analysis part as well, and it is in these findings where the most important knowledge of this study is developed, since all areas of interest are united in one and the same analysis.

The differences between the managerial groups are validated through ANOVAs (Analyses of Variance) to ensure statistically significant differences between the groups. Nevertheless, new propositions are developed on basis of the findings, which allow for relating the internal management to disclosure trends and the actual profit level on the market in relation to competitors from the same industry. The main question asked is “How much less is disclosed about than managed internally?”, where the strategic differences are presented in detail per topic for the first time in an analysis of intellectual capital and reporting which accounts for both internal knowledge management, reporting and actual realizations on the market in comparison to competitors from the same industry.
4.1 Creating Adequate Management Profiles

Previous studies like Youndt et al. (2004) and Carmeli (2001) have developed profiles for deeper analysis approaches. The profiles developed in this thesis are different from the previous ones in the research field since they directly measure the interaction’s magnitude between elements of intellectual capital, strategizing and innovation, and not just their levels. By leveling the financial performance of the companies instead, this study allows for identifying the dynamics of different management configurations on basis of intrinsic diversity. Through the survey’s composition, even causality is accounted and tested for.

In the following, the adequate “managerial profiles” of the participating companies are formulated by relating actual abnormal profits in relation to competitors from the same industry to perceived profitability, collected through the questionnaire. Profitability is hence the main output under study, with the respective survey item phrased as: “Our performance is higher than our key competitors” and a level of agreement ranging from 1 to 7, as specified before in Section 3.2.1.2. The main benefit of creating “management profiles” is that they can be used in the upcoming analyses as grouping tools, where different clusters with different profitability and aspirations can be evaluated in relation to each other to reveal drivers of economic value in the companies’ internal and external practices. Following the tenets of utility theory, abnormal returns are herein considered to be proxies of utility, whereas the perceived profitability is applied as a proxy of risk. It is therefore hypothesized that managers with a more cautious approach to risk attain greater utility on the market. The median value of perceived profitability is 4 out of 7. Categorical control variables were formulated (perceived and actual profitability), where a score greater than or equal to the respective median was registered as “high” and a lower score was registered as “low”. The labels of the companies were divided as follows: “High Profitability” (16 respondents | 55 %), “Low Profitability” (13 respondents | 45 %).

The method of latent class analysis allows for testing latent structures with ease and accuracy and is herein next applied to identify “management profiles” of interest. This analysis method allows for hypothesizing that any observed dependency is due to values clustering within otherwise unobserved subgroups. To test this idea, the following model, hereby presented in matrix form:

\[ P(A, B, \ldots, N) = P(A|X_1) P(B|X_1) \ldots P(N|X_1) \]  

(Equation 6)
where \( X \) is a latent categorical variable with \( n \) levels, is estimated on the profitability and abnormal returns variables. \( n \) is specified as the levels of interest (herein positive or negative abnormal returns) and the model parameters (marginal probabilities of class membership and class specific probabilities for each variable) are estimated via expectation-maximization, as common for this data analysis technique. A correctly formulated model should take into account all factors of interest, external or internal, in order to distinguish most effectively between positive and negative effects of the variables’ interactions on the outcome. A base model is fitted without covariates since the abnormal returns variable already includes account to the competitiveness rank through its adjustment for mean industrial earnings. Hence, the main variable which conditions and helps classify the outcome further is as specified \textit{perceived profitability}. It is therefore applied as main delimiter of the underlying clusters.

Table 4.1 presents the distribution of the respondent companies’ binary abnormal returns value and their dichotomous profitability answers.

As indicated in the table, there are 8 respectively 6 companies who’s respondents’ profitability answers (1; 0) match the abnormal returns’ calculated dichotomous value\(^{14}\). The rest of the companies, 15, are mixed in outcome agreement. There are hence minimum 3 expected major respondent group types: “positive abnormal returns”, “negative abnormal returns” and a “mixed” group which covers the remaining companies. Alternatively, if the “mixed” group can be divided in two groups based on the abnormal returns values, there might be 4 relevant respondent classes.

The next analysis step is therefore to identify the appropriate number of classes, i.e. “Managerial Profiles”.

\(^{14}\) The geographical distribution of abnormal returns in relation to perceived profitability can be seen in a sub-test in Appendix 6.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Abnormal Returns (Utility)</th>
<th>Perceived Profitability (Risk)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Company 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 The Companies’ Agreement in Abnormal Returns and Perceived Profitability

4.1.1 Defining the Appropriate Number of Classes

Latent class models of 2, 3 and 4 clusters were fitted to identify the best structure. Selection of only 2 groups returned a classification depending on the structure of profitability, but not a clear division of abnormal returns. This classification was therefore excluded since it did not correspond to all criteria. The test with 3 clusters returned the anticipated structure of 3 groups, where utility and risk must be both positive or negative in order to agree, and the third iden-
tified group indicates a negative relation between utility and risk. Further tests indicate the suitability of 3 classes over a division in 4 classes, which were not as statistically significant. The model with the smallest BIC and AIC values is to prefer according to the principle of parsimony, yet not at the expense of theoretical assumptions (Linzer and Lewis, 2013). Therefore, the model with 3 classes is kept for use in the upcoming data analyses.

Figure 4.1.1 presents the scree plot. The selection of classes is hence based on a) theoretical criteria and b) statistical relevance. The model with 3 components matches both requirements best and is therefore selected.

This suggested latent classes division of three groups is next used as a general guide to estimate maximum-likelihood based models of interest.

![Scree Plot of the Formulated Classes](image)

*Figure 4.1.1 Scree Plot of Components for Identification of the Optimal No. of Latent Classes*

### 4.1.2 Analyzing Utility and Risk Aversion to Validate the Stated Behavioral Traits of the Identified Management Profiles

The next model tests the relationship among the manifests (i.e. observed outputs) to explain the respective groups’ observed response patterns and verify if the utility of knowledge management and related activities behave as expected among the hypothesized managerial profiles:
Utility (Abnormal Returns) \sim Risk (Perceived Profitability) \quad (Equation 7),

where utility is expressed as the concomitant variable abnormal returns in relation to competitors from the same industry, in rank form from 1 - 7, risk is defined as the corresponding perceived profitability of the survey respondents and i represents the formulated managerial profiles of interest. The rank values are chosen so that the model can vary enough to test the expectations.

The classes are expected to be indicative of utility in the way that the “Pessimistic High Earners” take on a low level of risk, being “risk-averse”. The “Realistic High Earners” correspond best to the label of “risk-neutral”, and as Salvatore et al. (2012) note, they are usually the most common. The “Optimistic Low Earners” should indicate traits of high risk-taking, where their aspirations and actual realizations are the most differing from all analyzed groups. This group is therefore analogue to the definition of “risk-seekers”. The average marginal utility level of the risk seekers should be the lowest, risk-neutral managers usually experience moderate utility and risk-averse managers, being the most thoughtful in their actions, attain generally the highest utility.

Hence, given the presented classification results and first insights into the data structure, “Pessimistic High Earners” are hypothesized to tend to respond negatively towards higher Likert-scale values of perceived profitability, due to their pessimistic responses in the survey compare to their actual realizations, which were high. The reverse is likely to be true for the case of “Optimistic Low Earners”, which are expected to answer favorably towards the higher values of the Likert scale used in the survey, yet attained low actual results on the market. The “Realistic High Earners” group is expected to be a mixture which will respond favorably to high respectively low values depending on their actual achievement, but are more profitable than the “Optimistic Low Earners”.

After fitting the regression model, the coefficients and computed probabilities were used to predict the differences in profitability between the groups. Figure 4.1.2 illustrates the relationship, which supports the stated beliefs:
These findings are hence supportive of the expected differences in management profiles. The “Pessimistic High Earners” reported lower levels of perceived profitability, even if they had the largest abnormal returns. The “Realistic Leaders” have abnormal returns in agreement with their perceptions, and reported perceived profitability from low to high levels in agreement with higher probabilities of outcome. The “Optimistic Leaders” reported low levels of perceived profitability at a high probability, and high levels of profitability at a low probability. The results of the regression can be found in Appendix 7, Table A7a.

4.1.3 Formulation of the Base (Restricted) Model

The last analysis step of the “management profiles” is to formulate the base model of this study, commonly known as the restricted model. This model consists of the minimum variables of interest, with abnormal returns as a 7-step Likert scale response variable, with the predictor perceived profitability.

The member companies’ ids are next presented per class (to the right) in Figure 4.1.3a:
The “Pessimistic High-Earners” had a tendency of considering themselves less profitable than they actually were (by -78 %) and represent 31 % of the respondent population. The “Pessimistic High Earners” consist of 1 Danish company, 1 Norwegian company, 2 Swedish companies and 5 US companies.

The second class, the “Realistic High Earners” are the respondent group which were profitable/not profitable to a high degree and adequately considered that they were/were not (100 %). The “Realistic High Earners” group consists of 1 Danish company, 1 Norwegian company and 5 U.S. companies. They account for 25 % of the respondent population.

The third class, “Optimistic Low Earners”, accounts for 44 % of the respondent population and reported a mixed view of profitability (51 %) which did not align well with their actual realizations on the market. The “Optimistic Low Earners” are a majority of Swedish companies (11 companies), 1 Norwegian and 1 U.S. firm. These companies have negative abnormal returns.

Figure 4.1.3b visualizes the classes based on the computations of the predicted probabilities per increasing abnormal returns rank:
The “Pessimistic High Earners” are found in the high abnormal returns ranks (above 5), thus at a high probability of being profitable. The “Realistic High Earner” companies are represented at their rightful abnormal return ranks and are successful at generating positive abnormal returns (higher than 4 and less than 6). The “Optimistic Low Earners” have a high probability of representation in the lower abnormal returns ranks (1 to 3), i.e. below the median of 4. Hence, the probability of the “Pessimistic High Earners” attaining high utility is 100%. The “Realistic High Earners” attain medium utility, with a probability level of 60 - 90%, while the probability of “Optimistic Low Earners” attaining high utility is decreasing as the abnormal returns ranks increase.

A company from the “Optimistic Low Earners” group had 49% times the odds of considering itself more profitable than a company from the “Pessimistic High Earners” class without being it. A “Realistic High Earner” company had a 33% chance of misplacing their true capacity. The regression output is presented in Appendix 7, Table A7b.

4.1.4 Analysis Synopsis

The identified research gaps were previously discussed in Section 2.5.1. In the following, the data will be analyzed for correspondence, and exploratory tests
will be conducted in order to best answer the identified shortages. Research gap 1 (Knowledge Management --> Disclosure --> Effects) is treated in Section 4.2.2, research gap 2 (Knowledge Management --> Financial Effects) in Section 4.2.3 and research gap 3 (Disclosure --> Financial Effects) in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. A summary of the significant differences identified in the knowledge management practices and activities of the companies is given in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 summarizes the research objectives and the obtained findings.

Since none of the outlined relationships have been studied within intellectual capital, it is of interest to define if and how disclosure mediates the effects of the internal management practices, if these are concerned with an effective output in the respective disclosure practices and if these internal and external practices have a positive influence on financial effects. Of out-most importance is the utility of intellectual capital and innovation, internally and externally, as a tool of understanding business processes and the transformation of knowledge which the successful companies engage in. Second, it is also vital to identify the shortages of the less successful companies in order to formulate improvement propositions.

### 4.2 Internal Management Analysis

These first analyses are conducted on the data in order to study the intellectual capital management focus of the participating companies, as disentangled and causal knowledge resources and activities, based on actual measurement efficiency. This was previously defined as “research gap 1”, “Knowledge Management --> Disclosure --> Financial Effects”. The aim is to study the formulated profiles in detail on basis of the primary data (the questionnaire), to describe identified causal patterns of the successful firms and to identify the difference between profitable and less profitable companies’ internal knowledge management with all variables outlined in the empirical model, cf. Figure 3.1.3.1.

In order to verify the theoretical expectations on the real life data, the hypotheses presented in Table 3.1.3.1 are tested in a latent class model which applies the three formulated “management profiles”, to answer the stated research question: **“How do firms attain higher financial effects through a differing internal management of intellectual capital and innovation, in relation to reporting?”**.
4.2.1 Building a Simulated Model and Assessing its Validity in Relation to the Base (Restricted) Model

Since the available data do not permit for analyzing the whole empirical model at once due to the greater amount of parameters than available observations, the next step is to simulate the primary data through replication by 100 times so that the number of observations equals 2900. This step is necessary so that the underlying structures can be estimated on the whole model simultaneously.

The latent class analysis technique allows for data replication without the loss of information or validity, since the underlying latent patterns remain the same. A latent model was therefore first fitted with the starting probabilities of the base model fitted on the non-replicated data set, cf. Section 4.1.3. The output of the regression and the generated probability plot are presented in Appendix 7, in Table A7c and Figure A7. As the results indicate, there is no difference between the models fitted on the original data sample and the simulated one (cf. Figures 4.1.3b and A7), except for greater AIC and BIC values due to a larger sample. In general, the latent class regression analysis technique is known for generating big Chi-squared values at even 1000 observations (Albert and Dodd, 2004), so the usual practice is to disregard the Chi-value when the sample is large. The rest of the statistical values, the Bayes Information Criterion (BIC) and the AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) are treated as required, where smaller values are preferred over greater ones. Parameter validity is claimed on basis of guides like t-values (z-scores) and computed p-values. It is noteworthy to mention that the statistical validity is not crucial for the outcome of the tests, since they are just indicative values which cannot be directly compared to the original data model. Instead, focus lies primarily and most importantly on the relation between the outcome of abnormal returns and the observed managerial practices, as well as on the difference between the formulated management profiles and their managerial characteristics.

4.2.2 Analysis Results by Managerial Profile

All the causal arrows illustrated in Figure 3.1.3.1 are tested and besides verifying the correspondence of the hypothesized latent structure empirically, the aim is to outline differences in effects based on research architectures and investment sizes, controlled through the formulated “management profiles”. The rest
of this section and sub-sections focuses on presenting identified commonalities and differences. Whereas the three hypothesized classes of management support the assumed risk traits in relation to the outcome and utility of knowledge, the next findings outline investment intensity and causal patterns identified in the three management types.

Each latent variable and its tested causal arrows is presented and discussed next, along with the identified investment intensity and hypothetical agreement, based on the results of the performed latent class analysis, cf. Section 4.2.1.

4.2.2.1 Strategy

The levels of investment in strategy are next summarized per management profile to highlight areas of preferred investments and their scope, cf. Table 4.2.2.1.

The “Pessimistic High Earners” had great interest towards issues that linked strategy to human capital (75 %) and technological capital (74 %). Process capital was strategically targeted to a moderate degree (49 %) and relational capital was not in strategic focus at all (24 %). Innovation was not directed through strategic objectives (0 %), but targeted strategic control of information disclosure performance level were rather intense, 62 % each. The strategic attention given to profitability was moderate (50 %).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causal Relation</th>
<th>PHE</th>
<th>RHE</th>
<th>OLE</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy → Human Capital</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy → Relational Capital</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy → Process Capital</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy → Technological Capital</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy → Innovation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy → Disclosure</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy → Performance</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy → Profitability</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2.2.1 Highlights of Strategic Investment Intensity per Management Group

The “Optimistic Low Earners”, indicated high affinity towards strategic efforts aimed at developing human (58 %), relational (58 %), and especially process
(75%) and technological capitals (75%). Innovation was strategically targeted at a rather high intensity (83%), whereas practices of disclosure were moderately prioritized (50%). As previously postulated, their answers were favorably biased towards higher profitability levels than were actually registered. Issues concerning strategy to profitability were highly ranked (75%). Performance was practically not a strategic concern (41%), less than observed for the “Pessimistic High Earning” management group.

The “Realistic High Earners” directed strategy towards improvement of human (89%) and technological capital (78%) practices, and rather moderately towards process capital (56%). Strategizing about relational capital was on the other hand highly ranked in this management group, 66%. Innovation (88%) was as prioritized, just like human capital and performance improvements (89%). Disclosure practices were invested in to 55%. In this group, the profitability focus was mixed, with moderate interest (55%), which was previously found to also be linked to the actual realizations in market value.

**Hypothetical Agreement**

*Hypothesis 2a* states that a company’s strategic focus is believed to affect its intellectual capital management. The findings of this analysis indicate that this is not completely true for the high earners, with the remark that the “Pessimistic High Earners” strategized less in relation to intellectual capital than the other two groups. The “Pessimistic High Earners” strategized the least in relation to relational, process and technological capitals, yet moderately in relation to human capital, at values just below the “Realistic High Earners”. This finding is indicative of a greater importance of human capital for abnormal returns, although at low levels of strategic control.

*Hypothesis 3* sustains that good decision-making practices directed towards innovation increase the chances of success. The results of this analysis allow for the rejection of this argument, because the “Pessimistic High Earners” are the only group who do not strategize in relation to innovation. Innovation is hence an output of intellectual capital, where the constituent capitals are managed.

*Hypothesis 6* states that the performance of a successful company is positively affected by its investments in all analyzed inputs. Table 4.2.2.1 suggests that
strategy is only moderately affecting the performance aspects of the “Pessimistic High Earners” group.

### 4.2.2.2 Intellectual Capital

The internal causal relations of intellectual capital are summarized per management group to highlight prioritized areas, cf. Table 4.2.2.2.

Matters of human capital were directed towards relations to a high degree in the “Pessimistic High Earners” group (62 %). It seems that they considered relations to be an aspect best administered through the intervention of employee-matters, who are probably responsible for mapping and outlining feedback and targets. Process capital and innovation were not as important for human resources development as relational matters (36 % respectively 25 %). Disclosure was not mainly administered through the work force (37 %), which was not very concerned with performance and profitability topics either (50 %). The interest for processes was mainly administered through relations (80 %), which also had a very high influence on the companies’ innovation-related activities (80 %), disclosure (80 %), profitability and performance aspects (93 % each). Hence, human relations and partnerships seem to be directing some of the internal development processes to a high degree. Processes were mainly aimed at improvements within the areas of innovations (87 %), disclosure and performance (93 % each), as well as profitability (87 %). The technological structures and improvements were intensively aimed towards improving the activities of human capital (100 %), innovation (80 %), performance (86 %), disclosure (93 %) and profitability (100 %). Technologies did not aim to improve processes, or relations very much (19 %).

The “Optimistic Low Earners” apply strategies in contradiction with all other groups: processes were highly prioritized employee-driven issues (78 %), just as innovation (88 %), whereas relations were a low priority (45 %). Disclosure, profitability and performance were given high priority levels of operation for the employees (89 %, 88 % and 78 %). In relations and partnerships, this management class attributed a pretty high importance to innovation, disclosure and profitability improvements (57 % each). The technological capital aimed to improve human capital activities (67 %), relations (74 %), processes (75 %) and innovation (57 %). No other area was prioritized, and in the cases of invest-
ments in processes the levels were between 80 to 100 % lower than in the “Pessimistic High Earners” class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causal Relation</th>
<th>PHE</th>
<th>RHE</th>
<th>OLE</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human Capital → Relational Capital</td>
<td>62 %</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>45 %</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Capital → Process Capital</td>
<td>36 %</td>
<td>41 %</td>
<td>78 %</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Capital → Innovation</td>
<td>25 %</td>
<td>41 %</td>
<td>88 %</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Capital → Disclosure</td>
<td>37 %</td>
<td>67 %</td>
<td>89 %</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Capital → Performance</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>78 %</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Capital → Profitability</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>88 %</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational Capital → Process Capital</td>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational Capital → Innovation</td>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>57 %</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational Capital → Disclosure</td>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>57 %</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational Capital → Performance</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational Capital → Profitability</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Capital → Innovation</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Capital → Disclosure</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Capital → Performance</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Capital → Profitability</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological Capital → Human Capital</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>67 %</td>
<td>58 %</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological Capital → Relational Capital</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological Capital → Process Capital</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological Capital → Innovation</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological Capital → Disclosure</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological Capital → Performance</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological Capital → Profitability</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2.2.2 Highlights of Investment Intensity in Intellectual Capital per Management Group

The “Realistic High Earners” accorded moderate and low interest to relations (50 %), processes (41 %) and innovation (41 %). Issues of disclosure received the highest interest for the workforce activities (67 %), while performance and profitability were just moderately prioritized (50 %). The areas of relations and partnerships, processes and technological matters directed towards other departments were not profitably aligned, often at levels of 30 – 50 % less than in
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the “Pessimistic High Earners” group. Investments in the technological area aimed at slightly improving human capital (58 %), relations with customers and suppliers (42 %) and processes (50 %).

**Hypothetical Agreement**

The stated hypotheses which treat the intrinsic relationship of intellectual capital, hypothesis 2b and sub-hypotheses, indicate that some of the outlined paths are highly supported in the “Pessimistic High Earner” group. The effects of human capital on relational capital are the only ones of importance for the work force, supporting hypothesis 2b1 and rejecting hypotheses 2b2 and 2b3. The successful companies’ relations were found to affect their process capital and innovation positively, supporting hypothesis 2b4 and 2b5. The processes of the high-earners were also found to have a beneficial effect on the corporate innovation, allowing for the acceptance of hypothesis 2b6. Investments in technological capital were identified to be beneficial for human capital and innovation, but not for relational capital and processes, refuting hence hypothesis 2b7. The “Pessimistic High Earners” relational, process and technological capitals were positively affecting their innovation. In agreement with hypothesis 2b8, the three outlined areas of intangibles are highly and exclusively contributing to the companies’ innovativity. The results further indicated that human capital-driven innovation is lower than in the other two groups. Hence, the successful companies practiced product, technological and process-driven innovations, as supported by the asymmetrical information theory.

In addition, it can be stated that hypothesis 1a is supported, with the exception of human capital. Investments in relational, process and technological capitals affect disclosure practices positively.

**Hypothesis 5** is supported through the findings of Table 4.2.2.2, from where it can be understood that relational, process and technological capitals aim to make it easier for the successful companies to explain their managerial intentions. This is however not the case for human capital, where the knowledge embedded in employees is not often referred to when reporting.

**Hypothesis 6** states that the performance of a successful company is positively affected by investments in all analyzed inputs. As indicated in the analyses of Table 4.2.2.2, human capital does not significantly contribute. The areas which
4.2.2.3 Innovation

The levels of investment are next summarized per management group to highlight areas of preferred investments:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causal Relation</th>
<th>PHE</th>
<th>RHE</th>
<th>OLE</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innovation → Disclosure</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation → Performance</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation → Profitability</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2.2.3 Highlights of Investment in Innovation per Management Group

The “Pessimistic High Earners” class accorded the somewhat less attention to innovating and disclosing about this (70 %) than the other groups. Innovation was instead directed towards development of performance and profitability (75 %), at a higher extent than in the other two groups.

The other management groups practiced innovation and disclosed it to a higher degree (75 %), while innovating for increased performance and profitability were just moderate investments kept at the 50 % level.

Hypothetical Agreement

Hypothesis 1b argued that innovation positively affects disclosure, which was found to not be the case for the “Pessimistic High Earners”.

Hypothesis 6 states that the performance of a successful company is positively affected by investments in all analyzed inputs. As indicated in the analyses of Table 4.2.2.3, innovation contributes to performance.

4.2.2.4 Disclosure

The levels of investment are next summarized per management group:
The disclosure practices of the “Pessimistic High Earners” did not target performance and profitability issues to high levels (38 %), which primarily remains a strategic area as identified in previous findings.

The “Optimistic Low Earners” accorded a moderate interest towards disclosing performance and profitability matters (58 %), while the “Realistic High Earners” invested 100 % in these areas.

**Hypothetical Agreement**

*Hypothesis 5* is not supported by the findings. Table 4.2.2.4 indicates that disclosure practices did not significantly improve the profitability or performance of the high-earners.

*Hypothesis 6* states that the performance of a successful company is positively affected by investments in all analyzed inputs. As indicated in the analyses of Table 4.2.2.4, this is not the case for disclosure practices.

### 4.2.2.5 Performance

The levels of investment are next summarized per management group to indicate the preferred level of investment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causal Relation</th>
<th>PHE</th>
<th>RHE</th>
<th>OLE</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance → Profitability</td>
<td>46 %</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>58 %</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4.2.2.5 Highlights of Investments in Performance Directed towards Profitability per Management Group*

Performance was not a highly prioritized area in the “Pessimistic High Earners” group (46 %). The “Optimistic Low Earners” class has a slightly more fitting perception of their performativity than their profitability, which reached an ade-
quate level of 58%. The “Realistic High Earners” were just as well informed as about their performance capacity as about their profitability, and moderately accounted this to 50%, just as their actual abnormal earnings levels.

**Hypothetical Agreement**

*Hypothesis 7* states that the market value (abnormal returns) of a successful company is positively affected by investments in all analyzed inputs. Table 4.2.2.5 indicates that performance is moderately impacting profitability in the successful companies.

Furthermore, the results support the hypothesized division into the three types of managers, where their pessimistic, realistic and optimistic traits also can be observed in their opinions of performance. The “Pessimistic High Earners” indicated that their performance was affecting their profitability to the lowest degree and the “Realistic High Earners” to a moderate degree. The “Optimistic Low Earners” believed that their performance was indicative of their profitability to the greatest extent. Hence, the managers’ perceptions of performance (and nevertheless profitability) reflect the risk attributed to their respective classification, where the “Pessimistic High Earners” were the most risk averse and the “Optimistic Low Earners” were the most risk seeking group in relation to their actual realizations.

**4.2.2.6 Correspondence of the Empirical Model**

**Comparing the Base (Restricted) Model to the Full Model**

The empirical model described in Figure 3.1.3.1 was fitted to the replicated data to test the various hypotheses of interest and to verify if it is a good explanation given its utility assumptions. The issues described in the identified research gaps, cf. Section 2.5.1, refer to difficulties in capturing and measuring the effects of knowledge resources and activities, due to the fact that these processes and investments often are idiosyncratic. The knowledge management of a firm, herein strategizing, is considered to be responsible of sustaining the development focus on basis of value communication, knowledge sharing and conducting corporate and personal development simultaneously, as well as to substitute knowledge with intellectual capital resources and activities in order to
turn intangible resources into value streams. Furthermore, the strategizing capacity of a firm is often not related to corporate outcome based on actual measurements, as the intellectual capital theory prescribes. Third, by including the intellectual capital resources as disentangled objects with attributes, related activities and their causal effects can be studied for correspondence in relation to the strategic factors of interest.

With these shortcomings in mind, the base model described in Figure 4.1.3b was extended with the manifest variables of interest and fitted to the survey data in three stages (the output of the regressions is presented in Appendix 7, in Tables A7d, A7e and A7f. Three stages were required since the model could not be fitted all at once\textsuperscript{15}. This method is valid for the research scope because the class division criteria have not changed, and the results are complementary.

Figure 4.2.2.6 is the resulting predicted probability plot of the calculated parameters and estimates of the whole empirical model\textsuperscript{16}, assembled on basis of the regression results of the three analytical stages.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig4.2.2.6.png}
\caption{Explaining Abnormal Returns Based on the Empirical Model}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{15} The maximum model could not contain all variables due to the exhaustive computational resources required for this operation. The maximum sized model that could be fitted had a BIC of 68524, rendering the three fitted sub-models better. Since the structure of the management profiles is controlled and unaltered and most models with other cluster groupings than by the 3 suggested clusters had much greater values, sometimes even double in AIC and BIC, the chosen classification is the most adequate and this method was the best available analysis choice.

\textsuperscript{16} The estimates obtained in the three stages of analysis were assembled so that the total effects could be plotted. The individual coefficients, residuals and variables are the original values obtained in the respective regressions presented in Tables in Appendix 7, aggregated in the predicted probability plot of the calculated parameters to offer a complete view of the empirical model’s correspondence.
The results indicate that the suggested empirical model (cf. Figure 3.1.3.1) explains the hypothesized relationship between the observed constructs well. The topics raised in the survey describe hence the relation to the generated abnormal market returns after adjusting for the mean industrial returns with a clear distinction in performance outlined between the three proposed latent classes of management. The measurements are based on the hypothesized causal effects given the estimated direction of tested activities and investments.

The usefulness of knowledge and its returns is clearly delimited by the actual achievements of the respondent companies. The “Optimistic Low Earners” accounted for abnormal return values lower than the median, “Realistic High Earners” positioned around the median with both positive and negative slopes depending on achievements, and the “Pessimistic High Earners” are the optimal management group, with values above the median.

**Survey Scale Validation**

The survey scales were validated against criteria of relevance. Exploratory factor analysis can be used for scale validation purposes with great advantage. The specified effects were grouped by survey topic and a reliability analysis was performed on each one of them. Within social sciences, scales can be considered valid when the Cronbach’s alpha value is above 0.60 (Hensley, 1999). The more common practice of a cutoff of 0.7 was applied in this study, where validity was assessed as recommended for validity of scales in research (Hatcher, 1994; Tavakol and Dennick, 2011).

The standardized Cronbach’s alpha value registered for the questionnaire scales applied in this study are above 0.7, being thus scientifically acceptable. The results of the analyzes are presented in Table 4.2.2.6 and indicate that the survey scales are valid, and hence also suitable to be used in further studies. The details of the questionnaire can be found in Appendix 1, along with the sources from where the questions have been adapted and modified, where relevant.
The applied latent class regressions are supported by the probability distribution of the collected primary data. This analysis technique is a very useful method of categorizing latent fuzzy structures and the results are highly significant. The simulation technique used is common within this sort of analysis and helped reach insights within the valuable opinions of the respondent managers. The performed analyzes of variance are suitable tools of estimating differences between the groups of interest, and since no linear regression is involved, they are highly reliable. The rank measures applied throughout the analyses and in connecting the data types of primary and secondary nature are indicative and adequate for the scope of distinguishing between the groupings of interest.

### 4.2.3 Value Creation through Innovation

This analysis part incorporates the results of corporate decision-making and actual knowledge resource and activity management, where the effects of these practices are strongly theorized upon as profitable. The literature of process management does however not often distinguish if innovation type (created or acquired) has any relation to firm performance or the mode in which innovation is employed (created or leased).

In order to outline differences in competitive advantages due to variations of resource constellations, the effects of knowledge peaks (open or secret innova-
tion) and asymmetrical information (internally-developed or leased/acquired innovations) are next evaluated in relation to profitability and competitive positioning on the market. These tests target research gap 2, cf. Section 2.5.1, “Knowledge Management -> Financial Effects”, to answer the question: “Are there any benefits from asymmetrical information or innovation type given intellectual capital’s assumed idiosyncrasy?”.

4.2.3.1 Innovation Types and Their Effects

A dedicated part of the survey targeted innovation practices in terms of its development (in secrecy or disclosed), along with the perceived profitability of in-house innovation development vs. bought or leased innovation. The median for innovating in secret vs. disclosing innovation is 3, indicating that more innovations are disclosed than held secret. The categorical variable formulated is based on values greater than or equal to the median, “Disclosing Innovation”, vs. lower than the median “Innovating in Secret”. Almost a third of the respondents indicated that they were “Innovating in Secret” (8 respondents | 28 %) compared to more than two-thirds who prefer “Disclosing Innovation” (21 respondents | 72 %). The respondents who considered that in-house developed innovations are profitable, “High Profitability of In-house Innovation” (18 respondents | 62 %), were slightly over-represented in comparison to those who believe that in-house innovation is not very profitable, “Low Profitability of In-house Innovation” (11 respondents | 38 %). Slightly more than half of the respondents considered that bought or leased innovations are profitable “High Profitability of Bought/Leased Innovation” (16 respondents | 55%) compared to the “Low Profitability of Bought/Leased Innovation” (13 respondents | 45 %).

4.2.3.2 Innovation Trends by Management Profile

A latent class analysis was applied to the outlined issues of innovation. The regression output is presented in Appendix 7, Table A7g. In agreement with the previous analyzes, the probability odds of the management classes remained similarly distributed along the abnormal returns ranks, with the high earners present in the upper profitability ranks and the low earners in the lower profitability ranks. However, the probability of disclosing innovation decreases negatively with the profitability level. The least successful companies disclosed
the most about their innovation, while the most successful ones the least, cf. Figure 4.2.3.2.

![Figure 4.2.3.2 Value Creation and Innovation as Predictors of Abnormal Returns](image)

The levels of investment in strategy are next summarized per management profile to highlight the areas of preferred investments and their direction, cf. Table 4.2.3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causal Relation</th>
<th>PHE</th>
<th>RHE</th>
<th>OLE</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profitability of bought/leased innovations</td>
<td>33 %</td>
<td>57 %</td>
<td>58 %</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation → Strategy</td>
<td>67 %</td>
<td>86 %</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation → Human capital</td>
<td>33 %</td>
<td>93 %</td>
<td>66 %</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation → Relational Capital</td>
<td>33 %</td>
<td>79 %</td>
<td>24 %</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation → Process Capital</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>93 %</td>
<td>67 %</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation → Technological Capital</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>67 %</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation → Disclosure</td>
<td>33 %</td>
<td>79 %</td>
<td>75 %</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation → Performance</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>93 %</td>
<td>41 %</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation → Profitability</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>93 %</td>
<td>42 %</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4.2.3.2 Highlights of Value Creation and Innovation per Management Group*

The “Pessimistic High Earners” were the major group who preferred inhouse innovation to buying/leasing innovation (33 %). Another interesting fact is that innovation directed their strategy development to a high degree (67 %), whilst the investment intensity in innovations directed towards human, relational and reporting was rather low (33 % for each area). A plausible explanation of their
low interest towards innovating operational processes, technologies, performance issues and profitability is that innovation is an output of intellectual capital, as previously hypothesized and supported in the first part of the analysis, cf. Tables 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.3. Their three major traits are hence: 1) innovation is mainly going into strategy, 2) innovation is an output of intellectual capital and 3) innovation towards disclosure is poor, indicating a tendency of secrecy towards reporting practices externally.

The “Realistic High Earners” acquired or leased innovations rather positively (57 %), and were the group most inclined to disclose in-house innovations (79 %) instead of keeping them secret. Their innovativeness is an important driver of strategic direction (86 %), performance (93 %) and profitability (93 %). Their investments in innovation in the areas of intangibles are the highest in the group: technologies (100 %), human (93 %), process (93 %) and relational capital (79 %), indicating a strong influence of innovation in these areas.

The “Optimistic Low Earners” acquired or leased innovation to a favorable degree (58 %) and happily disclosed innovations (75 %) instead of keeping them secret. Their innovativeness did not direct strategic development more than to a moderate degree (50 %). Their investments in innovating intellectual capital were rather high: human capital (66 %), process and technological capitals (67 %), whilst the relations and suppliers were prioritized to a modest level (24 %). Performance and higher profitability were not top priority issues (41 respectively 42 %). These results are indicative of a tendency to employ disclosure as a mechanism of value generation, and it does not seem to be very profitable.

Hypothetical Agreement

Hypothesis 4 sustained that the innovative capacity of a company has positive effects on its performance, since competitive advantages can be obtained on basis of asymmetrical information and intangible investments in R&D and process development. Table 4.2.4.2 indicates that the successful companies of this study mainly innovated in secrecy. These results are however closely related to the previous findings that intellectual capital resource constellations were mainly supported in the “Pessimistic High Earners” class, and not in the other groups, cf. Table 4.2.2.2. Hence, a total management of all the disentangled in-
 intellectual capital types and a certain reluctance towards disclosing the mainly in-house generated innovation are profitable traits.

4.3 External Disclosure Analysis

This analysis aims to determine if external information is a good representation of internal processes and what shortages may consist of. This research scope was defined in research gap 3, cf. Section 2.5.1. It will be estimated if uniqueness through reporting is profitable and if it can be observed in financial outcome on basis of disclosure practices, to answer the research question “Does disclosure offer an accurate representation of that which is organized, or is such information conditioned, and in which way?”.

4.3.1 Key Term Analysis Based on Disclosure Indices

Mourtisen et al. (2002) write that when organizations define their future development intentions in intellectual capital statements, they are accounting for future value. The authors outline three development phases, namely of incentives, challenges and key indicators as rather common in most firms which are associated with detailed intangible management. These aspects cover the production of narratives, which communicate the company’s aim to increase or create value-added, through definition of managerial challenges in relation to the important intangible resources, initiatives taken to resolve these identified challenges and the development of key indicators for detailed management of these resources and their reporting. The formulated coding map, previously described in Section 3.2.2.1, contains these aspects, as well as the different types of knowledge resources (strategy, human capital, relational capital, process capital, technological capital, innovation and disclosure) for easy linkage to the internal management analysis results.

The coding map is in this section operationalized for the data mining analysis. It consists of 800+ items. The procedure seeks to match the targeted terms specified in Appendix 3 in the contents of the annual reports. The documents are searched for the occurrence of the stated key terms and relevant term combinations. When a match is found, it is registered in order to form the indices of disclosure. The group division of the companies previously applied is herein
again applied in deepening data mining analyzes. The annual reports of the respective companies were grouped according to the labels “Pessimistic High Earners”, “Realistic High Earners” and “Optimistic Low Earners” to reflect their market value achievements. The relevant key indicators and their linguistic meaning are verified and sought for in the contents of the disclosed information. The most plausible expectation is to find the same traits of disclosure as identified in the survey analyses of Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. The “Pessimistic High Earners” are most likely expected to disclose least items, the “Realistic High Earners” are likely to disclose moderate amounts of information and the “Optimistic Low Earners” are assumed to disclose the most varying and high-frequency information.

In total, 1605 items were identified in the annual reports. The total disclosure is represented as average occurrence of items reported per company. If a company was matched with a key term, one occurrence was registered. The disentangled knowledge resources (IC Model variables) are hereby presented. The “Realistic High Earners” disclosed the fewest average items per represented company (129) and the “Pessimistic high Earners” a slightly higher amount (139).

![Knowledge Resources (by Management Group)](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OLE</th>
<th>RHE</th>
<th>PHE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations and Customers</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technologies</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4.3.1 Identified Knowledge Resources (by Management Profile)*
The “Optimistic Low Earners” disclosed at the highest frequency (219), hence most optimistically. It is yet obvious that the “Optimistic Low Earners” disclosed at an almost double frequency than the other two groups, cf. Figure 4.3.1. Nevertheless, the “Optimistic Low Earners” disclosed a lot more strategic terms, plausibly as future aspirations of creating value.

4.3.1.1 Validating the External Reporting Analysis

Analyze of variance were performed for the disclosed items identified in the key factor analysis by the value of the assigned rank. This step aims to ensure statistical validity of the findings, before relating them to the primary data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Level</th>
<th>Management Profile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entangled Knowledge Resources – IC Model Variables.</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disentangled Knowledge Resources – IC Model Variables</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significance at Alpha 0.7 and confidence level of 95 %

Table 4.3.1.1 ANOVAs of Disclosure Trends per Management Profile

The results indicate that “entangled knowledge resources”, i.e. strategy, intellectual capital, innovation and disclosure do not differ significantly across the management profiles, cf. Table 4.3.1.1. There is thus no significant discrepancy between the overall disclosure trends of the analyzed companies in the annual reports at the highest level of analysis.

On a lower level though, i.e. at the individual disentangled level of intellectual capital (strategy, human-, relational-, process-, technological capital, innovation and disclosure), the analyzes indicate that the formulated managerial groups’ reporting varied significantly.

The outputs of the Analyses of Variance are presented in Appendix 8.
4.4 Linking the Internal Management to External Disclosure Practices – How Much Less, if, Is Disclosed Externally than Managed Internally?

This concluding sub-section summarizes and presents the linkages between the primary and secondary data, in terms of differences and similarities between the observed ranks across the studied areas. It treats one of the main concerns of this thesis, namely if and how disclosure moderates the internal management in its translation into effects on the market, given internal practices of intellectual capital management and innovation.

Of utmost importance is hence to define “How much less, if, is disclosed externally than managed internally?”, at the entangled and disentangled intellectual capital level among the identified managerial profiles.

Disclosure ranks were next formulated based on the frequency of the identified key items, within the range of 1 to 7 to match the information collected in the questionnaire and to later on be linked to the results of the survey. In agreement with the recommendations made in Wang (2013), the range of the partition of disclosed items is considered and applied to define the relevant relative boundaries. The range of disclosed items per company lies within 2 to 50 items for all defined management groups. Each occurrence is therefore attributed its corresponding rank depending on its value in relation to the floor and top values of the frequency interval, as well as belonging to knowledge resource class.

4.4.1 Differences at the Entangled Level

A summary is next presented over both the perceptual and disclosed values, per main analyzed topic, in the applied Likert scale form. The values range between 1 and 7 just as used in the ranking level of both the survey and content analysis. The aim is to hence compare the investments by management profile, cf. Figure 4.4.1 across the two data sources and later their relation through a direct comparison.
The area which is the most different in terms of internal management and reporting is intellectual capital. The smallest difference was identified in terms of reported innovation and disclosure aspects, where the management profiles did not differ in reporting, just in internal management. Overall, strategy and intellectual capital are the top issues managed and reported, while innovation and disclosure are investments which are mostly kept in-house.

The differences between internal management and reporting were found to be statistically significant\textsuperscript{17}. These are next presented and discussed.

The differences between ranks are next computed in order to answer the question “How much less, if, is disclosed than managed internally?”, per management profile. The differences between internal management and reporting were found to be statistically significant across the identified management profiles (cf. ANOVA output in Appendix 9, Table A9c).

The differences per profile are hereby next presented in Table 4.4.1. Strategy, innovation and disclosure are all disclosed less about than managed internally. Innovation has the greatest average negative difference (-55 %), indicating a strong tendency of secrecy in external disclosure. Reporting about disclosure

\textsuperscript{17} Results of the ANOVA between perceived and disclosed means indicate that there is a significant difference between the management profiles at Alfa 0.05 (i.e. 95 % confidence level).
practices themselves is also less mentioned than it is organized and adminis-
tered internally (-37 %). Nonetheless, strategy is also less disclosed about than internally managed (-31 %).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PHE</th>
<th>RHE</th>
<th>OLE</th>
<th>Effect (All Profiles)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel A</strong> Difference in rank means cf. Figure 4.4.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>-1.98</td>
<td>-2.71</td>
<td>-1.84</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>-3.63</td>
<td>-4.24</td>
<td>-3.72</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure</td>
<td>-1.61</td>
<td>-3.14</td>
<td>-3.12</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Panel B** Difference in percentages per management profile Difference in percentages per topic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PHE</th>
<th>RHE</th>
<th>OLE</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>-28%</td>
<td>-39%</td>
<td>-26%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>-52%</td>
<td>-61%</td>
<td>-53%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure</td>
<td>-23%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-45%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-37%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4.4.1 Summary: How Much Less, if, Is Disclosed Externally than Managed Internally? (per Management Profile at the Entangled Level)*

When intellectual capital is entangled, it can be observed that its overall impor-
tance is positive in reporting compared to what is managed internally. Hence, more attention is given to its reporting, making it the sole source which is inten-
sely (and positively) reported about in relation to its internal management. All management profiles disclose more intellectual capital on average than they manage (24 % on average, cf. Table 4.4.1). The difference between groups lies within the reporting intensity, where the Pessimistic High Earners enhance their internally managed intellectual capital with 28 % in reporting, yet being the sole group who manages all types of capitals (cf. Table 4.2.2.2). The Realistic High Earners disclose the least different about what they manage internally in terms of intellectual capital (8 %) and they manage a mixture of intellectual capitals that is more abundant than the Optimistic Low Earners (cf. Table 4.2.2.2). The Optimistic Low Earners disclose the most differently about their intellectual capital (35 %) in relation to its internal management, which is the least diverse of all identified groups (cf. Table 4.2.2.2).
4.4.2 Differences at the Disentangled Level

The differences between internal management and reporting were found to be statistically significant across the identified management profiles, at the disentangled intellectual capital level, cf. ANOVA output in Appendix 9, Table A9c and Table 4.4.2. The scope is to answer the same question: “How much less, if, is disclosed externally than managed internally?” per management profile, at the disentangled level.

When broken down into the outlined four intellectual capital types, it can be stated that all types of intellectual capital are prominent in disclosure. They are the sole sources which are intensely (and positively) reported about in relation to their internal management. Worthwhile to mention is the fact that only the Pessimistic High Earners group managed all these types of capitals (cf. Table 4.4.2), but all management profile groups disclose more on average than manage (24 % on average, cf. Table 4.4.1). Process capital is disclosed the most about (30 % more than managed). Relational capital is disclosed to 24 % more than internally managed, while human and technological capitals are also more disclosed about than managed internally, to 18 %.

Table 4.4.2 clearly indicates the differences per management profile, where the Pessimistic High Earners disclose the most in the process capital area (43 %), followed by relational capital (25 %) and lastly by human and technological capitals (16 %). Realistic High Earners report the most about relational capital (11 %), followed by process capital (9 %), and by human and technological capitals (5 %).

Optimistic Low Earners disclose the most in relation to what they manage internally, with small differences in the preferences across the intellectual capital types. Process capital is most intensely disclosed about (39 %), followed by relational capital (37 %) and human respectively technological capitals (31 %).

Noteworthy is the fact that across all areas, the Pessimistic High Earners disclose as they manage (0 % average difference per group), whereas the Realistic High Earners disclose too little (-16 %), and the Optimistic Low Earners disclose the most (2 %), cf. Table 4.4.2. Yet, all groups disclose more intensely than they manage internally. Again, process capital was most intensely disclosed about, with the exception of Realistic High Earners who preferred to report most about relational capital, which only ranked second in disclosure.
across the Pessimistic High Earners and Optimistic Low Earners groups. All groups reported least about human and technological capitals, which had the same rank across the groups, although at different intensity levels. Optimistic Low Earners reported a lot more about human and technological capitals, although their internal management comprised the fewest intellectual capital topics, cf. Table 4.2.2.2.
4.5 Summary of the Significant Differences between Internal Management and External Disclosure Practices

Table 4.5a summarizes the statistical significance of the performed analyses of variance tests upon the data. The table clearly indicates that the differences across levels (entangled vs. disentangled) are consistent by managerial profile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Profiles</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KM vs. Disclosure Analysis (Entangled IC)</td>
<td>Yes (cf. Table 4.4.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KM vs. Disclosure Analysis (Disentangled IC)</td>
<td>Yes (cf. Table 4.4.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4.5a Summary: Significant Differences in Management and Disclosure Across the Studied Management Profiles*

Hence, these findings are good news: success is highly dependent on the quality of management, herein expressed as different management profiles based on achievements. As the resource- and knowledge-based frameworks suggest, unique capabilities are indispensable. Nevertheless, asymmetrical information yields different returns, as observed in the secrecy tendency of innovation.

The formulated intellectual capital model is hence useful for increasing the understanding about what, how and why knowledge is managed and innovated upon, across all employed data sources.

The characteristics of the respective management profiles are next outlined in Table 4.5b, to pinpoint the most important differences.

---

Strategy, innovation and disclosure had the smallest difference in percentages in the Pessimistic High Earners group, cf. Table 4.4.2. Yet, they also had the smallest ranks, cf. Table 4.4.1. This fact means that the Pessimistic High Earners reported the least about these areas externally, but also had the smallest differences between internal management and reporting practices.

When broken down into the outlined four intellectual capital types, all types of intellectual capital are prominent in disclosure. They are the sole sources which are intensely (and positively) reported about in relation to their internal management. Worthwhile to mention is the fact that only the Pessimistic High Earners group managed all these types of capitals (cf. Table 4.2.2.2), but all management profile groups disclose more on average than manage (24 % on average, cf. Table 4.4.1). Process capital is disclosed the most about (30 % more than managed). Relational capital is disclosed to 24 % more than internally managed, while human and technological capitals are also more disclosed about than managed internally (18 %), cf. Table 4.4.2.
Strategy, innovation and disclosure are all disclosed less about than managed internally. Innovation has the greatest average negative difference (-55 %), indicating a strong tendency of secrecy in external disclosure. Reporting about disclosure practices themselves is also less mentioned than it is organized and administered internally (-37 %). Nonetheless, strategy is also less disclosed about than internally managed (-31 %), cf. Table 4.4.2.

The Pessimistic High Earners disclose as they manage (0 % average difference per group), whereas the Realistic High Earners disclose too little (-16 %), and the Optimistic Low Earners disclose the most (2 %), cf. Table 4.4.2.

Table 4.5b Summary of Internal Management vs. External Disclosure Trends per Management Profile

4.5.1 The Successful Companies’ Internal Management Practices

Table 4.5.1a presents the successful companies internal management profile. The successful companies capitalized on intellectual capital, where mainly the relational, process and technological capitals were emphasized. Human capital and strategizing played a moderate role in the performance of the companies.

Intellectual capital and its output innovation were the main abnormal returns generating investments. While human capital was not a main source of innovation, innovation had a major impact on the strategy of the high-earning companies. The successful companies of this study innovated in secrecy rather than disclosing it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causal Relation</th>
<th>Importance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human Capital → Relational Capital</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational Capital → Process Capital</td>
<td>High and exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational Capital → Innovation</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational Capital → Disclosure</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational Capital → Performance</td>
<td>High and exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational Capital → Profitability</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Capital → Innovation</td>
<td>High and exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Capital → Disclosure</td>
<td>High and exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Capital → Performance</td>
<td>High and exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Capital → Profitability</td>
<td>High and exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological Capital → Human Capital</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technological Capital</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technological Capital</td>
<td>High and exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological Capital</td>
<td>High and exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological Capital</td>
<td>High and exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovating in secrecy</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5.1 The Successful Companies’ Internal Management Practices Profile

It is hence recommended, on basis of the findings of this study, that companies which aspire to improve their financial effects and optimize their internal management processes, follow the successful traits listed in the table above.

4.5.1.1 Summary of Hypothetical Correspondence

The hypotheses stated in Table 3.1.3.1 are discussed in this sub-section to explicitly discuss their correspondence. They are discussing the assumptions of the empirical model, cf. Figure 3.1.3.1.

The analyses covered all research gaps as they guided the analysis steps. Research gap 1 was specifically analyzed in Sections 4.1, research gap 2 in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 and research gap 3 in Section 4.3 and especially 4.4.

Support was found for the stated hypotheses, mainly for the most successful group of companies, the “Pessimistic High Earners”. These companies’ internal management was the most correspondent to the stated structure of the empirical model, whereas the other two management groups’ correspondence with the model decreased along with their levels of positive abnormal returns. Hence, the higher the correspondence with the model, the higher the generated positive abnormal returns in relation to competitors from the same industry and nevertheless, the higher utility of knowledge management.

It is worthwhile to mention that the successful companies did not achieve a perfect correspondence with the stated empirical model. This section discusses which of the areas were found of importance, while presenting the observed hypothetical support. The results did not only allow for verifying hypotheses, but also for obtaining measures of the intensity of the companies’ investments in
the raised areas. The hypothetical correspondence is first summarized for empirical support and new findings and divergences are discussed thereafter. Table 4.5.1.1 presents the summary over the areas of analysis where the respective hypothetical support was identified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confirmatory Hypotheses</th>
<th>Identified Support</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>H1a.</strong> Investments in human, relational, process and technological capitals affect the practices of disclosure positively. Relational and human capitals represent the intangible activities which the firm engages in, technologies are resources which support the other activities, whilst processes are optimizing effects.</td>
<td>Table 4.2.2.2 (Accepted)</td>
<td>Except for HC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **H1b.** The practices of innovation affect the reporting practices of a company, where the control, reporting and production systems play an important role in the attainable effects and their measurement. | Table 4.2.2.3 (Accepted) | Table 4.2.4.2 (Rejected) |

| **H1c.** Innovation is herein considered an outcome of the activities and resources managed in the corporate systems (human, relational, process respectively technological capitals) and correspondence of this “path” indicates that the company’s performance and control systems are well-developed and optimized. | Table 4.2.2.2 (Accepted) | Except for human capital |

| **H2a.** A company’s strategic focus is believed to affect its intellectual capital management, as well as its capacity of translating knowledge into intangible resources, activities and effects. | Table 4.2.2.1 (Rejected) |

| **H2b.** The indications made in the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Capital Reporting (2003) are herein applied as follows to test the internal causal relations between the individual disentangled intellectual capital types: |                       |
| 1. human capital activities affect the relational capital positively | Table 4.2.2.2 (Accepted) |
| 2. human capital activities affect processes positively | Table 4.2.2.2 (Rejected) |
| 3. human capital activities positively affect the innovating results of a company | Table 4.2.2.2 (Rejected) |
| 4. relational capital activities affect processes positively | Table 4.2.2.2 (Accepted) |
| 5. relational capital activities affect the innovation ability positively | Table 4.2.2.2 (Accepted) |
| 6. process capital activities affect the corporate innovation positively | Table 4.2.2.2 (Accepted) |
| 7. technological resources such as IT systems and hardware affect the human capital and relational capital activities | Table 4.2.2.2 (Accepted) |
positively, as well as the processes and innovation ability of a company since they support more efficient and structured operations, control systems, information management and documentation ability.

8. investments in human, relational, process and technological capitals affect the existing degree of innovation positively

H3. Good decision-making practices directed towards innovation increase the chances of success.

H4. The innovating capacity of a company has positive effects on its performance. This hypothesis supports the modern intellectual capital theory, where the strategizing stream of intellectual capital is profitable for business and where competitive advantages can be obtained on basis of asymmetrical information, knowledge management and intangible investments in R&D and process development.

H5. High disclosure efforts make it easier to reflect managerial initiatives, challenges and internal management adequately. The shareholders, investors and analysts are provided with detailed information, which explain the company’s market value and future intentions better.

H6. The performance of a company is positively affected by investments in all specified inputs.

H7. The market value (abnormal returns) of a company is positively affected by investments in all outlined inputs.

Table 4.2.2.2 (Rejected) Except for human capital and innovation

Table 4.2.2.2 (Accepted) Except for human capital

Table 4.2.2.1 (Rejected)

Table 4.2.2.3 (Accepted)

Table 4.2.2.4 (Rejected)

Table 4.2.2.2 (Accepted) Except for human capital

Table 4.2.2.4 (Rejected)

Table 4.2.2.1 (Rejected)

Table 4.2.2.3 (Accepted)

Table 4.2.2.4 (Rejected)

Table 4.2.2.1 (Rejected)

Table 4.2.2.3 (Accepted)

Table 4.2.2.4 (Rejected)

Table 4.2.2.5 (Rejected)

| Table 4.5.1.1 – Summary of Hypothetical Agreement |

**Hypothesis 1a** is supported, with the exception of human capital, cf. Table 4.2.2.2. Investments in relational, process and technological capitals affect the practices of disclosure positively. **Hypothesis 1b** argued that innovation positively affects disclosure, which was found to not be the case for the “Pessimistic High Earners”, cf. Table 4.2.2.3. The successful companies prefer to innovate in secrecy rather than disclosing their innovations, cf. Table 4.2.4.2. Furthermore, **hypothesis 1c** is supported, showing that the intellectual capital of
the successful companies is transformed into innovation, which is an output of the internal knowledge management.

**Hypothesis 2a:** Table 4.2.2.1 shows that the strategic focus of the successful companies was directed towards its intellectual capital management, yet at moderate levels and somewhat lower than in the other two groups. An important finding herein is the fact that while the “Pessimistic High Earners” invested less in strategizing in relation to relational, process and technological capitals than the other two groups, they were moderately strategizing in relation to human capital, indicating a certain preference towards this area. The “Pessimistic High Earners” invested in strategies aimed at all areas except for innovation. In a later analysis, it was found that their innovativeness is moderately directed towards improving strategy instead, cf. Table 4.2.3.2, in difference from the other two groups which both strategize innovation and innovate their strategies. Hence, their strategizing capacity did not have the highest correspondence with the model given their attained share of abnormal returns, and this hypothesis is therefore refuted.

**Hypothesis 2b:** The majority of the expected causal paths between the disentangled intellectual types were supported in the analyses, cf. Table 4.2.2.2. The stated hypotheses which treat the intrinsic relationship of intellectual capital, hypothesis 2b and sub-hypotheses, indicate that some of the outlined paths are highly supported in the “Pessimistic High Earner” group. The effects of human capital on relational capital are the only ones of importance for the work force, supporting hypothesis 2b1 and rejecting hypothesis 2b2. Hypothesis 2b3 is rejected, cf. discussion for hypothesis 1c and Table 4.2.2.2, where human capital does not necessarily affect innovation in the studied businesses. The successful companies’ relations were found to affect their process capital and innovation positively, supporting hypothesis 2b4. Hypotheses 2b5 and 2b6 were accepted, since relational and process capitals were found to be beneficial for corporate innovation. Investments in technological capital were identified to be beneficial for human capital and innovation, but not for relational capital and processes, refuting hence hypothesis 2b7. Lastly, all disentangled intellectual capital capitals except for human capital result in innovation, accepting hypothesis 2b8. Hence, except for human capital-driven innovation, the three outlined areas of intangibles are highly and exclusively contributing to the “Pessimistic High Earners’” innovativeness degree. Thus, the successful companies practiced prod-
uct, technological and process-driven innovations, as supported by asymmetrical information theory.

**Hypothesis 3**: The findings of this study could falsify the hypothesis of good decision-making practices increasing the chances of success when directed towards innovation, cf. Table 4.2.2.1. These results indicate no interest of the successful companies towards strategically improving innovation directly.

**Hypothesis 4** sustained that the innovative capacity of a company has positive effects on its performance, since competitive advantages can be obtained on basis of asymmetrical information, knowledge management and intangible investments in R&D and process development. Table 4.2.2.3 indicates that the successful companies of this study did capitalize on innovation, at higher values than in the other groups. These results are closely related to the previous findings that intellectual capital results in innovation, with the exception of human capital. The less successful companies invest heavily towards creating these intellectual capitals on basis of innovation, yet, as previous analyses suggest, their intellectual capital management is not as diverse as the successful companies’. Hence, the sense of direction in management activities and knowledge constellation differ, again supporting the theory of asymmetrical information.

**Hypothesis 5** is first supported through the findings of Table 4.2.2.2, from where it can be understood that relational, process and technological capitals aim to make it easier for the successful companies to explain their managerial intentions. This is however not the case for human capital, where the knowledge embedded in employees is not often referred to when reporting. On the contrary, Table 4.2.2.4 indicates that disclosure practices did not significantly improve the profitability or performance of the high-earners.

**Hypothesis 6** states that the performance of a successful company is positively affected by investments in all analyzed inputs. As indicated in the analyses of Tables 4.2.2.1, 4.2.2.2, 4.2.2.3 and 4.2.2.4, this is not the case. Table 4.2.2.1 suggests that strategy is only moderately affecting performance in the “Pessimistic High Earners” group, while Table 4.2.2.2 indicates that human capital does not significantly contribute either. Table 4.2.2.4 also suggests that performance is not largely affected by disclosure practices. The areas which contribute to performance in the high-earning companies are relational, process and technological capitals, cf. Table 4.2.2.2 and innovation, cf. Table 4.2.2.3. This hypothesis is therefore refuted.
Hypothesis 7 states that the market value (abnormal returns) of a successful company is positively affected by investments in all analyzed inputs. As indicated in the analyses of Tables 4.2.2.1, 4.2.2.2, 4.2.2.3, 4.2.2.4 and 4.2.2.5, this is not the case for all the analyzed inputs. Table 4.2.2.1 suggests that strategy is moderately affecting profitability in the “Pessimistic High Earners” group, while Table 4.2.2.2 indicates that human capital does the same. Table 4.2.2.4 suggests that profitability is not affected by disclosure practices. The areas which contribute to profitability are relational, process and technological capitals, cf. Table 4.2.2.2 and innovation, cf. Table 4.2.2.3, just as in the case of performance. Table 4.2.2.5 indicates that performance is moderately impacting profitability, therefore this hypothesis is rejected.

4.6 Summary of the Research Objectives

The problem statement of this study has been refined throughout its course first on basis of the literature review and in relation to previous research within the field. This study applied the recommendations of a voluntary reporting scheme together with a vast and well-developed theoretical base, with the aim of actually measuring and separate effects and their scope, while keeping them into their original context. The analytical framework and the theoretical apparatus have been integrated in the formulation of the survey in order to directly address the issues of interest. The collected data offered hence unique insights into the practices of Scandinavian and North American firms, allowing for relating and contrasting them on basis of the formulated managerial profiles.

After the consideration of the importance, validity and agreement of the results with the ambitions of identifying strengths and weaknesses of management within the stated research frame, it can be concluded that the results are satisfactory. The theoretical expectations were reflected in the successful companies’ strategy to a great extent and the capability of generating abnormal returns decreased in agreement with the correspondence of the stated intellectual capital model. The major finding is that even if strategy played an important role in the successful companies, it was their intellectual capital structures that indicated the highest correspondence with the research model.

The external disclosure was not completely in agreement with the traits identified in the internal management. The “Pessimistic High Earners” did not con-
sider that disclosure practices are beneficial for either performance or profitability. The findings are indicative of the fact that disentanglement of the intellectual capitals is supported in both the internal practices and external disclosure, yet that external disclosure needs to be optimized in order to reflect the internal practices more adequately.

Whereas the current research study identified and measured the presence (the “what”) and transitions of knowledge within different business architectures, it has also been explorative in its progress by applying the Danish recommendations of reporting, to show “how” value is created.

Whetten (1989) adequately stated that “what” and “how” describe and that only “why” explains. The “why” of the analyzed knowledge being useful for firm competitiveness and financial realizations are plentiful in this study.

First, the definition and the scope of the major reason of analyzing the usefulness of knowledge were settled in Section 2.5.1. Herein, it was found that the exchange value (market value) of knowledge is divergent from its usefulness. The solution was hence to develop an alternative tool of intangible valuation, which takes into account both the “usefulness” of knowledge administration and its reported and attained “exchange value”, the essence of accounting.

Second, intellectual capital focuses on reporting and creating measurements, but is everything reported? As the above main criticism suggests, companies do not report all their strategic targets. In spite of this, this research study found support for modular effects of knowledge transitions, and added to the “why” through its description and measurement of the causal structures between the intellectual capital types and innovation.

The third argument that this study brings to light is that managers organize their knowledge to their best ability, yet that their reporting capabilities need to catch up. The theoretical support of “why” strategy makes sense in relation to the stocks of intellectual capital was incorporated into the analyses of the data through the addition of the strategic stream of resource- and knowledge-based views. It was shown that resources do not make specific sense to organize, although they were frequently disclosed in reporting. They were instead mobilized with a scope throughout diverse corporate activities and mentioned in the successful companies’ external reporting, adding therefore significantly to the justification of greater abnormal profits through activities and overall practices.
Fourth, the practices of accounting have helped to decipher “why” knowledge should be classified, measured and related in addition to its management. Through the included support of utility theory, which contrasted higher risk and adversity, it could be shown that the lower the risk, the higher the profits. “Perceived profitability”, as collected through the questionnaire, indicated the managerial capacity and awareness of how knowledge was produced and transformed. Hence, the accounting effort of classifying and measuring allowed for understanding “why” only the top-earners are the sole group which was found to be representative of the highest agreement with the suggested analytical structure. The function of intangibles (and their disentanglement) was in this way connected to the management objects, through the application of the analytical framework, to support the theorem of knowledge-based investments being risk-sensitive and highly dependent on innovation.

Since all these are aspects of managerial decision-making, a fifth “why” is that a too strong separation between the internal and external attention to “intellectual capital” and innovation is not to recommend in business, since the first-mentioned leads to the second one, which improves strategy to re-guide intangible knowledge towards better configurations and effects.

The sixth “why” relates to the benchmarked abnormal returns of the respondents, since currently, market value is the main indicator of business success. By showing “why” only some of the firms have the capacity of attaining good financial results, incentives were created for other firms to follow.

The seventh reason of justification of this study is that it was found that the successful companies apply a different approach to innovation than the rest. Human capital was not the main driving innovation force, but processes, relations and technologies. This way of safeguarding against imitation indicated that the successful companies do not mainly strategize about innovating, but that they innovate their strategies to remain unique and more idiosyncratic.

Table 4.6 summarizes the main findings of the current study.

First, the development of the abnormal returns variable indicated through $z$-scores which of the companies are more profitable than the average competitor from the same industry per year. Since all the targeted companies available in the data base where included in the aggregated analysis, it can be stated that the best existent proxy of the market has been applied as mean measure given the
variance and deviation of the available measurements. Hence, the evaluation of the participating companies as profitable or non-profitable was based on highly realistic metrics available in science.

Second, the created managerial profiles concerned the analysis of weather “managers are different in their perceptions about their actual abilities at different levels of abnormal financial returns”. By triangulating perceived realizations with actual ones, a discriminatory insight could be offered throughout the analysis path in the corporate practices on basis of the identified group classification. Different manager types are as indicated differently aware of their capabilities, cf. Table 4.6. Utility theory and risk have therefore been associated with the three types of managers to create the “Pessimistic High Earners”, “Realistic High Earners” and “Optimistic Low Earners” classes. Keeping the low performing group within the study does not diminish its quality since they are the control group, given different existing awareness traits, in the same research setting (same context of survey questions and coding map analysis). The cognitive analysis of this study is meant to be explorative, to define exactly where the subjects differ when practicing knowledge management and disclosure, and how come the effects differ. The selected analysis methods, the creation of the triangulating profiles across data types (primary and secondary) and the subsequent analyses applying the identified categorization are hence highly adequate for this ambition. Given the latent capacity and fuzzy logic of the applied latent classification combined with the structuring intellectual capital model, the results are not negatively affected by the presence of negatively profitable companies. These belong to their class, and as shown throughout the entire analysis, it can be seen where the classes differ on basis of the model’s variables. Furthermore, the statistical tests of Section 4.3.1.1 confirm the results’ validity and hence reliability for the research aim.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Area</th>
<th>Concept(s)</th>
<th>Analysis Type(s)</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Figure(s)/Table(s)</th>
<th>Class 1 (PHE)</th>
<th>Class 2 (RHE)</th>
<th>Class 3 (OLE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial Effects</td>
<td>Abnormal Financial Returns</td>
<td>Quantitative (z-scores)</td>
<td>3.2.3.2</td>
<td>Table 3.2.3.2b</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Positive and negative</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial Profiles</td>
<td>Managerial Profiles – Utility vs. Risk</td>
<td>Latent Class Analysis (probability of class belonging)</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Figures 4.1.1, 4.1.2, 4.1.3a and 4.1.3b</td>
<td>“Pessimistic High Earners”</td>
<td>“Realistic High Earners”</td>
<td>“Optimistic Low Earners”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Management – Disclosure – Financial Effects</td>
<td>Casualty – Correspondence of the applied Intellectual Capital Model (Primary data)</td>
<td>Latent Class Analysis (IC model correspondence per management profile)</td>
<td>4.2.2</td>
<td>Tables 4.2.2.1, 4.2.2.2, 4.2.2.3, 4.2.2.4, 4.2.2.5, 4.2.2.6, Figure 4.2.2.6, Tables 4.5.1 and 4.5.11</td>
<td>* High correspondence with the IC Model</td>
<td>* Lower correspondence with the IC Model</td>
<td>* Lower correspondence with the IC Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Management – Financial Effects</td>
<td>Knowledge Peaks and Economic Rent Generation – Benefits of asymmetrical information and innovation (Primary data)</td>
<td>Latent Class Analysis (Open or secret innovation, in-house development vs. leased/acquired, per management profile)</td>
<td>4.2.3</td>
<td>Table 4.2.3.2, Figure 4.2.3.2, Tables 4.5.1 and 4.5.11</td>
<td>* Innovation rather made in secrecy</td>
<td>* Innovation is both developed and acquired</td>
<td>* Innovation is both developed and acquired</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Usefulness of Innovation and Intellectual Capital in Business Performance:
The Financial Effects of Knowledge Management vs. Disclosure
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Area</th>
<th>Concept(s)</th>
<th>Analysis Type(s)</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Figure(s)/Table(s)</th>
<th>Class 1 (PHE)</th>
<th>Class 2 (RHE)</th>
<th>Class 3 (OLE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure -</td>
<td>Transparency - Difference between Internal Knowledge Management and Disclosure</td>
<td>Qualitative Data Mining with Indices development + ANOVAs, per management profile</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Figure 4.3.1, Table 4.3.1.1</td>
<td>* Differences in entangled intellectual capital are not significant between the classes, while the disentangled ones are (in support of the Danish Intellectual Capital model's recommendations)</td>
<td>* High positive difference in reporting, almost double that of the other groups'</td>
<td>* Optimism and future traits in all studied areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Effects</td>
<td>(Δ Primary and secondary data)</td>
<td>(Secondary data)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quantitative Rank-based Δ + ANOVAs, per management profile (Primary and secondary data)</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>Figure 4.4.1, Tables 4.4.1 and 4.4.2</td>
<td>* Intellectual capital items are the only ones more reported about than managed internally</td>
<td>* Prioritized discussion about disclosure itself most in reporting</td>
<td>* Over-represented intellectual capital and strategy in reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>* Disclosed least items on average, hence the pessimistic trait</td>
<td>* Disclosed intermediary average items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>* Discussed innovation and strategy least in reporting</td>
<td>* Disclosed most intensively in reporting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6 Summary of the Research Objectives and Main Findings
Research objective 1 treated the topic of “How do firms attain higher financial effects through an effective internal management of intellectual capital and innovation, in relation to reporting?”, per identified managerial profile. The results indicate that the companies with the greatest conformity with the (mainly causal pattern) of the formulated research model also had the highest abnormal returns in relation to their competitors. Nevertheless, these same companies practiced all types of the defined intellectual capital forms (human, relational, process and technological), which their lower-earning counterparts did not to the same extent. Hence, by following the recommendations of Table 4.5.1, companies can safeguard against economic and efficiency losses according to the findings of this study. The successful companies treated innovation as an output of intellectual capital, which is in agreement with the recommendations of the Danish Intellectual Capital Reporting Guidelines. The attitude towards disclosure was again pessimistic, where one could argue that successful companies do not necessarily need to prove themselves externally, that results on the market speak for themselves.

Research objective 2 sought to define “Are there any benefits from asymmetrical information or innovation type given intellectual capital’s assumed idiosyncrasy?”, per identified managerial profile. Herein, it was found that secrecy in innovation was characteristic for the high earners. A plausible explanation is that they were safeguarding themselves against imitation or tried to disrupt the markets with their secret innovations, often created in-house. Again, the successful companies were creating innovation on basis of their intellectual capital, while the other two groups of managers tried to innovate their intellectual capital. Innovation focused towards disclosure was characteristic for the lower earners, and even the “Realistic High Earners” sought to innovate their reporting practices.

Research objective 3, which tested for the existence the conditioning of information by asking “How much less, if, is disclosed about externally than managed internally?”, per identified managerial profile, also found differences among the managerial groups. It was identified that more secrecy in innovation and pessimism in disclosure was characteristic for the high earners externally as well, whereas optimism and futurizing was characteristic for the lower earners. When looking at the bundle of intellectual capital entangled, there was no obvious distinction between the studied managerial profiles. However, when analyzing it in disentangled form, it becomes obvious where
strategies and rent generation capabilities differ. At the same time, all the subject groups reported more intensively about intellectual capital than about strategy, innovation or disclosure. The high earners were the group which discussed innovation and strategy least in their reporting, whereas the low earners reported key items at almost double the intensity of that of the other managerial profiles. They also over-represented intellectual capital and strategy, most plausibly to create interest for future value generation through over-emphasizing it.
The main research question, “Is there a relationship/representation between what is organized in-house and reported about externally in companies, at different levels of abnormal financial returns?”, can hence be answered with a yes, based on the current empirical support. Hence, the effects, in measurable terms, are in great part mediated through disclosure of information. As always, certain factors condition the outcome. This study has identified “secrecy and pessimism” in the translation of managerial practices towards reporting and “optimism and futurising” as main differentiating parameters between successful and less successful managers, cf. Figure 4.6. Nevertheless, the formulated intellectual capital model captured factors of interest in both primary and secondary data, allowing for an overview over the causal patterns between strategy, disentangled intellectual capital types, innovation, disclosure, performance and profitability. Last but not least, innovation is not often related to internal management of intellectual capital in disclosure studies, and it could be explored on basis of the collected insights how it acts to create value along with the other aspects under study.

Previous studies often partition their analyses based on the levels of existing intellectual capital, innovation and disclosure intensity, while this study has leveled the financial effects and merged two distinct types of analyses, internal and external to the corresponding effect rank. It was shown how the management of knowledge consists of causal calculations of value, where the usefulness of knowledge was assessed in terms of profitable exchange value when the internal resource configurations are optimized.
Second, the identified conditioning of information in disclosure practices safeguards an existing competitive advantage on the market from imitation, while the optimism and futurising seeks to attract investors and trust when this advantage is missing. Hence, certain transparency issues come with the practices of external reporting. “How much less is disclosed about externally than managed internally?”, is mostly an issue in the less successful companies, as they tend to over-report in areas which they do not manage extensively to attract stakeholders for future investments, and do not transparently report about what they actually do manage and focus of their activities. Even the successful companies reported intensely about intellectual capital, with the difference that they also managed all aspects of it compared to the less successful companies. Hence, the competitive advantages lies in being on knowledge peaks and innovating, while disseminating information in an accurate way externally.
Chapter 5 – Conclusions

The theoretical support of this dissertation conveyed a few very important concepts, on which the foundation of this study lies. These account for the strategic stream of management, as expressed in uniqueness of resources, diversity, inimitability and relative positioning supported by the resource-based and knowledge-based views. These capabilities are expected to have effects on firm success, but recommendations about their measurement are poor, especially in relation to innovation and disclosure. Innovation was herein conceptualized as a result of knowledge, which by being unique adds to a firm’s capabilities, as in a knowledge landscape where peaks are unknown and idiosyncratic. By containing all these aspects within the frame of the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Capital Reporting, it was possible to implement the structure of a measurement framework on empirical support, to measure strategy and knowledge. It can be stated on basis of the findings that a certain type of managers, the “Pessimistic High Earners”, were making the most use of their knowledge resources and that the included theories and methodological structure were found to be characteristic to a high extent for these successful managers. The empirical support of the study allowed hence for targeting and empirically validating specific theoretical aspects. The utility-based management function and its risk considerations were found to be adequate within the stated parameters, in agreement with tenets of Managerial Economic theory.

Furthermore, the fact that the applied model and developed scales were usable cross-countries without the companies necessarily practicing the intellectual capital reporting themselves paves way for broader application areas and further studies.
5 Theoretical Development and Contribution

The used instruments and knowledge concepts are next discussed, to relate the findings to previous research and to highlight the positioning of the new findings within the existing body of research. The study makes contributions within five areas: it develops grounded theory, is methodologically optimized and furthermore, contributes to intellectual capital research in three areas: strategy, innovation and firm valuation.

Glaser and Strauss (1967) wrote that coding of data combined with data analysis are useful in locating and building grounded theory. Gibbs (2007, pp. 49-50) notes that insofar theories arise out of the data and are supported by the data, they can be considered grounded. This was a main ambition in this study, where careful implementation of theoretical concepts was further analyzed in the diverse included tests in order to confirm, falsify and explore, based on classification, divergence and insights into the findings. The scope was to create a research design which can help in understanding more about the occurring issues of firm valuation on basis of intangible resources. Hence, knowledge and its usefulness were defined on basis of existing theory, and in order to account for all areas of interest, an interdisciplinary design was formed to derive new hypotheses through merging the included study fields. Account was taken to both previous research and to theoretical recommendations. Therefore, the resource- and knowledge-based views, which withstand that intangible resources and capabilities are the major sources of competitive advantages, were combined with intellectual capital theory, which aims to identify, manage and measure knowledge to increase corporate performance. The findings strongly suggest that strategy should be analyzed with the profiling capabilities of the intellectual capital framework to track the usefulness of knowledge management, since the importance of intellectual capital is more pertinent than that of strategizing for the high earning firms. Another path was added to this conceptualization, namely external reporting, to verify whether support could be found for this activity when valuating firms on basis of their disclosed investments and practices. Firms are expected to disseminate and discuss knowledge about themselves and to create a relationship with the stakeholders for generating economic growth. Apart from mandatory reporting, firms often seek to communicate their targets and attract investors for further development. Since abnor-
nal returns are a credible outcome of successful strategizing, the proposed alternative intangible valuation model was applied on the collected empirics to contribute with novel findings, on basis of novel data, to the theory of firm competitiveness, performance management and reporting. The scope of this work was hence to improve knowledge in the field by applying a different perspective on existing frameworks and to contribute with new findings about the applicability and use of the underlying tools through indirect methods of valuation. It has been shown that the strategic part of managing intangibles and knowledge is secondary to its innovativity. The successful firms did not strategize or innovate on basis of their human capital, but based on their relations with customers and suppliers, processes and technologies. The successful companies were the only ones to indicate the highest correspondence with the stated model, and the only ones to innovate their strategies and innovating in secrecy. Furthermore, because the realizations of the firms and the correspondence with the stated model decreased accordingly, specifications could be offered about the divergent areas. Because of these arguments and the specificity of the results, the developed theory is justifiably grounded.

Methodology

Guthrie (2012) argues that many studies within highly ranked intellectual capital related journals do not propose a new empirical model (only 22 % do) and that few theoretical studies exist which incorporate both a literature review and empirics (only 9.5 % do). This argument makes this study complete and a rather rare one, living up to the requirement of the recent research field status. The implications of this issue were taken into regard by creating the survey on theoretical basis, so that the collected actions could be related to stock value through direct measurement. According to MacKenzie (2006), this is a shortcoming in many stock valuation models. He further argues that a misalignment of theory and data is usually a sign of warning, where it should be further analyzed “how” reality exists independently of its theoretical depiction. Since the suggested model was a good representation of the leading firms, the included theoretical base is justified to have a positive effect on abnormal returns, as estimated on basis of the novel methodology applied in this study, with the small discrepancies outlined throughout the course of the analyses and conclusions.
The major theoretical contribution of the applied methodology lies in the facts that first, the resource- and knowledge-based theories were modeled in addition to modern intellectual capital theory to define which type of strategic focus is profitable and how this loosely coupled theorem acted in relation to the management and usefulness of knowledge, innovation and external reporting. This cross-disciplinary design allowed for verifying the impact of strategy, as described in strategic management theory, in relation to its importance when intellectual capital theories are applied in internal management. The resource- and knowledge-based theories often confound the effects with the used resources. By combining these two theoretical areas, the importance of identifying, measuring and defining knowledge was analyzed in relation to the strategic scopes of the firms. The results indicated that intellectual capital theory, which builds both on strategizing and measuring knowledge, is a more suitable framework for the successful companies, based on empirical measurements.

Lee and Guthrie (2010) specify that the occurrence of studies which use computerized content analysis for testing different theorems of intellectual capital firm valuation relevance are few. Their analysis of annual reports employs a novel intellectual capital taxonomy, based on the Factiva Intelligent Taxonomy classification of intangibles. The current study applied key terms recommended as valuable in previous research studies, with a preference towards Mouritsen et al. (2001), Nielsen et al. (2006), Rimmel et al. (2004) and Bukh et al. (2005) since these indicators were plausible key factors to identify in relation to the recommendations of the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Capital Reporting (2003). Nevertheless, since in addition, the questionnaire was not aimed at companies who apply this reporting standard and the respective annual reports and market data were collected exclusively for the included respondents, the findings are not biased. This reporting standard has been used to structure the research setting for the whole study, while the collected key terms were applied on the external disclosure of the companies. The questionnaire built on the recommendations of the same reporting standard for structuring and anticipation of value of use of the management objects, with the respective causal direction described in the empirical model. The scales have however been constructed with regard to previous studies and management theory like Nelson and Phelps (1966), Stabile and Fjeldstad (1998), Carmeli (2001), Bontis et al. (2002), MERITUM (2002), Mouritsen et al. (2003), Slack and Lewis (2003), Youndt et al. (2004), Gottschalk (2005), Lazonick (2005), Mackey and Barney (2005),
Hisrich et al. (2008) and Chandler (2009) when the questions were formulated, and modified to fit the causal structure of interest. The rest of the scales were based on own development, to serve in testing concepts of interest that might be of importance to the research topic. Lastly, the authors use a Tobin’s Q valuation method for indicating the usefulness of intellectual capital, whereas the current study uses abnormal returns in relation to competitors from the same industry to profile the management types in relation to the identified key terms in external disclosure. A developed alternative were z-scores, which diminish bias associated with the standard deviation of the variables (Altman 2000; Agarwala and Taffler, 2007). Both output measures yielded the same results, as included in this dissertation. Furthermore, the probability distribution calculated by the latent class models is reliable, even in relation to ranks and binary outcomes since it builds on z-scores as well. The developed indices were transformed to relative rankings in order to be comparable with the rest of the companies who are in the same level of abnormal returns class, testing both the internal management architectures’ compositions and their causal effects, as well as reporting content. While the authors’ study focuses on 156 IT firms globally, this study covers ten industrial sectors and companies from four countries. The smaller amount of firms was safeguarded by relating them to actual industrial realizations, i.e. abnormal returns in relation to the competitors from the same industry and year.

Second, modern accounting literature does not explicitly account for the specified intellectual capital types’ effects, or the relation between “innovation” to “strategy” as an outcome of intellectual capital. Therefore, by linking these bodies of research together, it could be shown how the successful companies manage knowledge internally, and what happens to the output. The high earning companies innovated on basis of their processes, relations and technologies, as effects of the intellectual capital stocks instead of mainly relying on their human capital. Second, they innovated their strategy rather than strategized for innovation, and this, often in secrecy.

Curado et al. (2011) suggested that both the internal management and external disclosure of firms should be taken into account when firms are valued. The third ambition was to link the internal practices to the external disclosure. Even if partial positive results could be registered for the high earners, the reporting practices did not reflect the internal management architectures in external re-
porting to a satisfactory degree for the most successful firms, which reported the most accurately in relation to their internal management efforts.

**Previous Shortcomings of Intellectual Capital Research**

Guthrie, Petty and Johansson (2001) offered three propositions for advancing the development of intellectual capital:

a) to understand the measurement, disclosure and management of intellectual capital, there is a need for a better understanding and definition of concept

b) measuring and managing intellectual capital could improve the decision-making capabilities of internal report and annual report users because intellectual capital has information content and is useful

c) companies that manage and measure their intellectual capital will understand valuation creation better and realize performance improvements as a direct result of these practices.

Point a) was accounted for in this study through the inclusion of intellectual capital theory along with strategic management theory as foundations of developing the survey and structuring the study throughout its content, with regard to disclosure. Hence, the theoretical development of this study is based on an improvement in relation to previous studies and therefore contains added theoretical value through its confirmatory findings, which allowed for the dynamism of knowledge to be related to abnormal returns and to disclosure through a first attempt of studying this triangulation in the research area empirically.

Point b) is supported through the fact that by applying the suggested intellectual capital framework, both internal decision-making and external reporting could be compared to each other, so that differences and similarities become visible within the stated parameters. Disclosure was found to be rather important internally for the successful firms, and the less successful ones applied a more intense approach to external reporting in order to succeed better.

Point c) was also accounted for through the creation of the alternative intangible valuation model created on basis of core tenets of the included literature. It can be proved, with reference to the empirical findings, that this tool of evaluation was successfully used to structure, measure and evaluate firm’s manage-
ment through accounting. Such an analysis could help in both internal and external firm decision-making.

As outlined in the theoretical chapter, most previous studies focus on either the strategic stream of intellectual capital or on the measurement one. A shortcoming of applying only strategic management literature is that the employed resources are conflated with their theorized effects, as mentioned in Section 2.5.1. Since the included theory and empirical model are cross-disciplinary, value could be added to the field of research through the finding that successful firms engage in all types of intellectual capital. Second, it could be proved that the causal pattern hypothesized in the empirical model revealed differences in the firms’ management architectures. Third, when disentangled, intellectual capital theory added through the recommendations of i.a. the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Capital Reporting (MERITUM, 2002; J. Mouritsen et al., 2003) and the modularity capacity described in i.a. Bukh and Mouritsen (2005) an explanation to why it is important to structure knowledge, track it and disseminate it. These last enumerated actions are expressed in strategic management theory as the tents of economizing, organizing and modularizing knowledge. What the current study adds to this theorem of disaggregation is that by measuring and administering, firm value can be traced through a total surveying perspective.

Mouritsen (2006) indicated a need of more studies which should analyze how measurement of intellectual capital drives business performance, by actual empirical testing. He further outlined three characteristics of the performative intellectual capital research type:

a) What does intellectual capital do?

b) Where is intellectual capital located?

c) How is intellectual capital related to value?

In the performative view, intellectual capital is considered to be a boundary object, which has diverse and idiosyncratic representations. Its inscription (the specified resources architectures) is in this study separated from its effects (abnormal returns) and analyzed. The ostensive character of this research study analyzed the configurations of intellectual capital which lead in the right direction, i.e. towards abnormal earnings in relation to the competitors. Second, its performative value lies within the description of how value can be successfully
created and how intellectual capital can be the tool in this creation process. Hence, it is herein argued that the supporting model and analyzes have contributed with knowledge about a) that intellectual capital is important for firm competitiveness, and b) its deconstruction allows for insights within how more success can be materialized, c) the findings offer empirical support to the underlying theory.

Additional reasons of why the findings can qualify as “performativ” are the following empirically-based statements which relate to the above asked questions, yet if study and context-specific:

a) the applied intellectual capital framework helped in identifying patterns which can be useful in describing the mediation of knowledge and its practices into financial effects through applied innovation and disclosure.

b) it is to a great extent located within the operational processes of the successful firms, which exhibited the described causal paths of the empirical model and kept its innovations secret.

c) it is related to financial value through the transformation of capabilities, conscious internal management (rather than optimistically disclosed) and unique peak knowledge (innovation).

This study nevertheless added knowledge within the recommendations of Boedker et al. (2008), who suggested that future research should bring more contribution into how reporting frameworks differ. While the results of this research project are not a direct answer to this issue, they are non-partial due to the fact that the respondents were not sampled by their use of a certain reporting framework. The results can therefore contribute with the argument that the firms which achieved the greatest abnormal returns also indicated the highest agreement with the stated structure of the model. Since this study mainly builds on the Danish model, a partial response is that this framework is universal for the collected sample, which contained companies from different continents.

**Management Profiles**

The utility theory and its perspective on risk described in Salvatore (2012) was very suitable to relate to when defining and understanding the three outlined
management types: “Pessimistic High Earners” as risk-averse, “Realistic High Earners” as risk-neutral and “Optimistic Low Earners” as risk-seekers. This phenomenon also has the following implication for the research field.

Rylander and Peppard (2003) criticized the directing and planning nature of strategy, being instead in favor of strategy having a behavioral underpinning which should guide knowledge workers. This should be done by understanding the conditions under which organizations compete and create novel approaches to meet new demands. The core tenet is that strategy should mobilize knowledge as an identity. This argument found support in the current study, where strategy was not the main directing action in which the successful companies engaged. The utility theory-based management groups identified in this study did not only help in understanding risks that the companies phased, but allowed for identifying strategic, value-creation and intellectual capital and innovation profiles, along their investments and realizations. Through this approach, when this underlying latent logic was mapped, indications of business optimization could be identified.

Alcaniz et al. (2011) argue that intellectual capital might also bring disadvantages to some of its practicing firms, when clues to weakness are revealed. This is either due to the fact that a) competitors can act or perform better when this is known or b) that stakeholders become aware of the fact that the business is not performing well enough. In such a case, managers become aware of the fact that the business is not performing as well as they thought it was. This finding is highly supported in this study, where the three identified manager types’ abnormal returns coincide with their management success as described in the formulated empirical model. A second remark of the authors to which this study can add insight is within the proposition of critical perspective which focuses on how these assets are created and recreated, with close consideration to the conditions under which this is performed. In spite of the fact that the empirical model is static in the sense that it only analyzed one response occasion, its context is dynamic because it includes the knowledge resources, their causal flows, their outputs of diverse types (innovation, disclosure and strategy) and the specific state-of-analysis description of the management architectures in their external operational context. Kianto et al. (2014) made this distinction in their theoretical article, although without empirical basis. Knowledge management, which is acting dynamically, moderates the effects of intellectual capital
static resources, or assets, on performance, in agreement with the findings of this study.

**Intellectual Capital and Innovation**

Key terms such as “knowledge workers”, “knowledge-creating companies” and “sustained and trusted relationships” are viable tenets of the ‘intellectual-capital based view’ of the firm (Martín-de-Castro et al., 2010). Few studies, if any, analyze strategy, intellectual capital, innovation and disclosure as exclusively as this study does. It could be shown in this study that innovation was directed towards strategizing and improvement of technologies instead and those investments aim to improve the innovativity of the successful firms. This is a finding which is much in agreement with the scope of the MERITUM project, aimed on measurement and understanding on intangible assets in order to improve innovation. Darroch and McNaughton (2002) found that knowledge acquisition and responsiveness to knowledge are more important for innovation than knowledge dissemination. McDermott (1999) showed that benefits from innovation are temporal and that innovation is better off in conjunction with a division, while Subramaniam and Youndt (2005) identified its effects in both incremental and radical innovation. Cuganesan (2005) found that the intellectual capitals transform each other in the creation of innovation, while Reed et al. (2012) have shown that open innovation can be beneficial as well, not just inhouse innovation. Antonio et al. (2014) outline the importance of organizations to extract and generate the greatest value from available resources, while Mourißen (2006), suggested that intellectual capital can be organized and enhanced through mobilization of knowledge towards endogenously defined values, even with other types of capitals, such as financial (V. Murthy and Mourißen, 2011a). Hence, innovation is acting together with the other capitals in improving strategy, as supported in this study and in agreement with most intellectual capital literature. The contribution of this study is that a mapping was made over how strategy moderately directs intellectual capital further into innovation, which then partially re-defines strategy again against better, renewed and more optimal configurations. This finding is in agreement with the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Reporting (2003). Yet, successful managers prefer to innovate in secret over disclosing their research and development activities.
Merkley (2014) outlines that external disclosure on innovation is usually scarce because a) accounting rules mandate that R&D investments should immediately be expensed rather than capitalized, b) the amount of R&D information is limited on the face of financial statements and c) it is usually associated with a higher level of risk due to imitation and information asymmetry which is idio-
syncratic in nature and not easily communicated in accounting measures. The
author found that current earnings performance (adjusted for R&D expense) is
negatively related to the quantity of narrative R&D disclosure. By conducting a
content analysis of the detail, tone, and readability of narrative R&D disclo-
sures, it was found that managers adjust R&D disclosures based on earnings
performance to provide relevant information rather than to obfuscate perfor-
ance. These findings are highly in agreement with this study, where the same
traits were identified in the external disclosure of the represented companies,
per management class. The most successful firms disclosed slightly less key
terms of interest than the other two groups.

**Intellectual Capital and Firm Valuation**

Related previous studies have applied different approaches to firm valuation
(Yang and Kang, 2008; Cheng et al., 2010; Hsu and Wang, 2010; Surroca et
al., 2010). These studies have related the management of intellectual capital
and innovation to market value directly, without distinguishing how the respec-
tive capitals differ between successful and unsuccessful firms. They have not
offered the value-adding nuance that this study has, by evaluating strategic pro-
files, knowledge resource constellations, intrinsic relation of intellectual capital
and abnormal returns per management type. Others have sought to identify new
measurement models (Martínez-Torres, 2006; Y. Chen, 2010), validate existing
ones based on financial intellectual capital metrics (Tseng et al., 2015). In
agreement with most studies consulted, their efforts lack a connection to actual
realizations and even if managers and scholars learn and apply these prescrip-
tions, they might or might not be successful in the business setting.

Tayles (2007) analyzed the perceptions of managers about the effect of intel-
lectual capital on market value, but failed to take into account the causal pattern
within the companies’ knowledge management. Dumay (2009) emphasized
value drivers and Alwert et al. (2009) sought to find support of the value of re-
porting. Andreou and Bontis (2007:345-374) analyzed resource allocation with-
in intellectual capital. A shortcoming of the enumerated studies are that they did not actually verify empirically whether firms are more successful in relation to competitors, remaining hence somewhat limited.

Most measurement stream-related intellectual capital studies relate the quantum of information to market value by more or less only analyzing the evolvement of its reporting practices, e. g. (Abeysekera and Guthrie, 2004; Roslender and Fincham, 2004; Petty et al., 2008; Sonnier, 2008; Joshi and Ubha, 2009), or even strategy construction (Dunne and Buttlor, 2004; White et al., 2007; Phillips et al., 2008; Cormier et al., 2009; Holland, 2009; Joshi and Ubha, 2009). Unfortunately, as shown in this study, this is not enough for a reliable firm valuation. Disclosure and reporting affect the outcome, and have a good chance of increasing abnormal returns, but solely considering this perspective is misleading. In agreement with Abhayawansa and Guthrie (2010), who criticized the mean relative ranking to that of other items in surveys when applying the perceptual perspective, it is herein argued that it is neither enough to only apply the internal perceptions of managers when evaluating firms’ management. Rankings should be based on median values to avoid bias, as in the case of the current study. When internal management is applied in addition to external reporting, the frameworks of intellectual capital can add more value and lead to more accurate firm valuation. At the same time, specifications can be made for improvement. Nevertheless, Dumay and Cai (2015) critique the methodologies applied when content analysis is performed on e.g. annual reports because they often lack hypotheses. When performing the content analysis in this study, the aim was to identify if the same traits as identified in the primary data tests could be supported by the secondary data per stated managerial profile, and/or what the differences consisted of.

The main contributions of the current study are summarized next, before discussing limitations and recommendations of further studies.

The necessity of this study is primarily supported by the following general critique in relation to the outlined previous studies, which:

a) lack the specific causal connection that this tool and purported analysis offer

b) lack an empirically supported connection between strategy and reporting practices in relation to the value-creating logic of successful firms
c) do not relate the disclosure quantum to the market profits in relation to the competitors in the same industry while pinpointing strengths and weaknesses in the internal knowledge management

d) have not tested and applied the recommendations of the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Capital Reporting (2003) as in the formulated evaluation tool of corporate performance.

Whereas the results, implications, knowledge and insights obtained through the current research projects cannot be considered exhaustive for all the gaps in the field, a highly contextual and observed management structure could be identified, validated and questioned in relevance to firm competitiveness. By defining which deviation from the empirical model’s structure constituted risk on basis of the defined parameters, improvement suggestions could be offered, cf. Section 4.5.1, “The Successful Companies’ Internal Management Practices”.

5.1 Limitations of This Study

Advice of improvement could be delivered on basis of the current sample, mainly due to the fact that an analytical perspective was rigorously applied and implemented throughout the process of this research project. Rather few companies were included in this study if their amount is considered in statistical normal distribution terms. However, the applied analyses did in fact not support a linear distribution or probability of the data. The first choice of analytical model was structural equation modeling. Because of the fact that this technique often requires hundreds of replies to be valid, it was not possible to perform on the amount of collected responses. The applied latent class analysis as an alternative not only allowed for simulating the collected observations without the loss of scientific quality, but it is also reliable for non-linear distributions and fuzzy survey-based logic. Therefore, the number of respondent companies was carefully safeguarded through a reliable connection to their industrial sectors’ achievements, year of analysis and location. This fact makes the results non-generalizable, but broadly represented and more accurate than in the majority of current studies. When considered from the perspective of a “case study”, which it is due to its multi-case study structure, it can be considered to be rather complex with 29 cases and well-documented given the large questionnaire size.
5.2 Recommendations of Further Studies

In addition to other studies, this study distinguishes between management objects, such as strategy, disentangled intellectual capital types, innovation and disclosure as supporting resources, activities and effects. Since this approach was found useful in the estimation of managerial ability of generating abnormal returns, future studies should apply a structure based on the Danish Intellectual Capital Reporting Guidelines. Furthermore, studies should take into account the causal direction within the management activities and their effects, just as made in the questionnaire foundation of this study.

The performed analyzes of variance in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 indicated that differences could only be supported between the management profiles' intellectual capital practices when the intellectual capital types were evaluated separately, i.e. in disentangled form. This might be due to two plausible reasons, which should be further analyzed:

- that this is a shortcoming of the sample size applied in this study\(^8\)
- that the Danish Guidelines of Intellectual Capital Reporting offer the foundation for more than a reporting initiative and that they can help develop much better valuation-focused estimation models as commonly observed in the difficult to understand reported value of companies.

Other aspects of importance to evaluate further are i.a.:

- If the most profitable group had least discrepancy between management and disclosure, can this be considered proof of positive effects of disclosure?
- As observed, all groups were reluctant in reporting about innovation, disclosure itself and strategy. Could profitability be improved if these aspects are enhanced in reporting?
- Intellectual capital is perceived to be more important to report about than to manage, yet, all studied groups do not practice all types of outlined intellectual capital. Could a change towards more diversified intellectual capital resources improve profitability?

\(^8\) The results obtained on basis of this sample of observations seek to be generalizable of the theoretical core propositions, within their contextual limits, and because of to the sample size, therefore not generalizable for the whole countries.
On the analysis technique side, the latent class analysis technique used in this study proved to be great for classification purposes and understanding composition. It is currently used within many other domains of research than intellectual capital. Because of its highly reflective nature and unlimited areas of application, it should be used in more related studies. Furthermore, the data mining approach allows for performing computerized content analyses easily and facilitates grouping and subsequent statistical evaluation in relation to other analysis aspects, through triangulation based on observable clusters/groups/profiles. This can be performed in structural equation analysis as well, if the data sample permits for it.

Nevertheless, this study was performed on basis of one treatment, i.e. one time measure of both the primary and secondary data. Future studies should preferably apply a longitudinal perspective, with repeated treatments. Another research direction could be to analyze the diminishing returns on investment commonly theorized in the utility-based managerial economics theory which occur along time. Plausible solutions of preventing diminishing returns could be constant renewal and innovation, updated strategy or entering new markets.
Appendices
Appendix 1 – The Survey

The empirical model paths (42 questions) are next indicated for the relevant analyzed cases (29). The survey scales are uni-dimensional and multidimensional. The descriptive data are presented in Table A1f.

Strategy

This questionnaire part evaluates the strategic intents in relation to operational practices and investments in intangibles, with a focus on the current decision-making and future opportunities of capitalization on basis of resource and activity management. The aim of this variable is to determine if and how strategy affects the internal causality of intellectual capital, innovation as an outcome of knowledge management, strategy-guided disclosure and if the outcome depends on uniqueness. The survey scales are next summarized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Constructs – Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scale</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. When a company’s goals are communicated, then this vision is accepted and followed by the employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. When a company’s goals are clear, then customers and partners are more interested in connecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. When specific policies and procedures are in place, individual work is aided and there is a strong emphasis of staff to adhere closely to them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. A clear sense of direction increases the relevance of using adapted information systems and technological standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Clarity of strategy and corporate goals motivate innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The clearer a strategy is, the more effect is obtained from using performance measurement systems and external reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. The more flexible the strategic direction of a company, the more the organization can adapt and increase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Intellectual Capital

Intellectual capital is measured as a multi-dimensional construct, building on the recommendations of the Meritum (2002) project and the Danish Guidelines for intellectual capital reporting in Mouritsen et al. (2003). The applied individual capital types are “human”, “relational”, “process” and “technological” capital and represent different dimensions of the knowledge stocks managed by the companies:

- human capital represents the “employees’ skills and personal competencies, experience, the combination of different types of employees and educations, employees’ motivation, commitment, willingness to adapt, etc”
- relational capital refers to companies’ “customers and customer mix, relations to customers and users, their satisfaction and loyalty, their referral of the company, insight into users’ and customers’ needs and the degree of co-operation with customers and users in product and process development”
- process capital relates the “knowledge content embedded in the company’s stable procedures and routines. These can be the company’s innovation processes and quality procedures, management and control processes and mechanisms for handling information”.
- technological capital “refers to the technological support of the other three knowledge resources. Focus is usually on the company’s IT systems (software and hardware) such as the intranet, IT intensity, IT competencies and IT usage”.

[Definitions: Mouritsen et al. (2003, p. 11)]

This survey part captures the internal causality of the individual intellectual capitals and their relation to innovation, disclosure practices, performance and market value. Their relations to strategy are already included in the first part of the survey.
### Survey Constructs – Intellectual Capital

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Causal Relationship</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9. Our employees actively seek to partner up with customers, suppliers, alliance partners etc. ... and this helps us improve our existing and develop new business relationships</td>
<td>Human -&gt; Relational</td>
<td>Youndt et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Our employees are constantly developing the work procedures ... and this makes our processes more effective</td>
<td>Human -&gt; Process</td>
<td>Bontis et al. (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Our employees collaborate with each other to diagnose problems ... and this increases our innovatvity</td>
<td>Human -&gt; Innovation</td>
<td>Youndt et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Our firm monitors employee performance ... and this increases our external disclosure capability</td>
<td>Human -&gt; Disclosure</td>
<td>Meritum (2002); Mouilten et al. (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Our employees’ knowledge is important ... and it increases our performance</td>
<td>Human -&gt; Performance</td>
<td>Youndt et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Our employees and their skills are highly valuable to us ... and this increases our financial returns</td>
<td>Human -&gt; Profitability</td>
<td>Own development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Our customers help us to co-create products and services ... and this increases our feedback</td>
<td>Relational -&gt; Process</td>
<td>Own development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Our relations with supplies and customers are vital for our development ... and they result in new products and ideas</td>
<td>Relational -&gt; Innovation</td>
<td>Own development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Our suppliers’ qualities are beneficial for us ... and are of great influence when we report externally on what makes us special</td>
<td>Relational -&gt; Disclosure</td>
<td>Own development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Our customers and suppliers share knowledge with us ... and this increases our performance</td>
<td>Relational -&gt; Performance</td>
<td>Own development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Our customers and suppliers collaborate with us a lot ... and this increases our profitability</td>
<td>Relational -&gt; Profitability</td>
<td>Own development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. We have designated workflows and practices ... and this increases our innovatvity</td>
<td>Processes -&gt; Innovation</td>
<td>Youndt et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. We monitor progress in our performance management systems ... and this increases the quality of our external reporting</td>
<td>Processes -&gt; Disclosure</td>
<td>Own development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Our production system is responsive to changes on the market ... and this helps us meet variations in demand better</td>
<td>Processes -&gt; Performance</td>
<td>Slack and Lewis (2003, pp. 229-234)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. We design our production processes closely ... and this helps us attain higher market value</td>
<td>Processes -&gt; Profitability</td>
<td>Own development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
24. We invest in and use computing devices (pcs, laptops, workstations, iPads, etc.) ... and this increases the efficiency of our employees

25. We invest in and use IT-systems and social networks (e.g. LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter) ... and this helps us extend our business relationships with customers and suppliers

26. We integrate our information systems with one another ... and this increases our productivity

27. We register vital work-related knowledge and information ... and this increases our innovative capabilities (do not re-invent the wheel)

28. We design our IT-systems to structure and organize our knowledge ... and this helps us to develop more detailed external reporting

29. We upgrade our technological infrastructure and systems ... and this increases our performance

30. We invest in technological infrastructure and production systems ... and this increases our profitability

Table A1b: Intellectual Capital

Disclosure

This variable is a reflection of the effects of the resources, activities and outcomes of the management systems, as well as of the efficiency of the practiced strategizing and decision-making and it is often what is publicly disclosed and on basis of which the company is evaluated in relation to its market value, attractiveness on the market and its competitive ability.

Table Constructs – Disclosure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Causal Relationship</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31. We systematically develop more specific external reporting and communication ... and this creates a focus which increases our performance</td>
<td>Disclosure -&gt; Performance</td>
<td>Meritum (2002),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. ... and this increases our profitability</td>
<td>Disclosure -&gt; Profitability</td>
<td>Own development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A1c: Disclosure
Performance

The performance variable captures how well the company thinks it does in relation to its competitors, and how much this increases its profitability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Constructs - Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. Our performance is higher than our competitors’ ... and this increases our profitability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal Relationship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Performance -
Profitability |
| Sources                         |
| Own development                 |

Table A1d Survey: Performance

Innovation

Innovation is defined as an effect of knowledge processing, where new ideas and incremental improvements are vital for better performance and higher profitability. The proposed scales allow hence for the determination of the areas in which innovation contributes the most to competitive advantages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Constructs - Innovation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. We buy or lease innovations ... and this increases our competitiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. We systematically develop new ideas and knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. ... and this affects our employees’ efficiency positively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. ... and this attracts more customers and suppliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38. ... and this makes our processes and work flows to function smoother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. ... and this makes our technologies to function better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40. ... and this makes us report our innovations externally instead of innovating in secrecy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41. ... and this improves our performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42. ... and this improves our profitability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal Relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation (bought/leased)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Innovation -
Strategy |
| Innovation -
Human |
| Innovation -
Relational |
| Innovation -
Processes |
| Innovation -
Technologies |
| Innovation -
Disclosure |
| Innovation -
Performance |
| Innovation -
Profitability |
| Sources                        |
| Own development                |

Table A1e Survey: Innovation
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>st Dev</th>
<th>Var</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>1st Qu</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>3rd Qu</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy -&gt; Human Capital</td>
<td>1.679</td>
<td>2.920</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>4.966</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy -&gt; Relational Capital</td>
<td>1.634</td>
<td>2.670</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>5.207</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy -&gt; Processes</td>
<td>1.645</td>
<td>2.707</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>4.724</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy -&gt; Technologies</td>
<td>1.655</td>
<td>2.739</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>5.103</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy -&gt; Innovation</td>
<td>1.699</td>
<td>2.687</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>5.621</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy -&gt; Disclosure</td>
<td>1.583</td>
<td>2.507</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>5.310</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy -&gt; Performance</td>
<td>1.914</td>
<td>3.663</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>4.655</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy -&gt; Profitability</td>
<td>1.807</td>
<td>3.266</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>4.862</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human -&gt; Relational</td>
<td>1.509</td>
<td>2.278</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>5.276</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human -&gt; Process</td>
<td>1.514</td>
<td>2.293</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>5.310</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human -&gt; Innovation</td>
<td>1.523</td>
<td>2.320</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
<td>6.034</td>
<td>7.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human -&gt; Disclosure</td>
<td>1.977</td>
<td>3.909</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>3.862</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human -&gt; Performance</td>
<td>2.041</td>
<td>4.167</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>3.103</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational -&gt; Profitability</td>
<td>1.322</td>
<td>1.749</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
<td>6.034</td>
<td>7.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational -&gt; Process</td>
<td>2.231</td>
<td>4.975</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>4.241</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational -&gt; Innovation</td>
<td>2.066</td>
<td>4.392</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>4.966</td>
<td>7.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational -&gt; Disclosure</td>
<td>1.732</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes -&gt; Profitability</td>
<td>1.873</td>
<td>3.507</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>4.310</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes -&gt; Innovation</td>
<td>1.918</td>
<td>3.677</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>3.966</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes -&gt; Disclosure</td>
<td>2.024</td>
<td>4.098</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>3.897</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes -&gt; Performance</td>
<td>2.279</td>
<td>5.195</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>4.296</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technologies -&gt; Human</td>
<td>1.977</td>
<td>3.909</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>4.034</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technologies -&gt; Relational</td>
<td>2.269</td>
<td>5.148</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>3.828</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technologies -&gt; Process</td>
<td>2.005</td>
<td>4.020</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>4.345</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technologies -&gt; Innovation</td>
<td>2.094</td>
<td>4.384</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>4.207</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technologies -&gt; Disclosure</td>
<td>2.024</td>
<td>4.098</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>3.897</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technologies -&gt; Performance</td>
<td>1.861</td>
<td>3.463</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>4.966</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technologies -&gt; Profitability</td>
<td>2.092</td>
<td>4.377</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>4.345</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure -&gt; Performance</td>
<td>1.976</td>
<td>3.904</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>3.759</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure -&gt; Profitability</td>
<td>1.844</td>
<td>3.399</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>3.552</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance -&gt; Profitability</td>
<td>2.172</td>
<td>4.719</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>4.172</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation (bought/leased)</td>
<td>2.068</td>
<td>4.278</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>3.276</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation -&gt; Strategy</td>
<td>1.412</td>
<td>1.995</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>5.069</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation -&gt; Human</td>
<td>1.618</td>
<td>2.618</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>5.241</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation -&gt; Relational</td>
<td>1.936</td>
<td>3.749</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>5.034</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation -&gt; Processes</td>
<td>1.698</td>
<td>2.882</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>4.897</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation -&gt; Technologies</td>
<td>1.944</td>
<td>3.781</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>4.931</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation -&gt; Disclosure</td>
<td>1.850</td>
<td>3.421</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>3.724</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation -&gt; Performance</td>
<td>1.659</td>
<td>2.751</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>5.414</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation -&gt; Profitability</td>
<td>1.911</td>
<td>3.050</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>5.310</td>
<td>7.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A1: Survey: Descriptive Statistics
## Appendix 2 – Survey Respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Work Experience</th>
<th>Total Leadership Experience</th>
<th>Stock Ownership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Company 1</td>
<td>Vicepresident</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 2</td>
<td>CFO</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 3</td>
<td>EVP</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 4</td>
<td>Information Manager</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 5</td>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 6</td>
<td>Country manager</td>
<td>High-school</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 7</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 8</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 9</td>
<td>CFO</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 10</td>
<td>HR/IR-manager</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 11</td>
<td>Purchase Manager</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 12</td>
<td>Board Member</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 13</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Post-doctoral</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 14</td>
<td>Supply Chain Director</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 15</td>
<td>Managing Director</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 16</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 17</td>
<td>Manager Investor Relations</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 18</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 19</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 20</td>
<td>Director of Marketing</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 21</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Post-doctoral</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 22</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 23</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Post-doctoral</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Experience</th>
<th>Detailed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Company 24</td>
<td>CFO</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 25</td>
<td>President</td>
<td>High-school</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 26</td>
<td>CFO</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 27</td>
<td>VP IR</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 28</td>
<td>Senior VP</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company 29</td>
<td>Director IR</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A2 Detailed Information about the Survey Respondents
### Appendix 3 – Key Terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Resources (Code: 1)</th>
<th>Activities (Code: 2)</th>
<th>Effects (Code: 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goals and Objectives</td>
<td>+ Employee certifications (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ Presentations at universities (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ Employee development (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Lectures (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
<td>+ Lectures (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
<td>+ Employee well-being (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Publications (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
<td>+ Publications (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
<td>+ Employee share ownership (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customers</td>
<td>+ Availability of support department</td>
<td>+ Meet-the-customer project (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ New customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Network of suppliers and distributors (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ Customer solutions (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
<td>+ Old customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Network partner concept (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ Media exposure (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
<td>+ Returning customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Client in-flow (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Largest customers’ shares of production (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Client out-flow (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Largest customers’ shares of production (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Foreign projects / clients (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Largest customers’ shares of production (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Average order response time, from customer order until final delivery (WEF/TIM, 2002)</td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Largest customers’ shares of production (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes</td>
<td>+ Number of processes</td>
<td>+ Process measurement (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ Automatic data capturing (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Description of network of suppliers and distributors (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ Containment management</td>
<td>+ Ideal employer (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Cross-functional teams (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ Project management capacity (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
<td>+ Ideal employer (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Share / number of inter-disciplinary projects of all projects (J. Mouritsen et al., 2003)</td>
<td>+ Information and communication within the company (Bukh et al., 2003)</td>
<td>+ Quality in delivery and solutions (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Share / number of projects including several departments / business units / sectors of company (Mouritsen et al., 2003)</td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Reliability (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Percent of critical processes that have a procedural manual (DMISTI, 2003)</td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Reliability (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Benefits of Innovation and Intellectual Capital in Business Performance:

#### The Financial Effects of Knowledge Management vs. Disclosure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technologies</th>
<th>R&amp;D</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Employees</th>
<th>Customers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software assets and licenses (Bukh et al., 2005)</td>
<td>Patents issued + Innovate</td>
<td>Appraisal interviews (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>Availability of potential employees</td>
<td>Support staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT systems (Bukh et al., 2005)</td>
<td>Brands + Patents revealed</td>
<td>Number of jobs worldwide / globally (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
<td>Availability of part-time employees</td>
<td>Number of customers (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensing</td>
<td>Trademarks + Innovation department (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
<td>Flexibility (DMIST, 2003)</td>
<td>Share of employees with updated development plan (Mouutsen et al., 2002)</td>
<td>Complaints (Rimmel et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT capacity</td>
<td>Licenses</td>
<td>Significant (DMIST, 2003)</td>
<td>Expectations</td>
<td>Support staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description and reason for investment in IT (Bukh et al., 2005)</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>Specifications of the method of indicator formulation (DMIST, 2003)</td>
<td>Human resource orientation (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal sharing of knowledge (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>Project briefing and debriefing (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>Environmental orientation (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>Employee course activities (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ Standards / quality certificates / certifications (ISO) (Mouutsen et al., 2001; Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>Ability to fulfill missions / vision (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
<td>Certifications of other types (e.g, Microsoft)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>Operations management</td>
<td>Increase market share (DMIST, 2003)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>Check use of certified routines (DMIST, 2003)</td>
<td>Meet requirements</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>Investment / development area</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>Visualize (DMIST, 2002)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ +</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Additional Notes
- Number of web / home / page hits (Rimmel et al., 2004)
- Working from home / teleworking / remote work (Bukh et al., 2005)

---

*The above table outlines the benefits of innovation and intellectual capital in business performance, focusing on the financial effects of knowledge management versus disclosure.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>- Dependence on distribution partners (Nielsen et al., 2005)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Employee benefits / reward systems</td>
<td>- Dependence on independent partners’ relationships (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Own products’ share of turnover (Mauritsen et al., 2001)</td>
<td>- Environmental effects: waste / organic components / electricity consumption / water consumption (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Open innovation system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Co-creation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Number of hours spent on internal process development (Nielsen et al., 2005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Understanding customer needs (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Quality audits (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>- Office expenses / costs (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ IT expenses (Busk et al., 2005)</td>
<td>+ Number of license owners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Maintaining and expanding technology leadership (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>- Open innovation system members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Number of strategic partners (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ Protection of intellectual property rights (Nielsen et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>- Data mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Critical success factors (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ Market share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Strategic objectives (DMST, 2003)</td>
<td>+ Shareholder value added (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Strategic efforts (DMST, 2003)</td>
<td>+ Economic society contribution (Rimmel et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ External sharing of information / communication (Busk et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiatives</th>
<th>Employees</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Employee discounts / reductions (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Number of employees (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Number of employees in product development (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Staff breakdown by departments (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Staff breakdown by age (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Training days per employee (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Training investment per employee (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Investment in personnel / staff (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Incentive systems (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Training and education program (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Intermediate management (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Top management (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Customer relationships (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ On-the-job skills development (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ International travelling (Rimmel et al., 2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Future prospects regarding HR / employees investments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customers</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test samples</td>
<td>Knowledge agents (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>Bring your own device program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales breakdown by segments (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>Investment in process development (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>New software development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert's share of turnover (Mørtensen et al., 2001)</td>
<td>Investment in product development / new product lines (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>Internet-based IRC / Forums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Open house / visits to customers (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ Process measurement (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ Infrastructure / buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Participation in seminars / conferences (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ User group seminars (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ New machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Description of distribution strategy (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ Number of strategic partners (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ Number of new projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Cooperation with consultants (Rimmell et al., 2004)</td>
<td>+ Product development / development process (Nielsen et al., 2006)</td>
<td>+ Future prospects regarding investments / development (Baths et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Trend survey (Rimmell et al., 2004)</td>
<td>+ Focus group meetings (Rimmell et al., 2004)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Customer loyalty (Rimmell et al., 2004)</td>
<td>+ Participation in research projects (Mørtensen et al., 2001)</td>
<td>+ Image survey / impression (Rimmell et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Future prospects regarding relational value / customers / suppliers investments / development (Baths et al., 2005)</td>
<td>+ Development (Baths et al., 2005)</td>
<td>+ Future organisational prospects regarding investments / development (Baths et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Development (Baths et al., 2005)</td>
<td>+ + Mobility / internal recruiting (Rimmell et al., 2004)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further training (Rimmell et al., 2004) | Employee intake (Rimmell et al., 2004) | |
<p>| Job rotation (Rimmell et al., 2004) | | |
| New employees (Rimmell et al., 2004) | | |
| + Staff breakdown by nationality (Nielsen et al., 2006) | + Staff breakdown by education (Nielsen et al., 2006) | + Career opportunities (Baths et al., 2005) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Policies | + Description of IT systems (Nielsen et al., 2006)  
+ Employees with technological ability / teleworking (Rimmel et al., 2004)  
+ Shared knowledge databases on intranet (Rimmel et al., 2004)  
+ Acquisition of reporting system  
+ Work-flow and management system  
+ Investment in IT / per employee (Rimmel et al., 2004; Nielsen et al., 2006)  
+ Number of updates (Rimmel et al., 2004)  
+ Helpdesk enquiries the same day / month / year (Rimmel et al., 2004)  
+ Future prospects regarding IT / users investments / development (Bulh et al., 2005) |
| R&D | + Educational programs  
+ Description of current research projects  
+ Investment in innovation as a % of total turnover (Nielsen et al., 2006)  
+ R&D / research and development expenses (Nielsen et al., 2006)  
+ R&D / research and development expenses / sales (Nielsen et al., 2006)  
+ Patents filed (Rimmel et al., 2004)  
+ Number of new products  
+ Number of improved products  
+ Future prospects regarding R&D / research and development (Bulh et al., 2005) |
| Strategy | + Vision statement / code of conduct / strategic map (DMSTI, 2003)  
+ Dividends  
+ Shared knowledge documents on intranet (Rimmel et al., 2004)  
+ Key drivers / indicators (DMSTI, 2003)  
+ Progress statements  
+ Development projects (Rimmel et al., 2004)  
+ Environmental control system improvements (Rimmel et al., 2004)  
+ Quality control system improvements (Rimmel et al., 2004)  
+ Monitoring activities (DMSTI, 2003)  
+ New alliances / partners  
+ Future strategic prospects regarding investments / development (Bulh et al., 2005) |
| Key Resources | + Number of employees (Nielsen et al., 2006)  
+ Full-time employees (Nielsen et al., 2006)  
+ Software developers (Nielsen et al., 2006)  
+ Engineers (Nielsen et al., 2006)  
+ Software experience (Nielsen et al., 2006)  
+ Employee education / degree (Nielsen et al., 2006)  
+ Mergers / acquisitions  
+ Goodwill  
+ Intangibles  
+ Plant development  
+ New plants  
+ Plant closure  
+ Skills  
+ Knowledge work / intellectual work  
+ Culture (Nielsen et al., 2006)  
+ Employee loyalty (Nielsen et al., 2006)  
+ Management value (Nielsen et al., 2006)  
+ Processes and infrastructure (Nielsen et al., 2006)  
+ Number of unsolicited applications (Nielsen et al., 2006)  
+ Satisfactory workplace (Nielsen et al., 2006)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customers</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>R&amp;D</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Disclosure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ Employee satisfaction [Nielsen et al., 2006]</td>
<td>+ Customer satisfaction [Nielsen et al., 2006]</td>
<td>+ Employee satisfaction with “office premises” [Nielsen et al., 2006]</td>
<td>+ Number of innovations</td>
<td>+ PRizes and awards</td>
<td>+ Interim reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Net revenue / profit / income per employee [Kimmel et al., 2004; Nielsen et al., 2008]</td>
<td>+ Staff turnover [Nielsen et al., 2006]</td>
<td>+ Number of innovations</td>
<td>+ Number of class action suits / infringements won</td>
<td>+ PRizes and awards</td>
<td>+ Additional reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Experience</td>
<td>+ Active projects</td>
<td>+ Registered patents</td>
<td>+ Number of class action suits / infringements lost</td>
<td>+ PRizes and awards</td>
<td>+ Prospective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Creavity
- Motivation

- Interim reports
- Additional reports
- Quarterly reports
- Prospectives
- Accounting system with a focus on financial and non-financial indicators [DMSTI, 2003]

- Introduction
- Report / disclose
- IPO / initial public offering
- Voluntary reporting / disclosure
- Reply to issue / statement
- Interest / motivation / ambition in reporting / disclosure

- Inform / reveal / disseminate / share knowledge
- Make public
- Transparency
- Compliance to / agreement with requirements and guidelines
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sure</td>
<td>frequency of reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Dewett, 2005)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A3: Key Terms
Appendix 4 – Diverse Historical Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>USD</th>
<th>DKK</th>
<th>NOK</th>
<th>SEK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>6.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>6.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>6.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>7.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>7.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.44</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>7.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>7.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.99</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>7.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A4a Mean Yearly Historical Exchange Rates (International Monetary Fund 2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>USD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1.0159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1.0457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1.0627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1.0906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1.0910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1.1377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1.1613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1.2076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1.2432</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A4b Mean Yearly Deflation Rates (Coinnews Media Group 2015)
### Appendix 5 – Abnormal Returns Breakdown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>NACE Rev 2. MS</th>
<th>Mean MCAP/TA</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>M - Professional, scientific and technical activities</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>Q - Human health and social work activities</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>M - Professional, scientific and technical activities</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>G - Wholesale and retail trade</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Q - Human health and social work activities</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>G - Wholesale and retail trade</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>M - Professional, scientific and technical activities</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>C - Manufacturing</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>J - Information and communication</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>R - Arts, entertainment and recreation</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>J - Information and communication</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>R - Arts, entertainment and recreation</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>C - Manufacturing</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>M - Professional, scientific and technical activities</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>C - Manufacturing</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>B - Mining and quarrying</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>H - Transportation and storage</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>B - Mining and quarrying</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>B - Mining and quarrying</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>J - Information and communication</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>B - Mining and quarrying</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>H - Transportation and storage</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>J - Information and communication</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>F - Construction</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>C - Manufacturing</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>Q - Human health and social work activities</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>G - Wholesale and retail trade</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>H - Transportation and storage</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>F - Construction</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>F - Construction</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>F - Construction</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>K - Financial and insurance activities</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>K - Financial and insurance activities</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>H - Transportation and storage</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>K - Financial and insurance activities</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>K - Financial and insurance activities</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>R - Arts, entertainment and recreation</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>G - Wholesale and retail trade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Q - Human health and social work activities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>R - Arts, entertainment and recreation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table A5a Industrial Market Capitalization and Competitiveness Rank Breakdown by NACE Rev. 2 Main Sector and Country (2004 to 2013)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Observations</td>
<td>1766</td>
<td>2144</td>
<td>2492</td>
<td>3849</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>4825</td>
<td>5215</td>
<td>5621</td>
<td>5799</td>
<td>5734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table A5b Industrial Sample Breakdown by Year*
Appendix 6 – Abnormal Returns per Country

The distribution of the respondent companies’ abnormal returns is presented per country in Figure A6a.

As indicated before, the abnormal returns measure ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates negative returns and 1 indicates positive returns. The results indicate that the represented companies from Denmark (2 respondents) attained the highest positive average of abnormal returns, 1, the United States (11 respondents) an average of 0.82, Norway (3 respondents) an average of 0.67 and Sweden (13 respondents) attained the lowest represented average of 0.15. In terms of ranking, Denmark scores first, US second, Norway third and Sweden fourth.
The distribution of the respondent companies’ perceived profitability is presented per country in Figure A6b. In similarity with the abnormal returns variable indicated above, the perceived profitability measure ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates negative profitability and 1 indicates positive profitability. The results indicate that the represented companies from Denmark (2 respondents) attained the highest positive average of abnormal returns, but felt the least profitable (0.5 compared to 1 in actual realizations). The United States (11 respondents) attained an average of perceived profitability of 0.63 compared to their actual realizations of 0.82 in abnormal returns. These two countries belong in great part to the “Pessimistic High Earners”. Norway (3 respondents) attained an average of 0.67 in both perceived profitability and abnormal returns, making them part of most realistic group, “The Realistic High Earners”. The Swedish companies indicated an average perceived profitability level of 0.46, compared to their lowest represented average of abnormal returns of 0.15, making them good candidates for the “Optimistic Low Earners Group”.

![Distribution of the Respondents' Perceived Profitability per Represented Country](image-url)
Figure A6c summarizes the representation of the formulated management groups per country.

The countries marked with green (Pessimistic High Earners, represented by a score of 3) and orange (Realistic High Earners, represented by a score of 2) are over-represented in the profitable groups, whilst the country marked with red, Sweden, is the location from where the majority of the surveyed companies are not profitable (Optimistic Low Earners, represented by a score of 1). The figure indicates that companies from Sweden are positive to a small extent, as two of the companies belong to the “Pessimistic High Earners” group. The same applies for Norway, where 2 out of 3 companies belong to the high earners (Pessimistic respectively Realistic). Denmark, with its 2 companies belongs to both high earners group. From the US, only 1 company belongs to the “Optimistic Low Earners” group.
## Appendix 7 – Diverse Latent Class Regression Outputs and Tests

The following sections provide detailed outputs and tests for the diverse latent class regression analysis. These include the evaluation of model fit, discrimination, and classification accuracy. The tables and figures illustrate the key findings and support the comprehensive analysis presented in the main text.

### Table A7a: Abnormal Returns Rank as Concomitant Variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Pseudo R^2</th>
<th>Pseudo F Value</th>
<th>F Statistic</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 2</td>
<td>0.0123</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 3</td>
<td>0.0123</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table A7b: Basic Profitability Model (29 Observations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>LLLV</th>
<th>P(1)</th>
<th>P(2)</th>
<th>P(3)</th>
<th>P(4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 2</td>
<td>0.0123</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 3</td>
<td>0.0123</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Additional Notes

- The tables and figures are derived from the latent class regression analysis, which evaluates the impact of abnormal returns rank alongside other profitability indicators.
- The model fit statistics and discrimination measures indicate the effectiveness of the latent class approach in capturing diverse segments within the data.
- Further analysis and implications are discussed in the main text, pointing to the significance of these findings in understanding the financial dynamics of the firms studied.
Figure A7: The Replicated Data Set Indicating the Same Profitability Traits as the Model Based on the Original Sample, cf. Figure 4.1.3b

Table A7c Basic Profitability Model (2900 Observations – Simulation)
The Usefulness of Innovation and Intellectual Capital in Business Performance:
The Financial Effects of Knowledge Management vs. Disclosure

Table A7d Total Model (Part 1) (2900 Observations - Simulation)
Table A7e Total Model (Part 2) (2900 Observations - Simulation)
Table A7: Total Model (Part 3) (2900 Observations – Simulation)
Appendix 8 – Key Terms: Supplemental Charts

Figure A8a Detailed Knowledge Resources (by Management Group)

Figure A8b Ranking of Disclosed Items per Main Topic (by Management Profile)
Appendix 9 – Analyses of Variance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUMMARY</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-6.53</td>
<td>-2.17667</td>
<td>0.218233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>0.9559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3.86333</td>
<td>0.108433</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-7.87</td>
<td>-2.62333</td>
<td>0.770233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHE</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-5.23</td>
<td>-1.3075</td>
<td>5.603758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHE</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-9.53</td>
<td>-2.3825</td>
<td>4.263225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLE</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-6.25</td>
<td>-1.5625</td>
<td>7.699225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A9a ANOVA of Entangled Topics across Perceived and Disclosed Topics  
– Per Management Profile
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Two-Factor Analysis of Variance without Replication – Per Management Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUMMARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disclosure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANOVA</th>
<th>Source of Variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>F crit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rows (Variables)</td>
<td>64.57</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.76</td>
<td>68.184</td>
<td>1.4271E-08</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columns (Management Groups)</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>6.2389</td>
<td>0.01388214</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>68.44</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A9b ANOVA of Disentangled Knowledge Resources (All) – Per Management Profile
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